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I AA Agents, both Male and Female, to sell onr
-xj-rv-r usetul household articles. They will sell
to almost every house. Any one can sell them. We
have agents that never sold
anything before, making
from four to five dollars per
day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every
housekeeper needs them and wants them
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Business chances bought and sold

here.

No. 457 1-2 Clapp’s Block

Call, or address with stamp, T. F. BoWE
119j Exchange street, Portland.
jaOdtf

TO LET

and Counsellor at

Attorney

ADAMS

Law,

33 School St., Boston, Mass.
of debts, bankrupt ?y, &c.. a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign conn-

Drama.

M«»» F ANN V 1UARAH in her great impersonation of MAGNOLIA, ihe Whit© Slave.
Received nightly by large and appreciative audiences
with rapturous applause.
THIS GREAT PLAIT is acknowledged by
the press and the public to be the Trininph of

Dr.

R

T,

d&wlv

Wild.©,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
lie Bliall lay hands on them and they shall be heale
SO'J Cumberland, Car. af Elm St.
nov8
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3 P.

>

AI. and 7 P. M.

MONDAY.

day.
Preaching at Second Parish Church, Afternoon and
Evening, at 3 anu 7J o’clock.
Prayer meeting Every Morning at the Second
Parish Vestry, led by Mr. Johnson, beginning
tbiM Saturday morniug, from 8£ to 9$.
dlw

fe24

CONCERTS

FOUR

aid of the

in

will be given at

HALL,
Nos. 4. & 5 Free St. Block,

FRATERNITY

successive SATURDAY EVEJIIKOS, as
lollows:

Match 3.
Choir of Park St. Church,
Portland English Glee Club,
of 30 Voices, March 10.
Choir of Congress Sq. Clmrcli, March 17.
Choir of First Parish Church, March 24.
of the best musical talent
in the city.

some

Course Tickets, $1.00. Evening
35 cts. Doors open at 7. Concert at 8.

Tickets,

and (paid

Job

Wlinith,

No. .'-37 Pkira Street

GAI)

TENEMENT of lour

A

them

Coffins anfl Caslets Always on Haul

Rohes,

Opposite

the Grand Trank

Depot,

YARMOUTH, ME.

dtl

O. O. Davis cfc Oo.,
Civil & Mechanical Engineers,

ISO 1.3 Minm.E STREET, (Cairo
Bank RIork). Particular attention given to tlie
survey of Railroads and Public Works, including
masonry, bridges of wood or iron. Maps, profiles,
plans, specifications, and estimates made therefor.
City, town lots, and farms surveyed. Drawings,
specifications, and estimates,of all kinds of machinery promptly made.
O.

O.

DAVIS

FRED DAVIS.
d3m

Portland, Feb. 9, 1877.

GEO.

and

Com plicated Accounts examined and made up;
Book Accounts opened, posted, examined or closed;
Estate or Partnership Accounts made up; Business
requiring the services of au Accountant respectfully
solicited; also authorized to qualify Civil Officers, at

Coroner

Possessing great beauty, and a certain richness
fulness of tone, unequalled. Their mechanical
nvror

rlmnjnrl

for

Cumberland

rnnilerinrr

Organs. Prices, from Seventy to
Also Organs ot
Fifteen Hundred Dollass.

them the best ot

other first class manufacturers.

County,

3 Free Street Block,

Middle

PORTLAND.

To Let.
pleasant Tenements in
TWOStreet.
Six
each.

St.

febl5
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ply to_
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PORTLAND,

de28dtf_

chance to get good rent all to yourNOWselt.is your
small House, within 3 minutes walk of
a

City Building;

rent

to

declSdtf

THE WOOTON

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

about $10.00 per month. Apply
W. W. CARR,
19V Newbury Street.

To be Let.
in Third Story Merchants’ National
occupied by d. & E M. Ranil; also
offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water aud lire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.
oct27dtf

fdlHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Dan fort n Street
A containing all the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
Jd
dtf

universally acknowledged to be

the

King of Desks,
Being the handsomest, the most convenient, the most symmetrical, the most
accessible, the most comprehensive, the
most durable ever invented.
An enclosed stamp secures

Samuel

catalogue.

Thurston,

GENERAL

3

a

A 11

No.

Cedar

gress Street.

Free

St.

Block,

PC H.TLA3STD.

RAnlfi

Alxr

Street, four

FINE

SHIRTS

minutes walk from Confebl4d2w

Boston,

Jan.

24, 1877.
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find
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A FOGG, No. 01 Middle Street.

Relief and Health to Your Infants.
We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN’ CONFIDENCE AND TROTH of it,
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A
CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and
speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical eflects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
“WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OCR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suilering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the
syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

done to

Would

only relieves the child from pain, but in*

It not

vigorates

and
will

Griping

-

Plumbers.

House

Real Estate Agents.

Saw
Kladen,
styles and prices,
Wood Polinb
l>t»igu«, Fancy Wood*,
and all material required for tine Scroll Work.

PorMtL

For
AT

cor.

Streets.

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St
J.

This Soap is manufactured by

A. MERRILL.

A. KEITH.

AGENT.

PROCTER,

price

93

call

on

Exchange St.

BY

Surgical

Apparatus for Deformities, Dislocations and Fractures,

RATTERIES,

ELECTRIC

Stockings,
Shoulder Braces, Supporters,
Elastic

TRUSSES, TRUSSES
The aboye

the best Manufacturers and
Importers in the Country.
from

are

^VACCINE

VIKEW

hand^B

Patent

WMttemorc’s

coiiHtnutly

Elastic

on

pear.

Cratch

FOR 8AEE IIV

GEO.
Cor.

€.

Congress

Owen, Moore & Bailey.
fcICdtf

FRYE,

& Franklin

■
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We shall open today in our Lace Department the
following new and desireahle goods:
Seventy Five different patterns of “Cachmire*
“Flemish Point,” and Hand Embroidered Brussels
Lace Scarfs, comprising the line oi samples used by
aEuiopean agent who has been taking orders of
New York Importers. BuyiDg as we did, enables us
to offer $ larger assortment and at less prices than
dealers in larger cities.
“Complete assortment** of Guipure and “Cachmire” Webb Laces with edges to match for making
scarfs.
An Elegant line of the new friDged Black Lace
Veils, new Ruches, &c. We are determined to makeour Lace Department a prominent feature of our
business and shall offer Novelties as fast as they ap-

Sts.,

COMFORT DUG THE WINTER
A large Stock ol

wui»

DAVIS & CARTLAND,
—

DEALERS IN

—

Wool

Fine Boots and Shoes
Full line of the celebrated
New Jet-Mcy Ilnml-Scwrd Bnilouand Con
weargre*H GAITBIKH lor
Cadien’ Fine
French KID BOOTS,
{manufactured by J. C. Bennett and Barnard.)
Also a good line of medium priced goods in the different widths and qualities.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and promptly done,

DAVIS

&

D. H.

Street,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

BARNES, ACCOMM.

opened, examined, balanced, and closed:
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentionto bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders lell
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.

BOOKS

a'ig2GdifW&Ssep30tt

B.

AT

LEAVITT & DAVIS’,
437

FOR SALE OR TO LET.
NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.
New

Story First-Class Dwelling
House, containing fourteen pleasant rooms;
brick furnace and all modern improvements; situated
on Congress Street, between State and Dow Streets,
next door to residence of Payson Tucker, Esq.
Apply at office of
ROLLINS, LORTNG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.

THE

REMOVAL.
II. OROWAV, Iti.

Let—Two New and Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the
*
dec23dtf
above.
Also to

BLOCK.
citt

GRASSSEEDS.
Timothy, Red Top, N. N, Y., and
Alsike Clover
Western Clover.
and Orcliard Grass. For sale by

bas removed to
.‘II I .Klin SI., Opposite Putnam Hall.1
Tour Houses lrorn Congress Street,
jan20tf

are

ALL
ing trusting
Bark
Ererhnrd Drlins,’’
or

ler,

as no

any of the

bills of their

crew

of

Berman

llerboih, Maucontracting will be paid by

captain or consignees.
feI3dtf
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

®PRI1IPAL LOAN OFFICE.

robbery.

P. S. A large amount of above goods on hand and
for sale at half value to pay advances.

9 Market Square,
declG
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PAPERS
—

M. Gr. PALMER.

“

iflen’s

45 elm.
05

ci*.

Boys’ Rubber Bools,

Denis’ and

Misses’
Ladies’ flue

Bosworfli’s old stand.
Special inducements in prices and styles.

A

Estimates aud Designs

$2.00
1.50
1.00
Boots made lo

COMPANY,

Iron Founders and

PLATERS.

(Licensedby the United Nickel Co., of New York,
ALBURN, MAINE.
G3T*A11 Orders will have Prompt Attention.
jauO
eod&wly STu&Tli
PONTE Its and HAND-BILLS printed

at this OlUce.

w

which, for purity of tone, perfection ot action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,
endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cn*h or InMallmenta by

W. II. FURBIJSH & SON,
General A stents for Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME,
FARRINCTOX BLOCK.
dtf

Mss

S. A. Flood,

15 FREE

AND COTTON NTH.

COMPRESSED

ST.,
Prices

and all

FANCY ARTICLES.
dlw*

EAST

Makes the best and healthiest
BUEAD.
This yeast is made
from Pare Uraia. Factory at
Blissville, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

General Agency
AT
220 Federal St. Portland.
—

Ribbons, Ties, Laces,

—

sep28d6lll
Wanted, Agents and Everybody
to send for sample “Centennial
Patent Napkin Holder.” An entirely new invention and universally useful. Agents (male and
female) can sell to everyone.
Prices, extra silver plated,*25 cts;
gokl plated, 35 cts. Circular for
stamp, noo sold in one day.
L. ADAMS & CO., Sole Agents
for U. S., Box 541;
or, 38 Water
[Street, Boston, Mass. ja3Q-lm

L. W.

SAWYER,

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,
has removed from Hr Lawrence St., to NO. 135
CONGRESS STREET, opposite Engine
11odm«> No. g, where he will keep a first-class
Prescription and Family Drug Store. Patrons will
find our Drugs and Medicines pure and of the best
quality, and at prices to suit the times.
L. W. SAWYER, Druggist and Apothecary,
febl7dlin135 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Sleigh Barge Champion,
J.

features.

from the
what he
Russia became alarmed, and began a newspaper campaign against American implements. They especially attacked our ploughs
and said that English ploughs would be used
throughout the whole continent of America,
were it not for cur tariff.
Mr. Kolyszko challenged them to a trial, and the day and place

appointed. The English went to the
spot a day ahead of time and ploughed a
piece of soft ground. Mr. Kolyszko arrived
next day with American ploughs and exwere

perts.

He found that what was left him was

nature, covered with shrubs
Knowing what American
ploughs are, however, he went to work at
once and showed the English and Russians
what they had not seen before. With these
ploughs he cut the earth and matted roots
with the greatest ease, very much to the surprise of all spectators, who decided the victory of American ploughs complete.
A Sensational announcement is that a
remarkable discovery has been made in
Egypt by Signor Giacomo Rossi, American
consular agent at Alexandria. He has found
a new cotton plant which i3 so wonderfully

prolific

that it may prove a

dangerous enemy
to the American
cotton-raising interests.
Sig. Rossi, in his report of the discovery, says
that about two years ago he accidentally came
across the new plant on the property of a
captain in the Menulia district, who collected
the seed and sold It to his neighbor at twelvefold the price obtained for the ordinary kind.
The plant has a long stem, and being without
branches much space is saved.
It bears on
average fifty pods on each bush, while the
usual yield of the plant is abont thirty.
It
yields from 393 to 075 pounds per feddam,
thus doubling the crop. A smaller quantity
of seed Is needed, but the great drawback in
Egypt is that it requires much more water,
which necessitates the alternating of the crop
with grain and vegetables. In the sea islands
of the Atlantic coast, or, along the lower
Mississippi, it would prove wonderfully prolific.
It has been repeatedly urged, especially
since the beginning of the difficulties between the Sublime Porte and some of his
Provinces, that Palestine should be purchased to become a Jewish settlement.
Mr.
who

lately wrote on Prophecy and
Question, endeavored to show

that Holy Writ foretold the crisis in the
East, the fall of Turkey, war between England and Russia, the restoration of Palestine
to the Jews under a British protectorate, and
ultimately the appearance of Christ and the
Af tbn

Hfi'lnn r.

I.,

T?__If-

Gladstone to whom this pamphlet was sent,
its author received a brief note promising to
“read it with great interest, for I have been
struck with the apparent ground for the belief that the state of the East may be treated
of in that field where you have been laboring.” Though this is rather vague and carefully non-committal, it has been largely accepted in England as somewhat favoring the
idea, which has gained strength of late, that
Palestine may once again be the home of the
children of Israel.

juncture, and he will undoubtedly be elected
by a large majority. The Democrats will
probably nominate ex-Hayor Richardson,
though Hon. C. H. Haskell is also mentioned.

_

Times have changed. Massachusetts used
recognized as the chief depositary of
patriotism and common sense, and Kentucky
as the headquarters of all
ungodliness. Now,
however, Thompson, of Massachusetts, favors resistance to the decision of the Electoral
Commission, while Brown of Kentucky,
couusels peaceful acquiescence. Numerous
other instances of Northern folly and Southern statesmanship have been developed during the pendency of tUese Presidential complications; and it looks to-day as if the
Northern Democratic members of Congress
were to be saved from making fools of themselves by the firmness and wisdom of their
Southern associates. It never was true that
no good thiug could come out of Nazareth.
to be

The Burlington Ilawkeye must have special information if it is to be believed. It
says:
Another duel is imminent. Lyman Trumbull says be cau whip the witness who started
that "nigger” ball story, with one hand tied
behind his back. And the witness says Mr.
Trambull is auotber; and Mr. Trumbull says
the witness is a fighting one and darsen’t take
it uo, and the witness tells Mr. Trambull to go
there yourself, and Mr. Trumbull has been
“hollering” for two days for somebody to hold
him, and the witness has traveled all over three
States to find some place to laydown his books,
and once Mr. Trumbull was just on the poiut
of hitting him right in the eye when he suddenly remembered that his mother told him be
must never fight, and the boys are still dancing
and howling around them, in eager expectation
of a clinch, bloodshed, and loose hair, if their
mad only keeps up a little longer.

A bemaskable illustration of the manin which a nation’s territory often increases is presented in the instance of Russia.
In the year 1505 the Tsardom of Muscovy
covered an atea of about 784,000 square
miles. This had exDanded in 1807 into the
Russian Empire, containing 7,535,000 square
miles, Since 1807, when the Czar sold the
whole of his territory in North America to
the United States, there has been a considerable increase of territory by conquest in Asia.
During the last hundred years the population
ner

W. ROBINSON,
City Hotel Stables,

is ready to furnish Sleighing Parties at shortest
notice and lowest prices; any turn out from a nice
single team to si* in hand, A 1. Call and see him.
Uec2?
dtf

The fact will not escape attention that the
ranks of the reckless revolutionists iu Congress are for the most part filled up with unsuccessful candidates for re-election, politicians who have been relegated by their constituencies to a private life and an honest living, and whose rage and desperation at the
defeat of Tilden proceed from the loss of the
offices and emoluments which were to have
been theirs in the event of his election. Fortunately for the country, and not less for
their party’s future prospects, these soreheaded malcontents are in a hopeless minority, and the Democratic policy in the present
emergency is controlled by wiser and more
honorable counsels.
The mayoralty question seems pretty
nearly solved. Mr. James Bailey and Henry
B. Cleaves, whose names have been suggested
as candidates on the Republican side, decline
positively to permit their names to be used;
and M. M. Butler Esq. is likely to be nominated by very general consent. Mr. Butler’s
familiarity with the railroad complications of
the city make him specially desirable at this

nearly quadrupled. Agriaggression have built up Russia

of Russia has been
culture and

into a great empire.

Of A Baby. By One of its Slaves. New
York: G. W. Carleton <& Co. Portland:
Bailey
& Noyes.
A very loving anil) appreciative eulogy of

AljNAtg

The Baby—universal and representative. It is
very delicate and refined in its tone—sometimes
a little
Quixotic, over-sweet and gashing—but
“creditable alike to the heart and head” of its
writer, clearly a woman and a devout babyworshipper. Why the publishers consider it a
companion piece to “Helen’s Babies” is difficult to say, for in these Annals one misses all
the delicious contrasts ot the
angeRc and mischievous natures of those typical children. In
fact the Baby of these Annals is like a cherub
of pictorial art—celestial but incomplete, without feet to stand upon terra Anna. However,
the book has a very elevated and sweet, tone
and will touch many a responsive
feeling in
the hearts of women wherever it is read.
Sir Roger DeCoverly. With an
Introductory
Essay by John Habberton. New York: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.

This little volume contains the papers which
appeared originally in the Spectator, relating
to the good knight Sir Roger de
Coverly. It
forms one of a series of six, which are to comprise representative numbers from the Spectator, Tatler, Guardian, Rambler &c„ &., under
the skilful editorship of Mr. Habberton. A
very graceful and appreciative essay from his
pen forms the introduction to the present volume, which is a most convenient and suitable
one, as collecting papers which although united
by their theme, were separated by other artioles
in the serial in which they were first
pub-

ished.

Childhood of the English Nation. By
Ella S. Armitage.
New York: G, P. Putnam’s
Sous. Portland: Lorlng, Short & Hannon.
This Is a simple, practical and well-designed

Tiie

work, intended
the

ment to

as

study

introduction aod incite-

an

of

English history. It is
written in a clear and pleasant style, and contains details which histories larger and more
ambitious in their proportions would not give.

Although so agreeable in its manner of teaching history, it is dignified and compact, and
will be found a source of profit and
pleasure to
young readers, or to those who, cot caring to
devote overmuch study to the matter, wish to
understand the conditions and circumstances of

early English forefathers.

our
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Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). harmonizes in its fatalistio title with the
piquant diablerie that tinges this unique series.

It is a fresh and delightful romance
which
promises well for the literary future of its writer who is said to bs a
very young lady
The
local color of the work is
exceedingly goal
both in description and artistic
and to

Recent Publications.

fee'ing;

Cektral Africa. By Col. C. Chaille Long. New
york: Harper Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.
In July, 1873, Sir Samuel Baker returned
from aD expedition into Central Africa where
he had been sent by tbe Khedive to suppress
tbe slave trade; he was unsuccessful because

the slave traders were assisted ffiy government
officials. Col C. G. Gordon. C. B., of tbe English army, was appointed to succeed him, and
made Governor General of the Equatorial
Provinces of Egypt, with his seat of government at Gonbokoro, and the author of this book
au American and a Southerner, was appointed
his chief of staff. Tbe expedition started in

February, 1871,

and on arriving at Khartoun
fuuud ihat tbe great mass of vegetable matter
which so impeded Baker in the upper waters
had been cut away and floated out, which

allowed them to pass freely in
which Baker had carried thither.

the steamers
Col. GordoD

finding that great sickness prevailed at Gonbokoro, returned to Khartoun leaving permission
for Col. Lopg to explore the lakes, which he
undertook to do with only two soldiers as a
guard. He started with a large body of ivory
hunters who were going to Fatiko, 165 miles
abeve Gonbokoro, where Baker had built a fort.
Thence he moved toward Victoria Lake with
his own scanty following. He visited Riooga,

Baker’s faithful ally, and speaks

ably of
»a

him.

most

favor-

On the 20th of June he arrived

n_a.

sum_
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who had befriended both Speke and Baker, and
much astonished that monarch aud his court
on horseback.
Having never seen
horse before they mistook him for a centanr.
In honor of his visit the king decapitated thirty
men as a sacrifice, which compliment politeness, as well as policy, required him to accept
quietly. Speke related this custom of Ugunda,
and Livingstone expressed doubt of it, but Col.
Long vindicates the former. With a large
escort from the king, he visited the lake and

by coming

a

make an excursion upon it, but by the strict
orders of the king was not allowed to attempt
to cross it, the feat being considered dangerous
in open boats.

On

July

19th be started to re-

turn, this time taking to the river, where ha
had a dangerous passage, and a severe fight
with five hundred of Keba Rega’s men in a

have interpreted so well the myslio brilliance
of Egyptian scenery implies much

imaginative

power as well as that of delineation. The construction of the story is not especially good, but
the dialogue is easy and bright, and the author
has a picturesque sense of words together with

capabilities for real beauty and pathos. The
characters are pleasantly, though not remark-

ably drawn; the hero in the world-weary but
noble vein; the heroine with the irresponsible
gush, the extraordinary ignorance of appearand skill in managing her own affairs
which form the curiously compounded nature
of the American maiden—at least in fiction.
In brief, Kismet is a very agreeable addition to
the novels of “Amours de Voyage," such as

ances

the brilliant example of Mr. William Black has
made popular, those in which human passions
are emphasized or contrasted by careful and
distinct pictures of scenery. The author of

Kismet will

undoubtedly

Violet and with the works of George Eliot and
other standard authors. No more exquisite
novel than the Princess of Thule has been
written in late years—its wonderful pictures of

and sky, the delicacy, force and beauty of
its manner, merit the most unqualified praise,
needless here, because the novel has been so
universally read and appreciated. The present
edition will be found desirable in size, type and
binding. For sale by Loring, Short & Harsea

The Sunmaid, by the author of "Artiste,'
Victor Lescar,&c. (New York: Harper
Brothers;

Portland: Luring, Short & Harmon,) is a very
brilliant novel ot life at the foot of the Pyrenees.
The plot is romantic, although its actors
are personages from the elegant existence of
Paris and London who have sought the retirement of the Basque country. Sir Gilbert, the
hero, is a tine character, brave, honorable and
full of fine and sincere
Madame Zophee, is

charming, with the

reaching Foneira, the most advanced Egyptian
military post in Rionga’s country, he wished to
continue by the river, carrying his boats around

and

the falls of Karnma into Lake Albert aud
thence down the Nile to Gongokoro, but sickness had made the garrison so weak that they
could not

give

the necessary escort so he returned as he went up. Subsequently, he made
a trip to the Niam-Niam country, at the bead
of a detachment of Arabs who had been in the
service of the slave traders, to establish military authority in that district, whence Scbweinfurth returned in 1871. The Yanbazi tribe

opposed his passage, but enlisting a large force
of the Niam-Niams he defeated them, and his
African allies, who were cannibals, made a
grand feast on the bodies. The narrative shows
that the Khedive is carrying out in good faith
the reforms which were proposed and commenced by Baber. Abou Saoud, the chief
slave trader of whom Baker complained so bit
terly, though appointed to command in Gordon’s expedition, was soon disgraced. Military
posts have been established and trade opeued
with the King of Ugunda, both lakes, Albert
and Viotoria, have been sufficiently explored to

satisfy geographers, and it has been demonstrated that the plan of the government to
garrison its military posts with natives is the
only practical one in that climate. The book
is illustrated with excellent sketches made by
While it will not compare with
and Livingstone’s

the author.

Baker’s,

Schweiofurth’s

labors, and the writer will take rank with them
for patience, energy and daring.
Peteb tiie ArosTLE. By Rev. Wm. M, Taylor,
D. D., author of “David, King ot Israel," and
New
York: Harper
“Elijah the Prophet."
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
These sketches, in which Dr. Taylor embodies his ideas of the life and character of the
apostle, are written with very much earnestness
of purpose and sincerity of intention.
There
is a fresh and practical quality in Dr. Taylor's
work, a direct appeal to human nature, that is
no doubt productive of fine results.
As a point
of

good

may

taste at least, however, the reviewer
protest against the over-familiarity of

phrase,

the

This is an

translating of religious ideas into
colloquialisms of street and 'change.
obvious, but in a great degree a mis-

taken method of presenting the trntb, into
which many of the preachers and writers upon
moral subjects have fallen.. It is partly a very
natural aud pleasant revulsion from the awful
and solemu utterances in which the Puritaus
proclaimed their religion of wrath; it is a fit
recognition of the humanity of divine truth
that suggests it, and yet to lower expression in
the pulpit to the level of ordinary business or
of the six days of the working
week really does not so effectually harmonize
it to the hearer’s mind as a more dignified

colloquial words

equally practical manner would be able
Every department of life has its vocabulary, appropriate to itself, whether it be
called technical terms or slang, aDd the graphic
and suitable phrases of the paragraphia*, or
the condensed language of the merchant’s instructions to liis clerk are as unfit in the pulpit
as scriptural language would be out of place in
a morning call or in the harry of the gold room.
Dr, Taylor is by no means a solitary or even an
while
to do.

extreme example of this very common misunderstanding of Ithe popular need; but among
the many good poiuts of his work this fault is
apparent aud gives opportunity for saying a
few words lrom the secular standpoint.

improve much with

experience and the ripening of the artistic
qualities which she manifestly possesses.
Messrs. Harper-to whom, by the way, it is
due to say that their publications show almost
invariably an earnest desire to popularize the
best literature—have published a very suitable
library edition of Mr. William Black's Princess of Thule, in uniform style with
Madcap

fleet of boat?. Keba ltega is the son of Kamrasi King of the Unyoro’s, aud it was he who
gave Baker so dangerous a check. With his
explosive bullets Col. Long put the crowd to
After
flight, killing about eighty of them.

the veriest

will sell at

febio
<

plements

the Eastern

furnished.

feil__dtt
Fleisclimann & Co.’s

TRADE MARK.

h.i’vehs’

SQUARE ANDUPRIGHT PIANOS,

nov28

victory of American imin Russia has some picturesque
When Mr.
Kolyszko returned
Philadelphia Exhibition and told
had seen the English dealers in

recent

Roberts,

of all

G. M. & C. H. BOS WORTH,

M. G. PALMER.,
.dtf

MBM FOUNDRY

PIANOS & ORGANS

Reduced.

maile of Drapery work
kiuds at the lowest prices.

specially

measure.

febS

AT

lstp

—

O. Hi.

CORNER FREE
Beal quality Ladies’ Rubbers,
*'

jau2(Jt!6m

opposite U. S. Hotel.

in every variety.

Wanted Worn and Torn Currency,
Pieces of Bank Bills and Greenbacks.

dtf

Notice.
hereby cautioned against harbor-

eodly

by Jewelers and Druggists, and by

DENNISON & CO., 10 Milk St., Boston.

WINDOW- SHADES

MONEY!

KENDALL & WHITNEY. NICKEL
ja30___

WHITTEN.

Money in snms from 25 cents tu moilsatrus or dollars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies' and
Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, &c Pianos, Sewing Ma
chines, Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Bonds, Notes, mortgages and goods of every
description We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss by fire or

ll/T/'A T\T 171 \T to loan on first class Real Estate
Jtj X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379$ Congress Street.
nolSJtf

You lbs’

persons

D.,

Three

Congress Street,

FARRINGTON
feii

M.

Licensed by tbe City Government.

LOW,

—

®

WILLIAM

AB II AIRS’

a

For Sale.

CARTLAND,

210 Middle
fe9FM&WGm

—

ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
110I6

House and lot at !\o. SI Xewburv
»t. Apply at House,
K. UIJBV,
de27
dtf

Slippers

to be sold VERY

PROPRIETORS.

Oak Bill. Be.

Ja9dtf

“A Household Blessing.*
Used by the principal jewelers and silversmiths. Sold

330 FORE STREET, Portland, Maine.

The latter have an undoubted right to refuse
to serve the road but they have no right to
interfere otherwise with its management.
A still greater outrage is the throat that
the strike might extend to roads that sympathize with the Boston & Maine. If there be
an organization sufficiently powerful and unscrupulous to carry into effect the suggestion
of “stopping all the roads running out of
Boston,’' the sooner it is met and beaten the
better. The public will readily consent to
suffer a temporary inconvenience rather than
live under a perpetual menace of the interruption of railway communication at the will
of some manager of a trade union. It is a
good time now while business is depressed
and many men out of employ to select and
instruct a new set of engineers throughout
New England if the present engineers are
mad enough to force the issue. This is not,
however, likely to occur and things will
probably soon settle into their normal condition.

an

it to its original
and new appear,ance.
It contains nothing
(injurious to the most
delicate article of plate,
and is pronounced by all
who have used it

MORRISON & WHITTEN,

J. B. lOORNTOn,

USING

toring
bright

Mustard!

recently occupied by Otis ICaler & Son, for sale.

wish-

The best
article ever
discovered for removing
tarnish or discoloration
from silver plate, and res-

PROPERTY

INSTRUMENTS,

STREET,

SILVER WHITE.

JOHN C.
fe3dtf

kiitknooD

Lace Novelties!

Patent proces

For Sale by Grocers geuerallv.
,13m
deS_
POLISH THE FAMILY SILVER

febl?dtt

and Dental

new

the

and very uneven.

195 COMMERCIAL STREET.

on

terms

a

by

For Sale,
the most desirable

if the engineers
were not treated decently by the officials over
them, they had the right to appeal to the
President and Directors of the road for protection. If this appeal proved ineffective they
had the right to withdraw from the service of
the company.
So far they would have the
sympathy of all disinterested and fair minded
persons—a sympathy which they justly lose
the moment they go a step beyond the vindication of their own rights and seek to inflict
injury on the nronertv of the comnanv.
No
one can justify their abandonment of the engines between stations, the prevention of
other engineers from taking their places, the
damaging of engines or other property, their
buying off of men employed by the company,
or any other acts done for the purpose of cocase

land of the worst

Laundry SoapTHE BEST fjHE WORLD.

seaside resorts
the
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
ONE
100 Guests. For
and
of

it

Bowels, and Wind

A cake oi this soap will be given to
any one
ing to test it upon application at the Factory,

A

Cross St., in Delano's mill.
G. JL. HOOPER, Cor. York and maple

of the

195 COMMERCIAL

—

New story and one-half house, ell and stable.
and double lot of laud for sale at a bargain on
easy terms. Inquire of CANSELO WLNSHIP, 14
Spiuce street, or F. M. RAY, Att’y-at-Law, Centennial Block.
Im*le20dtf

acidity"

Williams, Watson & Co.,

Sale

Stair Builders.
F. LIBBY, No. 959 Fore Street,

B.

dly

_

eod3w

Cumberland Mills.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Samuel Thurston,

»ayS

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange
Street.

Co.,

493 CONGRESS STREET.

GARDINER, R, E. Agent,

—

Various

Charles Custis &

42 1-2 Exchange street.

fcl9

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federnl (Street

SCROLL SAWS,

N. S.

corrects

CHINESE

at

Exchange

bowels,

We believe it is the «est and surest remedy in
THE world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause. We would
say to every mother who has a child fullering from

rooms,

—

the stomach and

gives tone and energy to the whole system,
almost instantly relievo

the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world
aug29

for Real Estate in Deering or within 5 to 8 miles of
the city, a good house, stable, garden with fruit
trees, pleasantly located at the West Ena. Any party wishing to make the above exchange, can secure a
good bargain. For further particulars call on

order*

In great variety of styles, of superior quality, at low
prices. PIANO POLISH

OR

impeded.
In this particular

The

Thousands of Cases.

on

Prices

ESTATE,

—

you-

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing: Syrup,”
Having the fac-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’

d5w*

can

rest to

selves, and

bottle.
Be sure and call for

or
near

business parts of the city.

SYRUP

any of the
foregoing complaints do not let
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your sufiering child and the
rebel that will lie SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SU RE— to follow the nse of this medicine, if
timely
used. Full directions for using will
accompany each

Rooms and Board.
House,

WINSLOW’S

Colic.

bv the day
FIRST-CLASS
week, at NO. 7 ASHBURTON PLACE,
the State
and but five minutes walk from

Street.

PIANO STOOLS !

dtf

For Children Teething,
facilitates tbe process of teething, by softengums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Bowels.

AGENT,

FEW Boarders can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at MRS. WILBUR’S,

or

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5« Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

COLCORD,

Depend upon It, mothers, it will give
is

Offices
THEBank,
the front

FEW

op-

ME.

Kefbrcnces-Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
New York, Author ol Standard Phonographic Work,
oc3i
eodOm

SOOTHING

Commercial Street.

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

The strike on the Boston & Maine Railroad seems to have practically ended by the
complete victory of the road—a result which
will he hailed with pleasure and satisfaction
by all conservative aud law-abiding citizens.
The attempt’on the part of any body of men
to dictate the terms on which an individual
or corporation shall do its business or employ
its help is tyranny of the worst kind.
The
tyranny of capital over labor is rarely as aggressive and violent as that of labor over capital when it gets the opportunity.
The law
of supply and demand will suitably regulate
all these matters and when it is arbitrarily
interfered with from either side a wrong is
done and the natural movement of business
is

1‘ho-

143 Pearl Street.
jan2«_

The Boston & Maine Strike.

company to action which it did
not wish to take. In short the road belongs
to the company and not to the engineers.

BARKER,

HOTEL TO LEASE.

WM. A. 41FINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFORO, No. .15 Pinm

A large assortment of first class Pianos at the very
lowest prices. Casli customers cannot aftord to ignore this stock.

CUMMINGS,

NO. 696 CONGRESS STREFT,

boarders
furnished
good
DIRECTORY.’ A unfurnished,
without board,
feb8dtf
CUMBERLAND STREET.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,
posite the Park.

J

and Teacher of .standard

uographjr,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT

PIANOS !

Block,

Reporter

eod3w

Book Binders.

3 Free St,

MISS EDITH

416

AGBNT.

?,,.VC??gre8s
last half year

Ja*3_

Boarders Wanted.

Samuel Thurston,

Warerooms,

1J?«ot»

148 8princ Street Also at Ar8treet- Ho,,rs fron> 9J to
be8ills the 12th of February.
eod7w

at

seen

™

_________

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of tho writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve eommu*
nications that are not used.

ercing

House No. 8 Orange
Sebago water. Ap-

rooms

reasonable.
dtf

jan5

m

HEATH, J. W.

people. For further particulars inquire

d. M. PECK, at Photograph Rooms, 518 Congress
Street, directly opposite.
Per order of Hall Committee.
janSdtmal

of

State St. and the

Street

FROEBEL’S KINDERGARTEN.
may be

MRS.

accommodations

OYER £. (P. FARRINGTON’S,

180

J. M.

second floor, in Mechanic Building,
Congress and Casco Streets; suitable for
entertainments, singing schools, &c., &c.
inures,
Will seat 350

Boarders Wanted.

ATTOUMV AT LAW,

EDUCATIONAL.

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

on

to at all hours.

WAREROORS,

_d&wlm

PORTLAND:

To Let.

STREET.

MOTLEY,

CO.

F. SOUTH WO Kill. 108 Newbury
St.,
or J. T McCOBB, 95
exchange St.
novldtf
no21eodtt

BOARD.

WM. H.

Assistant Deputy Manager.

fir,n **'*•»» Jan.

to

precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
Residence 38 Melbourne St.

SEWALL,

AGENT,
421-2 Exchange

HOUSE,

Service of

jan8dtt

CHARLES

To Let.

Portland,

51 1-3 EXCHANGE

and

rulrladt

MATT AH AMS,
AND

ORGANS !
■ninuf

dim*

for

J. E. P0LSFORD, Resident Manager.
ARTHUR FELL, Deputy Manager.

now

Office, No. 184 Middle Street.

Constable

New York Office, No. 45 William .Street.

our

on

a

(Votary Public.

EXPENDITURE.
Losses Paid.
$904,918 38
Commissions, Salaries, Taxes, and
all other charges.
688,090 09

*"

WOODMAN, TRUE dc
Portland, Teb. 5th, 1877,
fc5

Surplus over all Liabilities_81 814.666 93
INCOME.
Net Premiums.
$3,133,708 71
170 548 84
Interest, Kents, etc.

1,1 '•"Timor ts admitted

’i'

4§lj 1977*

$1,837.396 41

two o
203

rooms;

To Let.

CODMAN.

C.

Accountant

fe21dtf

Mason & Hamlin

Apply

HALL
Cor.

UNDERTAKEN

notice.

Corner Middle and India Street,
-1
Portland.

HITCHCOCK,

feh5

airnetnro it tlvo

five

or

connected; pleasantly situated,

Cumberland Street, corner Franklin Street; has
gas and Sebago water; flower garden in the rear.
dtf

Successor to the late Oeorge Marwion,

augll

Portland Fraternity

To be assisted by

fficdc.,

BERRY,

Portland, Feb. 21, 1877.

88
99
73
83

To Lei.

THE AMERICAN

STEPHEN

..

T>r

$1,599.9474?

HOTEL TO LET.

HALL

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses. $181,159
Reinsurance Fund. 1,183,847
Permanent Insurance Deposit.
396,338
All other Liabilities.
176,849

—

rilHE entire Furniture and Fixtures of the above
A wel1 k,,own House, situated on Temple St.,
will be sold on reasonable terms
Furniture mostly
new and in good order.
For further information inquire at House
fe2dtl

Second Parish

Preaching at Second Parish Church 3 P. M. and at
City Hall at 7J P. M.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-

LET,

JQtoM_

■

83,653,063 33

us

C. W. SMITH.
D. M. PHILBROOK.
feb22d2w*

ASSETS.
Heal Estale.... ...
.8460,OOOOO
Loans on Bond and Mortgaae.... 1,0.35 400 OO
United States Government Bonds. 1,499 487 30
Stato Stocks.
85,700 00
Premiums in course ot collection,.
357,381 59
Cash in Banks.
374,774 80
Other Securities.
39,119 44

with

immediately.

FURNITURE FOR SALE.

at

CITY

TO

AND THE

—

COLLECTION

tries claims of American heirs.
Be?>29

HOUSE

the old stand.
•All persons
having unsettled accounts
are requested to call and settle

Every regular attache of the Press is fum ished
with a Card certificate couutersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

journal.

is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. Either
party will sign in liquidation. C. \V. Smtth having
purchased the stock will continue the business at

Total Income.$3,394.337 55

d3m

J. B. SIN FORD,

TO-NIGHT,

Service for Christian woikets at
Church at 9 A. M.

Painter,

and Teacher ol Painling.

MGmOLIl !

dim

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

Portrait

—and—

OSt Washington afreet, Boston.

Watch aud Chronometer Marker.’ Tool.,
Mathematical, Optical and I’liilo■tophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

jut

Magnolia Matinee,

Send stamp direcfor >•.C.St rl ITIi

callpersonally

or

Smith & Philbrook,

STATEMENT, JANUARV I, 1877.

a

Embossed needle work.

ted envelopet

heretofore existing between
THEthe Copartnership
of
subscribers under the tirm

INSURANCE CO.

ja31_

JOBBER,

a.

MANUFACTURES OF

Second Grand Fashionable

on

BABCOCK.

FANNY MARSI1.

Fauuy Marsh’* management.
He sure and secure your seats
£e22

Jfel3dtf

House Wanted.
small family without children desire a
rent in the western part ot the city. House
must contain trom seveu to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and he supplied with
gas and good water.
Relerence giveu. Address
411...” Box 1557.
jan29dtf

TODAY,

Preaching

P.

C.

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.

Spectacular Sensation

S1000 payable in two years, and the balance at the
rate of $1000 per annum. Address
BOX 978, Portland, Maine.

rrench

—

& London &

ample security, ten thousand dolborrow,
TOlars
payable in ten years with interest annually

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 24.

name

Wanted.

LADIES

eodlm

OF

—

I,adies who desire to employ their
ST., WANTED.
leisure hours at home at
beautiful style oi

PORTLAND. ME.

Copartnership.

of

A

Attorney-at-Law,

ENTERTAINMENTS^
SOlejbm^l8s.aDl1}

Ie20eod6m

PAYSON,

M.

BOV to learn a trade. Tho son oi a Mechanic
preferred. Best of reference required. Apply
at Carriage Factory, Congress Street to
feb2ld3cZ. THOMPSON. .JR.
on

street.

Middle

A few block, east ol P. O.

Hates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

M,SS

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction
sewing machines,
The very best ot needles and oil for all machines.

all

kinds of

mail

Dissolution

Wanted.

on

vance.

year, if paid

STEVENS,

L.

sewing machine expert.

THE

impulse. The heroine,
original, brilliant and
cosmopolitan grace and

national fascination that are the attributes of
the Russian woman. “The Sunmaid" indeed,
has sparkle, elegance and absorbing interest

together with singular refinement of thought

design.

"Weavers and Weft,” by Miss Braddon.
(New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland:
Lorlng, Short & Harmon) is well written and
has mush iu'erest, though not amoug the most
extended of Miss Braddon’s romauces.
is a good degree of incident, and the

Thefe
is

plot

managed and dramatic.
Warwick, by Georgians M. Craik.
(New York: Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is a novel which displays talent, originality and a quiet strength of
well

"Anne

delineation. The movement of the plot owes
but little to incident, but is exceedingly well
and pleasantly developed.
“Out of the Cage,” by George W Owen,
author of "The Lsech Club,” (New York: G.
W. Carleton & Co.; Portland: Bailey & Noyes)
is exceedingly coarse, undesirable and poorly
written. Notwithstanding its avowed good intention, the reader is led among such scenes
and people as not ouly disgust him with them,
but with the book and the author as well. No
literary merit, aud quite extraordinary vulgar-

ity

and stupidity of style is the most lenient
verdict it is possible to prououoce upou ms
book.

Magazine Notices.
There

about eighty illustrations in the
March number of Scribner, twenty-eight of
them (accompanying Mr. W. S, Ward's deare

scription of The New York Aquarium. Among
the subjects engraved are the Kiugiyo, the
Hell-benders, Soa-Raven, Toad-Fish, Angler,
•dlvafA

Cha.lr

O

....

1 ..

1

.L.

I.t.

1_a.J

Whale.

Much attention is devoted to the circulating and filtering system of the Aquarium
which is said to be much superior to those of
similar institutions abroad.
Other illustrated
ptpers are Princeton College by Bev. l>r. Alexander—the last of the College series except
Oberlin and Smith; the ninth of Clarence
Cook's familiar talks on house-furuishiDg; the
concluding part of Gen. McCellan’s Winter on
the Nile, and a popular science discussion of
The Pitcher Plants by Mrs. S. B. Herrick,
with drawings from nature by the author.
There is also a large engraving from a fine
portrait of Gilbert Stuart painted by himself—
this accompanying Miss Stuart’s reminiscences
of her father, entitled The Youth of Gilbert
Stuart. Of Mrs. Burnett’s serial, That Lass o’

Lowrie’s, there is a dramatio installment,
Sammy Craddock continues his read-

and

of

Robinson

Crusoe with the aid
The other fiction of
the number consists ol the concluding
half of
Farmer Bassett’s Bomance, by
Saxe Holm, Celestial Peas, by Isabella T
Hopkins, and one in a minor key by James T.

ings
or

a

"Manyensis.”

McKay, entitled Stella Grayland. Bret Hart
re-appears in Scribnet with a poem, Of William
Francis Bartlett; Mrs. Anne Lynch Lotta, who
has not published for several years, has a sonnet Harmony, and Mr. Boyesen prints an
Elegy on A. G. L. The other verse is by H. H.,
Charlotte F. Bates and Alice W. Brotherton.
Gen. Hix has a short sketch of "Clandian,” one
of whose poems be translates in a line-for-line
rendition. Two other papers complete the list

"body articles:’’ one a clear, impartial Exposition of Life Insurance, by Julius Wilcox,
the other, a defense of Chinese immigration by

of

an

anonymous

informed

writer who seems to be well

the subject.
In Topics of the Time, Hr. Holland writes of

Training and The Amusements of|the
The Old Cabinet has something about

Political

Bicb;

on

The Professor of Literature, Tennyson’s Harold, Picture Frames, and Art at the Cooper
Institute; and concludes with A Song of the
City; in Home and Society the fifth Letter to a
Young Mother deals with the cultivation of
literary taste in'children.
The Westminster Review, January, 1877, reprinted by the Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,
41 Barclay Street, New York, contains as follows: A Ministry of Justice; The Warfare of
Science; The Factory and Workshop Acts;
The Life of the Prince Consort; The Turkish
Question: Kussian Designs, and English Promoters of them; John Locke; Independent Con.
tribution. The Financial Difficulties of the
Government of India; Contemporary Literature.

The first article gives a brief statement o£
and importance of the science of
jurisprudence, and the place which that science
the scope

and the administration of law and justice in
accordance with it onght to hold in regard to
the general government and administration of
the state.
It is followed by a very favorable notice of a
work by Dr. White, President of Cornell Uni-

versity, on the struggle between science and
religion. The writer points out numerous
fights, in all of which he considers that science
has been victorious.
The long article on the Turkish

Question endeavors to show that the present dangerous
crisis is due, not to Turkish misgovernment,

which united Europe could easily deal with
bnt to exclusive designs of Kussia, incompatible
with any such settlement.

Literary Notes.
The edition of the “Ancient Mariner,” illustrated by Dore, published during the winter by
Harper & Brothers, was exhausted three weeks
ago and a new edition is about to be published.
The ninth paper in Mr. Clarence Cook’s series on “Furnishing and Decorating” will appear in Scribner for May. There will be about
a dozen articles in all in this series. The illustrations have all been made under Mr. Cook’s
personal supervision and the publishers have
spent $5000 for the drawing and engraving
alone.
The future tone of the Bevue des Deux

Mondes depends
u

on

the

into whose hands

man

iaus—wnetner into tnose

ot

ai. uuloz son-

in-law,

M. Paillerou, or those of his son. M.
Charles Bnioz, In the former case it will be
clerical and reactionary; in the latter, Liberal.
It needs an editor, the last number in particular showing great remissness.
Still another version of the Iliad has appeared in England, C. B, Cayley having es-

sayed to translate Homer homometrically. It
hardly need be said that the sounding Greek
hexameter is not reproduced in the hexameter
of Mr. Cayley, which is indeed extremely unmusical, and not comparable to Longfellow’s—
the freest use of that “sham meter (though
some people like it), the English hexameter,”
that has been made.
But that, it is true, is a
compromise. Mr. Bryant’s reasons for using
blank verse instead of attempting tbe hexameter, as set forth in the preface to his noble
version of the Iliad, are conclusive against
such experiments as Cayley’s.
A carious little book, which will be interest-

ing to all lovers of recondite history, will be
published in a few days by A. D. S’. Randolph
& Co. It is a sketch, by Mr. W. C. Prime, of
the entire history, so far as it can be gathered

out of old authors, ancient chroniclers, and
other writers, of the wood known as the True
Cross, which played such an important part on
the world’s stage for nearly a thousand years.
Mr. Prime does not believe in the verity of the
wood, but rightly judges that its central importance in history justifies suoh a sketch.
The
subject runs into all departments of history,
literature and art.
Tbe epithet “the Magnificent,” applied to
Lorenzo dei Medici, had (says an Athena; um
reviewer of Beumont’s new life of that person-

age) orginally

no

reference to Lorenzo’s perCosimo, Piero and Lorenzo

sonal character.
were alike called “Magnificent” by their contemporaries, or, literally, “Magnifico viro,”—
“your Magnifloence.” A distinguished Italian
of high rank, bearing no other title, was called
‘•your Magnificence,” in the 15th century, just
as an embassador is styled “your Excellency”
in the 19th. Shakespeare, using tbe word in
its correct sense, speaks of “magnificos” in the
plural—one of the many instances of his singular intimateness with Italian usage.
“Place aux Dames” is the title of a dramatic
sketch in the last number of Lippincott’s Maga.
zine.
It represents four of
Shakspeare’s

representative women, Juliet, Ophelia, Portia,
and Lady Macbeth, tea-drinking at a watercure establishment.
Ophelia, in a babyish
way, is perpetually quoting what her “Ham”
says; Juliet flippantly refers to her difficulties
with Borneo, who iB excessively jealous, and
confesses she loves flirting.
Portia, spouting
bad Latin, malapropos of everything, recounts
Vi

raw

di^tonlfioo

nritVi Unnainn

in

debt, Antonio, whom the; ate obliged to support, and Sbylock, who now owns her charming Belmont; Lady Macbeth explains that
Sbakspeare has slandered her abominably, and
they all agree to be revenged on him for his
misrepresentations.
in naming this booh (“Hard Times”) Dick-

found much difficulty. He sent the following titles to John Forster, as expressive of his
general idea: 1, According to Cocker; 2.
Prove It; 3. Stubborn Things; 4. Mr. Grad,
ens

grind’s Facts; S. The

Grindstone;
Two are Four;

6. Hard
8. SomeTimes; 7. Two and
thing Tangible; 9. Our Hard-Headed Friend;
10. Rust and Dust; 11. Simple Arithmetic; 12.
A Matter of Calculation; 13. A Mere Question
of Figures; 14. The Gradgrind Philosophy.
The author was in favor of one of three of
these—6,13 and 14. Forster was in favor of
one of three of these—2, 6 or 1L
As both
agreed on No. 0 that title was chosen.
Yet
certainly No. 14, The Gradgrind Philosophy,
was the best of all, for it best indicated the
“Hard Times” is an expurpose of the story.
tremely vague title and might apply to almost
any story that Dickens or any other novelist
has written.—E. P. Whipple in March Atlantic.
Carlyle’s honesty in criticism was shown in
the letter he wrote to Kingsley about “Alton
Locke,” in which book, as every one remembers, the Scotch philosopher was highly lauded.

“The book is definable as crude,” said he; “by
no manner of means the best we
expect of you
—if you will resolutely temper your fire. But
to make the malt sweet, the fire should and
must be slow; so says the proverb, and now, as
before, I include all duties for you under that
one! ‘Saunders Mackaye,’ my invaluable countryman in this book, is nearly perfect; indeed,
I greatly wonder how you did contrive to manage him—his very dialect is as if a native had
oooo it, and the whole existence of the
rugged
old hero is a wonderfully splendid and coherent

piece of Sootch bravura.
In both of your
women, too, I find some grand poetic features;
but neither of them is worked out into the
Daughter of the Sun’ she might have been;
indeed, nothing is worked out anywhere in
comparison with 'Saunders;* and the impression is of a fervid creation still lett half

chaotic.
Mr. George Haven Putnam’s manual of The
Best Reading has proved one of the most useful

helps

within the reach of the ordinary reader, as has been shown by the demand for sue.
ceBsive editions. It is now to he reissued in
much improved shape, under the
editorship of
Mr. Fred B. Perkins of the Boston Public Li-

brary,

with Mr. Putnam’s cooperation. The
stereotype plates of the original work have
been sacrificed, at no little cost, and the
supplements of recent editions, with many new titles
bringing the book up to date, will now be incorporated in the body of the work. Mr. Putnam has prepared, with the aid of several
scholars, lists of leading books in the French,
German, Spanish and Italian languages, which
will form supplements in the new edition.
After the
pubjication of this volume the Putnam ihouse will issue a
supplementary list,
quarterly, in the shape of a little periodical to
no

PaIIaH
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Mr. Perkins will furnish the new feature of
brief descriptive notes, of one or two lines
each,
to follow the titles of the more noteworthy
books. These quarterly classified lists will be
combined into an annual list at the end of the
year. Mr. George Haven Putnam, in his successful bibliographical efforts, has worthily
taken up the work of bis father.

Books Received.
ITEadame. A Novel. By Frank Leo Benedict, author of “My Daughter Elinor,” &c, Paper 484
pp,, price 91.75. New York: G. TV, Carlton & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.

Snggeation* for House Decoration in
Fainting, Woodwork and Furniture.
By Khoda and Agnes Garrett. Cloth, 90 pp., illustrated, price $1. Philadelphia: Porter &
Coatee. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Friend Friizi A Tale ot tho Banks of the
Lauter,
Translated from the French of Erckmann-Cnatrlan. Cloth, 401 pp., price
$1.25; New York:
Scribner, Armstrong & Co. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon,

A Flea for Art in the Home.
With special
reference to the economy of
collecting works of
art, and the importance of taste in education and
morals. By TV. J. Lottie. Cloth, illustrated, 100
pp., price *1. Philadelphia: Porter & Coates.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Offenbach in America. Notes of a Travelling
Musician. By Jacques Offenbach. With a biographical preface by Albert Wolff. Translated from
the advance sheets of the original Paris edition.
Cloth, 211 pp. New York: G. W. Carlton & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
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Feb. 24, (1 A. M.) )
For New England.
or
•stationary
falling followed by rising barometer, northeast to northwest winds, partly

cloudy

and

clear

weather;

for the

Middle

{States, rising barometer, northeast winds, cooler, cloudy and clearing weather.
Cautionary signals continue on the middle
hud east Atlantic coast.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE
Agricultural Society.

Mime

_

Mr. North ot Augusta replied,

Portland.

con-

account ot irregularities the
lost its organization. This view
was sustained by a majority of the members

present and
follows:

on

reorganization

a

was

effected

President—John Marshall Brown,
Secretary—Samuel Wasson, Surry.

Portland.

Secretary, and J. A. Homan, C. F. Libby and
D. M. Dunham, were chosen committee on
by-laws, with instructions to report at the
evening meeting. Adjourned to 7 o’clock.
At the evening session a code of by-laws were
and measures

just

settlement of tbe

tary.

adopted looking

to

a

debts of the lato Secre-

Fire in Bath.

Bath, Feb. 23.—A steam saw mill belonging
to Deering & Dnnneil, shipbuilders, was destroped by fire last night, together with cabins
for vessels on the stocks, tools, &c. Loss
$6000. No insurance. This was one of tbe
mills in the state.
Tbe Stale Board of Agriculture.
Newport, Feb. 22.—The afternoon session

best

ship-yard

lecture on sheep husbandry
was occupied
and wool production, by Jobn 1m llayes ot
Boston, Secretary of the National Association
of Wool Manufacturers. Samples of wool of
with

a

the various qualities produced by the different
breeds of sheep, and adapted to various requirements of manufacture, and also samples of
various articles of American woolen goods,
from very fine and expensive to the more
ordinary, were exhibited, and so arranged as to
make a very attractive display.
The evening lecture was by Mr. Wasson.
Subject: “The World Worships Success.” Excellent music was furnished by the

Newport

choir.

question was further discussed in
practical papers on planting, culture and harvesting, by Mr. Mallett of Sagadahoc, and on
uses and value, by Mr. Winslow of Lincoln.
They were followed by a very animated and
The corn

profitable discussion by Messrs. Gilbert and Farrington of the State College, Stewart of Newport, Davio of Corinna, Harris of Portland,
and others.

Much interest

was]

manifested in

the subject.
After passing the usual vote of thanks to the
citizens of Newport and the Maine Central
Itailroad for courtesies received, the session
adjourned. It has been one of the largest and
most interesting which has ever been held.

Wreck of Ike Ship Admiral.
New Yobk, Feb. 23.—A Buenos Ayres special today says that the ship Admiral, Captain
Blanchard, from New York Dec. 14th, for San
Francisco, is ashore at Patagonia a total wreck.

Part of the cargo will probably be saved. The
agents of the Admiral are Sutton & Co. The
cargo is worth $80,000 and the vessel about
$100,000. The Admiral, 2200 tons, was built at
Yarmouth, Me., and owned by Blanchard
Brothers of that place and her captain.
Schooner.
London. Oct. 23.—The bark Oliver Emery,
which arrived at Queenstown to-day from Bala

Waldoboro

timore,fell in with the schooner John W. Welt
water-logged and abandoned. The John W.
Welt left Beaufort. S. C. about Jau. 5, for Waterford, Ireland,under command of Capt.Welt.
m___

___1_i__

Oregon’s
for

on.r

a

built in 1875, at Waldoboro, Me., whence she
sailed.
A Thomaston Nchooner Run Down.
New York, Feb. 23.—Brig Mary E. Pennell
of Boston, for Caibarien, reports that on February 19, lat. 34.40, long. 74.12, spoke brig Mariposa, of Boston, from Cardenas for Boston,
and took from her the captain and crew of the
schooner M. E. Donner, Capt. Thompson, which
was run into and sank February 9, in lat. 36.40>
long. 74.12, by the brig Mariposa of Boston.
The M. E. Donner was a three-masted schooner
of 650 tons, and was owned and built at Thomaston in 1873. A despatch from Philadelphia
reports the arrival of the Mariposa there from
Palermo, and says she was run into by tbe M.
E. Donner and lost her bowsprit, head gear,
fore-yard sails and received other injuries.

The Boody-Tilden Suit,
New York, Feb. 23.—Samuel J. Tilden was
on
the witness stand today in tbe Superior
Court, in the suit of Boody vs. Tilden et. alias,
which has been dismissed as to Tilden.
The Life Insurance Troubles.
The latest phases of the life insurrnce trouble
are the following: New Jersey officers are looking for President Stedwell, ot the New Jersey
Mutual Life, and President Noyes of the National Capital Life, in this state. The occasion
is that the assets of the former company which
were transferred to the latter and ordered to be
returned by Chancelor Runyon, have not been
so returned.
Ex-Judge Fullerton having been
called upon by Receiver Grace, of the Continental to surrender $100,000 of securities deposited with him by ex-receiver Anderson, obtained from Justice Gilbert in the Brooklyn Supreme Court yesterday an order protecting him
in making such surrender.
A Shocking Suicide.
A highly respected woman yesterday threw
herself from the roof of her house to tbe pavement and was killed.
The reason for the act
was a morbid insanity caused by threatening
letters written her by a woman in tbe neighborhood which were unfounded and false. She
leaves a husband and two children.

WASHINGTON.
Cabinet meeting.
Washington, Feb. 23.—The cabinet session
lasted only an hour to-day, and no business of
unusual importance was attended to. Several
cabinet officers went to the capitol after the
adjournment of the council.
Executive Nominations.
The President sent the following nominations
to the Senate to day: Pay Inspector, Alexander W. Bussell, to be Pay Director; Paymaster,
Rufus Parks,to be Pay Inspector; Passed assistant Paymaster, J. P. Foster, to be Paymaster;
Assistant Paymaster, Jas. A. Ring, to be Passed Assistant Paymasterr; Paul Morrill to be
Surveyor of Customs at San FranciBco; Jas. A.
Williamson of Iowa, to be Commissioner for
the District of Columbia in place of J. H.

Ketchum, resigned.

Vnrion*.
A telegram represents that the condition of
Meyer recently shot by Dryden at Warrenton,
jo

itij

Hayes.
—

Flie Commission Unanimously Re-

jects

the Cronin Certificate.

Washington, Feb. 23.—Senator Thurman
ieing confined to his house by illness, the rest
jf the Electoral Commission proceeded to liis
residence aDd there adopted by a strict party,
i to 7, a resolution offered bv Senator Morton,
Ieclaring the votes of W. H. Odell. J no. C.
Jartwright and John W. Watts, the Hayes and
Wheeler electors for Oregon, should be counted,
rhe Commission previously voted on the question of admissability of Cronin's vote and
rejected it unanimously.
Mr. Morton’s resolution was as follows:
Kesolved, That W. H, Odell, Juo. C. Cartwright and Jno. W. Watts, the persons named
is electors in certificate No. 1, were the lawful
electors of the State of OregoD, and that their
votes are the votes provided for by the constitution of the United States.
A number of other resolutions, embodying
the contrary view of the main question, were
offered by the Democratic members, and uniformly rejected by a vote of 8 to 7.
Proceedings in Detail.
The Commission reassembled in secret session to day, at 10.30, pursuant to last evening’s
adjournment, and remained in consultation on
the Oregon case four and a half hours. At 3
o’clock, the discussion being concluded, and
Senator Thurman not having been able to
attend the sitting on account of illness, a recess
was taken in order to ascertain whether he
would prefer coming to the Capitol, or that the
Commission should proceed to his residence
aDd there transact the business incident to
taking the vote. A committee consisting of
Senators Bayard and Frelinghuysen was appointed for this purpose, and reported in time
that Senator Thurman preferred to receive the
Commission at his house. At 4 o’clock, therefore, the other members of the Commission
proceeded in carriages to Senator Thurman’s
residence on 14tU street, between K and L
streets, accompanied by Messrs. McKeimey and
n..i:_

c»_._:___i
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—

iff_l.

of the Commission.
Senator Thurman was found to be confined
to bis hod. where he remained daring the entire
proceedings of the Commission.
Commission was formally called to order by
Justice Clifford, President, and a vote was takken on the following propositions, which had
been informally submitted and discussed, but
not voted for during the day’s session:
Resolved, That the certificates signed by E.
A. Cronin, J. N. F. Miller and John Parker,
purporting to cast the vote of the state of Oregon, does not contain or certify the constitutional votes to which said state is entitled.
Substitutes offered by Justice Field and Senator Bayard were rejected, when a vote was on
Mr. Edmunds’ original proposition, and it was
adopted, yeas 15, nays none.
Mr. Morton then offered the following:
Resolved, That W. H. Odell, J. C. Cartwright and J. W. Watts, the persons named in
certificate No. 1, are the lawful electors of the
state of Oregon, and that their votes are the
votes provided for by the Constitution of the
United States and should be counted for President and Vice President of the United States.
Adopted, yeas 8, nays 7, as follows:
Yeas—Messrs. Bradley, Edmunds, Frelinghuysen, Garfield, Hoar, Miller, Morton and

Nays—Messrs. Abbott, Bayard, Clifford,
Field, Hunton, Payne and Thurman—7.

The decision of the Commission was then
drawn up and signed by the eight members
voting in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Morton the injunction of
secrecy upon the acts and proceedings of the
Commission, except as regards their report to
the joint session of Congress, was removed and
the Commission adjourned to meet in the Supreme Court room at 12 o’clock tomorrow.
The decision holds that though an elector be
ineligible when elected, if he be eligible when
he meets with the electoral college his vote is
valid and must be counted.
The Secretary of the Commission will to-morrow morning
deliver to the President pro tem.
of the Senate, the formal decision, together
with all certificates and accompanying papers
in the case which were referred to the commission and the Secretary will also deliver to the
Speaker of the House a formal notification,
signed by the President of the Commission,
that their decision had been communicated to
the President pro tem. of the Senate.
Upon the reassembling of the two bouses in
joint session, the decision will be read and entered upon their respective journals and thereupon in accordance with the electoral act the
vote of Oregon is to be immediately counted
for Hayes and Wheeler, unless the two houses
shall separately concur in ordering otherwise.
Remarks more or less extended were made by
Justices Miller, Strong, Field and Bradley and
Representative Huuton.
None of the other members of the commission presented any arguments to-day.
Justice Bradley was the last speaker and the
announcement of his views regarding this case
was awaited with intense interest.
He argued
at some length to show that there was nothin
the
Louisiana
and
Florida
of
decision
ing
the Commission inconsistent with the counting
of t.he

utiuuaii

vntP

ofi Watts tnopthpr with

t.linsp

nf t.hp

other Republican electors of Oregon.
Although the debate was very earnest the
utmost courtesy and apparent good feeling was
manifested by all members of the Commission
throughout the entire discussion.

NEW YORK,

ojui,

Three Votes

Strong—8.

MARINE NEWS.

I, on a of

(
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Treasurer—W. P. Hubbard, Bangor.
Trustees—(one from each congressional district)—John Marshall Brown, Portland; W. F.
Garcelon, Lewiston; B. M. Hight, Skowhegan;
Irad Fenderson, Stetson; Daniel L. Pitcher,
Belfast.
Member of tbe Board of Agriculture for
three years—Hall C. Burleigh of Fairfield.
A committee, consisting of the President,

adopted

Flie Electoral Count.

I JROVER’S GAME OF JiO AVAIL.

Augusta, Feb. 23.—A meeting to reorganize
tbe Maine State Agricultural Society was held
here to day and was well attended. An able
argument in favor of tbe legality of tbe pres"
jut organization was made by 0. F. Libby of

tending that
Society bad

'

THE OBSTRUCTIONISTS.
Aii

Attempt
Oregon Count till
Tuesday

to Put off the

A PART OF THE DEMOCRATS BOLT.
Mr. Field’s Schemes for Electing
Tilden.
Washington. Feb. 23.—When information
reached the House that the electoral commission had decided upon counting Oregon for
fi ayes and Wheeler, a motion was made and
carried to take a recess till to-morrow morning
at 10, the purpose of the majority being to hold
a caucus before the announcemant of the
decision should be received. Motion was agreed
to by a vote of 130 to 109.
All those who voted
in the affirmative were Democrats, and those
who voted in the negative were Republicans
with the exception of 19 Democrats.
Directly alter recess a caucus of the Democrats was held, and after an earnest discussion
a resolution was adopted that to-morrow a motion be made in the House inviting the Senate
to meet the House in joint convention at 1
o’clock Monday.
During the discussion Mr. Field stated he
had had prepared two bills, one providing lor
the election of President and Vice President on
the first Tuesday in May, the presiding officer
of the Senate to act as President in the interval
between the 4th of March and that time. The
other bill provides for quo warranto proceedings, so that the respective contestants for the
Presidency and Vice Presidency could go before
the U. S. Supreme Court and there present
their claims to the office. No action was taken
on Representative Field’s bills, which
Representative Wells regards as unconstitutional,
ard besides, a quo warranto before the Supreme
Court, some of whose members have decided
against Tilden, would be ineffectual.
It is reported that just before the adjournment of the caucus a resolution was adopted
by 39 against 34 providing for another recess of
the House from Monday to Tuesday. Prior to

The Louisiana committee of the House have
to the bill recognizing the Nicholls government.

the members of the caucus had

How

saying that they would abide by the action
which provides for a recess from to-morrow

agreed

Wnahiugtnil’s Birthday was Celebrated iu Charleston.
Columbia, S. C., Feb. 23.—Yesterday from
the ftagstaffs on public buildings the stars and
stripes floated at half mast, and were draped
with black crape.
The same sad insignia appeared in many other portions of the city. Busness
was
generally suspended, but instead of
having a holiday appearance, the city exhibited
all tbe quiet and sanctity of the Sabbath, and
the citizens generally remained at home except
a few negroes, until about 4 p. m., when quite a
number assembled at a public house to hear an
address by a liepablican orator on the life of
Washington as contrasted with that of President Grant.
The speaker intimated that tbe
order from Washington preventing a parade
was not intended to be put into execution until
the militia companies were marching in procession, when the government soldiers were to
have been ordered out and a conflict produced
The speaker recalled the fact that the Confederates iu Fort Sumter and the Federate on a
war ship, on tbe 22d of February, 1863, joined
peaceably in celebrating the day, their guns being unsbotted for the first time. At the dose
of the address the people dispersed and serene

quiet prevailed.

_

A Protest Against Filibustering.
Cincinnati, Feb. 23 —A large number of
business men have sent a petition to Congressmen
Banning and Sayler, asking them not
longer to hinder the work of counting the vote
for President. The petition urges quiet submission to the decision of the Commission, and

it is the almost

unanimous

expression

ot

the

business public.
friuvoK tkikckaiis.
Frank McConnochi, murderer of little Maggie Baur, has pleaded guilty of murder in the
secoud degree, and was
yesterday sentenced to
State Prison for life.
A highly respected
lady of New York threw
hetself from the roof of her house Thursday,
and was killed. She is supposed to have been
insane.
On arrival at Queenstown of the steamer Da
kota, from New York, the local committee received the remains ot John O’Mabony, but
owing to the early hour of landing, no demonstration was made.
Iu the crooked whiskey trial of F. O. Boyd
and Edgar P. Hill, yesterday, in New York.
Jacob Khem testified that he paid money to
Irvin, revenue collector of Chicago, in 1874,
and also to his successor.
Sir Hugh Allan has resigned the presidency
of the Merchants Bank of Montreal, as was expected. It is stated that his retirement was
voluntary, to satisfy the popular feeling. The
stock of the bank has advanced 5 per cent.
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LOUISIANA.
more Profitless Investigation.
Washington, Feb. 23.—Field’s committee
to-day read the testimony of two clerks as to
the process adopted to discover illegal registration by seDdiDg letters the same as was done by
Johnny Davenport and Postmaster James in
New York.
Mr. Gifford of Iowa, also testified to his interviews with Wells and Littlefield in New Orleans. After he concluded his testimony Littlefield took the stand and gave his version of the
interviews he had with Gifford and said that
the latter advised him to abstract all papers he
could from the office of the Returning Board
and if possible the minute book, because those
would corroborate the Vernon parish matter.
Witness replied he had never stolen anything
in his life aDd then told Gifford he did not
want anything lurther to do with him.
This
was the last
interview witness had with Gifford. Littlefield denied that he ever mentioned
Gov. Palmer’s name in the course of any conversation he had with Gifford, and also denied
the statement made by Gifford to the effect
that Littlefield told him the reason why he was
willing to expose the fraudulent practices of
the Returning Board was because all clerks of
the board had received from Wells §2500 a
piece as hush money, and that he (Littlefield)
had been put off with a miserable little tax
collectorship. He also stated that Gifford was
drank all the time he was in New Orleans, and
that on the evening he sent the despatch to
Senator Allison, he was so drank he asked witness to copy the despatch upon a telegraph
blank. Littlefield also stated Gifford informed
him he (Gifford) had official information from
Washington that Wells and Anderson had been
paid §200,000 to turn the State over to Hayes.
He farther said Gifford, at their first meeting,
and in presence of Spearing, said that if this
thing was not worth §100,000 to the Republican party he knew where lie could go and that
he would at once proceed to Albany and see
the Democratic leaders there.
Wm. K. Spearing of New Orleans, Littlefield’s uacle, was next called and corroborated
Littlefield in every essential particular as to the
interviews and transactions in which he, together with Littlefield and Gifford, took part.
The committee then adjourned until to-morrow.

__

The American paper manufacturers association organized at Rochester, N. Y., Thursday.
There were representatives from one fourth of
the producers in the country. I. W. French,
Michigan, President; J. Kobie Kent, Ken-

tucky, Secretary.

1 crtj •F'ourtti Congress—Second Session!
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 23.
Reassembled at 10 o’clock.
Conrad H, Jourdao. cashier of the 3d Nat ional Bank and the recusant witness, was be-

iml escorted by a large procession to a special
teamer which brought them to this city.
Ou
heir arrival hero they were quickly removed to
J Mechanics TDstitute, where they now lie.

Galveston, February 23.—Colton quiet; Middling
iplands at 12c.
Louisville, February 23.—Cotton is quiet; Mkilling uplands 12c.
Norfolk, February 23.—Cotton is dull; Middling
iplands at 11J @ 12c.

!

1 ore the bar of the Senate. He said he was uot
be custodian ot the bank’s books, and still delined to answer.
A motion by Mr. Mitchell to declare him in
on tempt led to a lengthy debate.
After a lengthy discussion witness Jourdan
tated be was willing to appear before the comnittee and testify. Ue declined to testify when
lefore the committee some days ago because lie
ivas arrested after coming to Washington, and
ifter the chairman of the committee (Morton)
lad received a telegram from, him that be
He was arwould be here on a certain day.
rested needlessly, which was an offence to him
and therefore he refused to testify.
Senate adopted resolution discharging Jourl*n from contempt upon his appearance before
the Commission to testify.
called up the naval appropriation
Mr.

|

Sargent

reported by the Committee on
agreed to as follows:
Increasing appropriation for pay of the navy
from $(>,250,000 to $7,270,000; increasing appropriation for equipment of vessels, &c., from

DOMINION.
Withdrawal of the British Subsidy from
the Allnu Steamer*.
Ottawa, Feb 23.—The British government
jas notified the Dominion government that
hey will withdraw the subsidy they now pay
he Allan line of steamers for calling at Hali;ax. The subsidy will terminate March 1st.
The Bermuda contract will also be term*nTHE

ited.

23(1. brig Costalia, Sparks, Baltimore.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21gt, ech Robert Woodruff,
Ar

FOKEIUN PORTS.
Sid fm Alicante Jau 31, brig Lena Tburlow, Cor
belt, Matanzaf.
Ar at Messina prev to 21st inst, brig Amy A Lane,
Costigan, Naples; sch Eagle Rock, Hammond, from
Fort Mahon.
Ar at Lisbon 2lst inst, barque Isaac Hall, Ryder,
New York.
Sid fm Barcelona 2d inst, brig C C Robinson, Hanson, Cardenas.
Ar at Gibraltar 19th inst, barque Abby Bacon, Merrill. New York.
At Gorce Jau 21, sch Flora E McDonald. Kane, fm

European Markets.
London, February 23—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 96
-16 for money and account.
London, February 23—12.30 P. M.—American scjurities—New York Central 95.
London, February 23—3.30 P. M.—Cot;on at 96J
'or money and account.
Liverpool, February 23.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton—
raarket dull and unchanged ; Middling uplands at at
J 9-16d; do Orleans 6Jd; sales of 80,000 bales, including 1000 bales lor speculation and export; receipts
to-day 9C00 bales, including 2.300 Amercans.

__
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stubborn

them. Hunt’s Remedy never fails to afford comfort and relief.
Infallible Eye Wash makes the Ejes bright.
fel9
eod&wlw

Daily Domestic licaipia.

were

$070,000, and that of contingent ex#700,000
penses of that bureau from $40,000 to $75,000.
House appropriated $1,500,000 for preservation of vessels on stocks; purchase of material, &c., with proviso inserted that no proposal
for materials to be furnished under this or auy
other section of this act shall discrimate against
favor of the production of any state or
or in
section of the Union.
Committee on Appropriations of the Senate

By water conveyance—1000
\Y. True & Co.

of an

appropriation,

and he thought $3,3000,000
than could be economically
expended in a single fiscal year.
Mr. Sargent in reply said th? proviso was put
in this bill by mistake in the House as to the
increase on the appropriation for the bureau of
steam eugineeriug iu the next paragraph. He
had only to say that last year the amount for
these bureaus was cut to a very small figure,
probably to influence the Presidential election.
During the past five or six years the Secretary
of the Navy had been repairing our irou-clads
instead of placing old wooden ships in order.
All the single-turreted monitors are now in good
condition, aud two years ago work was commenced upon five double-turreted ones, but
last year work on them had to be suspended on
account of the reduction in the appropriation.
Prior to last year the annual appropriations for
this purpose were $3,300,000. It was thought
the work upon these vessels would be completed this year, ana we would then have the most
complete system of iron-ciads for harbor defence iu the world. The great iron-clads of Europe were all stronger than ours, but they could
not get into naroors.
it was also proposed Dy
the committee to make a portion of this appropriation available immediately, that work upon
the iron-clads might go on at once.
The amendment of the committee was agreed
to.
Other amendments of the committee were
agreed to as follows:
Increasing appropriation for the bureau of
steam engineering from §800,000 to $2,000,000,
making $1,500,000 of the amount appropriated
for the bureau of construction, aud $750,000 of
the amount appropriated for bureau of steam
engineering, available at once, and to complete
work on hand.
Committee on Appropriations reported an
amendment to strike out of the House bill the
clause providing for the erection ef a commission of nine members to examine into the present condition of the navy, and consider the relation of the commercial to national marine,
and what measures are necessary to protect and
extend our rapidly growing commerce on the
Pacific ocean and in Asiatic waters, &c., &c.;
and further providing that the commission shall
consist of the Admiral, the General of the Army, two Sentors, three members of the House
and cwo officers of the navy, but that all expenses incurred should be borne by the commission.
The amendment of the committee to
strike out the clause was agreed to.
The bill was then reported to the Senate and
the question being on concurring in the amendment made in committee of the whole it was
laid aside for the time being.
Mr. Merrimon called up the bill to remove
the political disabilities of L. S. Baker and D.
H. Hill of North Carolina, ana John S. Marmaduke of Missouri, all of which were passed.
Mr. Dorsey called up the House bill granting
the r'ght of way to the Hot Springs Kailroad
Company over the Hot Springs reservation in
the state of Arkansas.
A lengthy discussion ensued as to collection
of rents by the government from sutlers on the
reservation.
Pending the discussion the President pro
tempore at noon announced that the legislative
day of Thursday had expired aud the bill was
laid aside.
The Chair submitted the message from the
President of the United States, enclosing the
report of the Northwest boundary survey. Ordered printed.
Bills to remove the political disabilities of-tlie
was

a

larger

sum

lunuvviu£ jjciauus

iveie

paseeu. neury

x>. ixei-

ly of Louisiana, Capt. E. Jones of Alabama,
S. II. Moore, IV. F. Carrington, Samuel D. Turner and William A. Webb of
Virginia, R. C.
Gatlin of Arkansas, William Butler and Wade
H. Gibson of South Carolina, Wm. R. Jones
R S. Kenney of Texas.
Quite a number of minor Senate and House
bills were pasted.
The Senate then resumed the consideration
of tbe naval appropriate bill, tbe pending
question being on concurring in the amendments made in committee of the whole.
The amendments as made in committee of the
were concurred in.
The next amendment which elicited discussion was that of striking out the clause in regard to the appointment of a commission to inquire into the condition of the navy.
Mr. Boutwell said that he expected to follow
the commission on this question, but he desired
to say that the country was expending a large
sum of money for the navy and securing small
practical results in return. Yet he had no
doubt the money for navy was expended with
economy. He was of the opinion that the
time had passed several years ago when it was
for the country to make the least preparation
for an open sea fight. A battle upon the ocean
would settle nothing in any controversy we
might have with any power. It was not iu the
interest of the country to expend a dollar for
naval operations, except such as were necessary
for harbor defences.
Torpedoes and steam
rams have been brought to such perfection that
there was not a navy on the earth could enter
any harbor protected by them.
Continuing his remarks Mr. Whyte said he
favored the appointment of a commission of
experts to consider the subject and he would
very cheerfully have the commissiou made up
of naval officers with the Secretary of the
Navy at tbe head.
Mr. Sargent said Admiral Porter might be
good authority on the question of oconomy
with some but he (Sargent) did not think he
was gcod authority.
The most expensive time
the navy had ever experienced was when Admiral Porter was acting Secretary.
The amendment made in committee of the
whole to strike out of the House bill the clause
providing for the appointment of a commission, &c„ was concurred in.
Other amendments made in committee of
the whole were concurred in without debate.
Bill was then read read the third time and

passed.

Senate resumed consideration of the Pacific
railroad bill.
Senate at 5.40 went into executive session,
and when the doors were reopened took a re'
cess till 10 tc-morrow.

HOUSE.
The House met at 10 o’clock and went into
committee of the whole on the civ il appropria- j
tion bill
Various ameudments were adopted for the
imjuiouu

Ui

vuuigaicu CJCCIIUU casco.

Several amendments were offered by Henderson increasing the
appropriations for the Rock
Island arsenal which were rejected.
The amendment increasing the appropriation
for surveys west of 100th meridian from $20,000
to $50,000. after debate, was adopted.
An amendment was adopted for the payment
of $2500 to the widow of the late Hon. O. S.
Ferry of Connecticut.
An amendment appropriating $3,290 for the
printing at a private printing establishment of
the testimony taken by the Louisiana investigating committee was adopted.
Alter some opposition by Messrs. Wilson and
Conger, the paragraph for the payment of mail
carriers in Southern States before the war, having been reached, Mr. Conger made a point of
order that it. waa contrary to the express JaW of

Congress.

Without action on the point of order the
committee rose and Mr. Clynier moved a recess
till to-morrow at 10 o’clock.
Loth motioos were made in rapid succession
aud with a good deal of commotion on the
floor, the general understanding being that the
ooject was to stave off any further action on
the Presidential count, as a rumor had
just
reached the hall that the decision of the Commission in the Oregon case was adverse to the

Democrats.

The Republicans insisted on the votes being
taken by yeas and nays, and the result was
yeas 130, nays 109.
The tollowiug Democrats voted against the
recess;—Beebe, Bell, Campbell, Cutter, Good-

win, Hardenberg, Hayward, Holman, Kebr,
Landers of Connecticut. Lemoyne,
Morgan,
New, Potter, Powell, Robbins of Pennsylvania,
Stevenson, Warner, Wells of Missouri, aud
Whitehouse.

A Democratic caucus
place immediately.

was

aunouoced to take

FO REIQN.
THE EASTERN QUESTION,
on the Klnek Sea
Const.
Constantinople, Feb. 23.—The Russian
consulate here warns 'shipping that
torpedoes
are being placed on the Black Sea
coast between Gookgoons Kate aud Fort
Saint

Torpedoes

Nicholas.

AUSTRIA
The Austrio-Hungarian Bauk.
Feb. 23—Prince
Auersparg the
Austrian prime minister, has informed a conference of ihe constitutional i arty in the Reichrath, that the bank will agree to any arrangement effected between Austria aud
A club of members of the Left haveHungary.
resolved
to support the government’s | roject for
the organization of the board of directors of the
bank, but reserve theirj decision on all other
points of the compromise.

Vienna,

GREAT BRITAIN.
Reduction of Cable Rate*.
London, Feb. 23.—The Anglo American Telegraph Company gives noPce that on and after
the first of March, the tariff will be
reduced to
one shilling sterling per word.
The Bead Eeuian.
Cork, Ireland, Feb. 23 —The remains of
John O’Mahony were taken from their
temporary resting place in Queenstown this evening,

MARRIED.

cornmeal to G

In Biddeford, Feb. 10, Geo. W. Johnson of South
Sanford and Miss Amelia B. Hunion of Winthrop.
In Brownfield, Feb. 21, bv S. B. Bean, Esq John
J. Rogers and Miss Clara J. Hatch, both of Brownfield.
In Biddeford, Feb. 15, Joseph Suow of Biddeford
and Miss Lizzie M. Priest of Saco.

StcMtou fetock iTlarhet.

to

reported amendment to increase appropriations
$1,500,000 to $3,200,000, and also to strike oat
proviso inserted in House bill.
Mr. Davis said that this was a large increase

bush

LSales at the Brokers’ Board, Feb. 23.]
20 Boston and Maine Railroad. 96
25 Eastern Railroad. 4f
Maine State 6’s. @ Hog
Eastern Railroad 7’s.53* @ 53*
New York

Stock and Monev Market.

newed pressure to sell in

some

1

shares aud the mark-

NAME

FROM

DATE

FOR

Peruvian.Portland.. .Liveroopl.Feb 24
Minnesota.Boston.... Liverpool.Feb 24
Clyde.New York. .Havana.Feb 24
Utopia.New York. London.Feb 24
Boston
Victoria..
Liverpool.Feb 24
Hermann.New York.. Bremen.Feb 24
Anchoria.New Y'ork. .Glasgow.Feb 24

Washington.

The tolal transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 213,870 shares, including New York Central
7506 shares. Erie 3195 shares
l.ake Klinre 57.1100
shares, North Western 2400 shares, do preferred 3300
Rock
Island
5120
shares,
shares, Pacific Mail 6550
shares, St Paul preferred 2900 shares, Western Union
33,200 shares, Delaware, Lackawanna <& Western
43,053 shares, New Jersey Central 3400 shares, Michigan Central 18,750 shares, Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph 3530 shares, Delaware & Hudson Canal 13,847

....

^liisnaure Almanac.February 34.
Sun rises.G 45
Sun sets.5.42

|

High

water..
8.15 PM
Moon gets. 4.58 AM

shares.

The following were the closing quorauons of Government securities:
United States 6s.1881 reg.Ill}
United States 6s, 1881, coup.
1124
United States 5-20’s 1865,

MALillN Ji;

old,.108}

United States 5-20*8,1865, new.109
United States 5-20’a, 1867.112
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .. .1142
United States new5*8,....109|
United States 1-40’s, reg.1094
United States 10-408, coup.113}
Currency 6*6.
122}
United States new 4Js. 106}
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co,.
G5
Pacific Mail.
254
New York Central & Hudson HR. 95}
Erie.
7§
Erie prelerred...... .. 19
Michigan Central.
414
Panama.
123
Union Pacific Stock,.644
Lake Shore....
48}
Illinois Central.
51}
88
Pittsburg R...
Chicago & Northwestern. 33
51J
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred
New Jersey Central. log
Rock Island....
99}
St. Paul. 17}
St. Paul preferred.
4C§
Ohio & Mississippi. 5}
Delaware & Lackawanna. 614
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 20
Missouri Pacific. 24
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
1064
Union Pacific.
103}
Land Grants..
192
96
Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 14
Guaranteed.
14
Providence Print Cloths Market.
ROViDEifCE, R. I., Febuary 23.—Printing cloths
market continues inactive and prices nomiual at
42c
@ 5c lor standard and extra 64 x 64.

6 00.

Sheep—receipts
only sale at 4 00.

1220

head; the market

is

dull, the

Domestic Markets.
New Yoke, February 23—Evening.—The Cotton market is quiet at 5-16 decline; sales 352 bales;
ordinary uplands and Alabama at 10 13-16c; do New
Orleans and Texas at 10 15-16c;do stained at 10 7-16;
middling uplands and Alabama at 124c; do New Orleans and Texas at I2gc; do stained at 112c; futures
more active, closing at 11-32
decline; delivered on
contract 401 bales.
Flour—receipts 15,309 bbls; iu
buyers favor with fair trade in City Mills, otherwise
moderate business;sales 13,6U0;No 2 at 4 30fc5 00; Superfine Western and State at 5 65 @ 6 00; common to
(rnn.I
f.-w\ i! n
1
and State at 6 05 @ 6,10; common to choice White
Wneat Western at 6 15 @7 50; Fancy White Wheat
Western at 7 55 @ 8 50; common to good extra Ohio
at 5 95 @ 7 75;common to good extra St Louis at G 00
@ 8 50; Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50@ 8 50;Southern Hour at 8 50.
R>e flour i> unchanged at 4 50 @
5 10 lor Superfine. Cornueal is steady and
unchanged. Wheat is dull aud heavy and l @ 2c lower with
a very limited export and
milling demand; No 2 Milwaukee ottered at 1 47; ungraded at 1 30 @ 1 33 ;No 1
Milwaukee at 1 35 in store; No 2 Chicago at 1 40 in
store—last two for City milling; receipts 300 bush;
sales 95,000 bush. Kye about steady and
unchanged;
sales 15,7U0 bush Western at 824c in store; 81c afloat.
Barley dull and heavy; No 1 Canada at I 05 @ 1 U7£
Barley Malt is quiet and drooping; 6-rowed State at
1 05. Corn opened a shade firmer with a moderate
export and home trado demand, Wednesday’s prices;
New York No 3 at 594 @ 60c; steamer Mixed at 6uc;
old No 2 Chicago afloat at 61c; Yellow Southern on
dock at 58c; choice do afloat at 63 @ 65c, closing 594c
for New York No3: receipts 50,370 bush; sales 85,000
bush Oats shade firmr aud more active; 40 @ 55c for
Mixed Western and State; 47 @ 564c for White Western and State: rejected 43c; New York No 3 at 14c;
New York No 2 at 47c; New York extra at 55c ;Mixed
Western at 40 @ 46c; Mixed State at 52 @ 55c; White
514c @ 564c: receipts 26,350 bush; sales 62,000 bush.
Cottee—Rio unchanged; cargoes quoted at 17£ @ 20|c
gold; job lots 17£ @ 22c. gold. Sugar firm at tt§@
9|c for fair to good refining; 9|c for prime; sales oi
200 hhds Muscovado 9g @ 9gc; refined firmer with a
better inquiry at 11£@ ll£c for standard A; 11| @
114c tor granulated; llgefor crushed and powdered.
Molasses dull and unchanged. Bice quiry. Petroleum
is dull and heavy; crude at 10c; cases 22; naptha at
12c refined at 16. Tallow dull and unsettled at 72 @
8.
Naval Stores—Kosin is dull and unchanged at
2 00 @ 210 for strained. Turpenjtine dull at 41c for
Spirits. Pork more active and firmer; futures quiet:
new mess 15 75 @ 16 25; second call seller March at
15 50 bid, 16 25 asked; seller Aprii at 15 90 bid. 16 20
asked; May at 16 00 bid, 16 30 asked. Beef i9 quiet.
(Jut Meats are quiet; middles at 82 for Western long
clear; city long clear at 8. Dressed Hogs—Western
more steady at 6£ @ 62*
Lard is decidedly firmer;
prime steam at 10 50 seller March at 10 50; seller for
April at 10 55 @ 10 574, closing 10 60; do May at 10 70
@ 10 80, closing at 10 724; sales 13,910 tcs. Whiskey
firm at 112.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull; Cotton
per sail at £ @ 9-32(1; do per steam at £d; Wheat per
steam at 4|d.

Chicago, February 21.—Flour market quiet aud

unchanged. Wheat inactive aud lower, closing
firmer; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 26£cash; 1 26£ for
and

seller March; 1 28£ @ 1 282 seller April; 1 324 seller
May; No 3 Chicago Spring at 113 @ 116; rejected at
95 @ 97c. Corn is firmer but not quotably higher at
•He cash; 41£c seller March; 42c seller Aprii; 45£c for
May; rejected 36£c. Oats are unsettled and generally higher, closing at 33ge cash ? 33gc seller March; 34|
seller April; rejected at 24£c. Rye is dull aud lower
at 65c. Barley is heavy at 484 cash for AprilPork
strong aud higher at 14 60 @ 14 65 cash ;14 S74 @ 44 90
for April; 15 124 @ 15 15 seller May. Lard is strong
ami higher at 9 95 @10 Go cash; 10 00 for March;
10 124 @ 10 15 lor April; 10 274 @ 10 30 1or May. Bulk
Meats are active, firm and higher; shoulders at 54;
short rib at 8| @8£; short clear ribs at 8§ @ 8j.
Dressed Hogs active, firm and higher; sales at 6 124
@ 6 5u, chiefly 6 25 @ 6 50. Whiskey unchanged.
tieceipis—11,000 non* nour, 21,Oo uusn wneat, 106,
000 oush corn, 7,00u bush oats, 31,000 bush barley,
3300 bush ol rye.
Shipments—13,000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat,92,000 bush corn, 24,000 bush oats, 13,CC0 dgk1* barley,
000 bush rye.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
firmer at 1 262 seller March; l 28f seller for April.
Corn J higher. Oats unchanged.
Pork lower and
heavy at 14 40 @ 14 50 seller March; 14 75 seller for
April. Lard dull and lower at 9 85 @ 9 874 seller for
March; 10 05 @ 10 05 for April.

Milwaukee, February 23.—Flour is nominal.
Wheat opened unsettled, closed steady; No l Milseller April at 34$; No 3 Milwaukee 1 23.
Corn is
demoralized and lower; No 2 nominally at 43c. Oats
are duil and
steady; No 2 at 32c. Rye demoralized
and lower; No 1 at 61c.
Barley dull and lower; No 2
Spring 64c. Provisions are inactive ami nominally
firmer; Mess Pork at 14 75. Lard at 10. Dressed
Hogs quiet at 5 00 @ 5 50.
Receipts—3600 bbls tiour, 11,003 busL wheat.
Shipments—5,000 bbls tiour, i,000 bush wheat.
Toledo, February 23.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
firm; Amber Michigan at 1 50; seller for April 1 54;
seller May at 1 56; No 2 Amber Michigan at l
364;
No 2 Red Winter at 1 49; seller March 1 50; No 3 Red
at 1 34 bid, 1 35 askod. Corn—high Mixed 44c; seller
for May 471c; No 2 on spot at 44c; seller March
44c;
rejected 43fc. Oats dullc; rejected 32$e.
Receipts—400 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat,131 000
bash com, 5,000 bush Oats, 000 Barley.
Shipments—10,000 bbls hour, 4,000 bush Wheat 67
0DO bush Com, 5,000.busb Oats.
Detroit, February 23.—Flour quiet and steady
at 7 75 @ 8 75.
Wheat quiet; extra White
Michigan
at 1 57J; milling 1 554; No 1 White
Michigan at 1 53
on spot; seller March at 1 54;
milling at 481. Coin
is lower: high Mixed at 46$c on track. Oats dull and
lower; No 1 Mixed at 40$c asked; White at 424c on
track.
Receipts—1550 bbls flour, 9,689 bush wheat, 8,048
hush com, 640 bush oats.
Shipments—1135 bblsjfiour, 6,542 bush wheat, 7,842
bush com 733 bush oats.
St. Louis, February 23.—Flour is firm and unchange with a good demand for superfine and medium
c,xtla\ Wheat opened active and closed dull; No
2 Red ball at 1 47 @ 1 474 cash; 1 47 for March. Corn
is active; No 2 Mixed at 38$
38§c cash; 384 @ 33c
for March; 40Jc for April; 42£ (g 73c for
May. Oats
inactive and lower; No 2 at 36c cash offered; 35$c
February. Rye firmer at 67$ @ 68c cash and February. Barley dull and drooping, little doing Whiskey quiet at 1 06. Pork active and him; about 6000
bbl3 changed hands pai t in settlement; 15 50
cash;
15 25 @ 15 50 for March; 15 40 rffi 15 90 seller
April;
16 00 lor May. L&rd 10$ asked, 9 90 bid. Bulk Meats
—shoulders 5$ asked cash; sales at
5j @ 5$ seller for
March; clear lib sides 8£ bid cash; 8$ bid lor March.
Bacon is farmer; shoulders at 0$ (eg 6$; clear rib sides
9| @ 9$; clear sides at 9| @ 94.
Receipts—7000 bbls Hour, 40,000 bush wheat, 1*5
000 hush com, 45,000 bush oais. 1,000 bush barley,
15,000 bush rye, 000 head hogs, too head cattle.
Cleveland,February 23.-The Petroleum market
quiet; standard White 20.
charleston,February 23.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at 12§ @ 12$e.
Savannah, February 23.—Cotton dull; Middling

uplands at 12Jc.
New Xork, February 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at I2$c.
Augusta, February 23.—Cotton market dull and
lower to sell; Middling uplands at 11$ ^ ll$c.
Mobile,February 23.—Cotton is irregular and unsettled; Miu<llmg uplands ll|c.
Memphis, February 23.—Cotton market is dull;

Middling uplands at 11} ^ 11
new Orleans, February 23.- Cotton easier; Middling uplands at ll$c.
Wilmington, February 23.-Cotton is nominal;
Middling uplands at 112c.
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Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Mechanics’ Bull

to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the post year;
ami trusts that by I orrcci »uo iinnlcmnniy
Lleportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of KVK nuil EA«, TIIUOAT
null 1a L Nskillfully ticated. Also
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Feb 19—Cld, sch Rose, Stickney, Boston.
Feb 20—Ar, sch Senator Grimes, Cassidy, Boston
via Portland.
Cld, schs Swallow, Carlow, Ne v York; D B New-

February,

Feb. 20, 1877.
NViudbntn.
Tbe Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the town house on SATURDAY, the 24 inst.,
3 o’clock in the afternoon, to nominate
town officers lor the ensuing year.
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Portland Army and Navy Union

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Sid 13th, ship B Sewali, Pen*
nell, Callao; Elwell. Barstow, Liverpool.
Sid 20th. ship Reaper, Poole, Queenstown.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 10th, barque P J Cariton Porter, Cork.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 20th, ships Emma, Oliver,
Havana; Golden Rule. Lewis. Boston.
Cld 21st, ship Louis Walsh, White, Liverpool,
Sid tm the Pass 20th, ship Belle O’Brien.
PENSACOLA—Ar 10th, sch Mary E Oliver, Baker,
(late Denham) Salt River, J, (has been ashore.)
Old Ititb, sch Mary E Staples. Troit, Sagua.
KEY WEST—Sid 20lh, ship Sabiuo,
Borland, Pensacola. to load timber.
SAVANNAH—Sid 20th, sch Etta M Barter, BarSnow, Pillsbury, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 18tb, sch Willie Luce, Spear,

Rockport.
A 21st, sch Lunet, Hinds, Pass Christian for Trinidad, leaky.
Sid 17th, sch Mary J Lee, Hagerty, Hagerty, tor
Georgetown.

WILMINGTON,NC—Ar 19th,

sch

Campbell, Orient. LI.

RICHMOND, VA—Ar 20tb,
Bishop, Portland.
NORFOLK—Ar 19lh, sch C

Portland.

sch
E

Oliver Jameson,
Hattie Coombs,

Moody, Eastman,

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 20th, sch Helen Maria,
Irom Belfast, for orders.
BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sch Storm Petrel, Whit-

more, St Lucia.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 19th, sch Agnesi Grace,
Smalley, Havana.
Ar at Lewes 21st, barques Syra, Corning, Messina;
Martha P Tucker, Tucker, StStefano; brig L Staples, Stowers, Palermo.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 20th, stcamtug Warrior, of Portlaud.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, schs Marv Doane, Lee,
Fortune Bay, NP; Python, Hall, and Sarah
Wooster,
Sherman, Providence,
Ar 21st, ship Freedom, Lawrence,
Liverpool via
Savannah; baroues Midas, Frost, Catania; Sami E
Spring, Bacon, Buenos Ayres 55 days; Hornet, Hopkins, Porto Cabello; brig Sarah M Loring, Loring,
Matanzas 19 davs; sebs Anna W Barker, Snowman,
Pernatabuco 31 days; Ada G Bryant, Stubbs, Milk
Kirnr. .Ta,. 20 davs:

Miranda.

Mitphcll

Mntonvoa.

Mary A Power, Wiley, Cardenas 13 days; S F bird,
Hall, Matanzas 18 days; John Bird. Smith, Caibanent4days; Helen Thompson, Wotton, and E «&
G W llinus. Hill, Newcastle, Del.
Ar2'd. barque Clara, Hillman, Bremen; brigs Etta M Tucker, Forbes, Santos; Martha A berry. Berry, Malaga via St Thomas; gchs E S Newman. Newman, Matanzas; Annie Bliss, Simmons, tin New Orleans.
Cld 21st.brig Abbie C Titcomb, KenDey. Matanzas;
schs Adam Bowlby, Jellisou, Port au Prince; Washington, Fisher, Galveston.
Passed through Hell Gate 20th,
schs Martha A
Brewer, McFarland, from New York for Bath; Am
Chief, Snow, do for Portland; J E Gamage, Jones, do
for Boston; Calista, Norton, <io for Bristol.
Passed through Hell Gate Piet, schs Trenton, Wall,
from N'ew York for Boston; E & UW Hinds, Hill,
from Philadelphia for do; Sami C Hart, Kelley, Baltimore tor Bridgeport.
NEW HAVEN—Ar

20th,

sch

Emma Arey, Hall,

Portland

Maine Central R. It.
Equitable Trust Co.,

COMMON

and other desirable Securities.

That

cures
Kiliousaesw. Nick-Headache,
is
for sale at all the drugPortland.
It is entirely a vegetable comgists
pound, Trade mark on square boxes.
al3
dCw&wlf

Which

one

DyMpepmia

and

at

5-20

or exchanged for other
Securities ou the most favorable
terms by

Box of the great remedr,

H. M. Payson & Co.,

RIDERS’
German Snuff,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

Would bave quickly cured. Now wliat are the
symptoms of Catarrh?
They commeuco with a
sense of irritation about the nasal organs which, if
not allayed with UI£KMAN SNUFF, alter a short
time extend to the throat. As you lis down at
and fain would sleep and rest the weary brain.

Exchange Street.eodtt

32
my27

!

night

While Yon are Young and

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

The Secretions of the Head
PASS

TO

THE

Causing these delicate organs

impregnated with

CATARRHAL

PORTRAIT

In the morning yon arise with a dull,
heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach: you can eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as yon have that dull pain and sense of oppression which demonstrates the fact that

STUDIO,

244 Middle Street,
I and obtain

POISON.

of hi* New Style
the exqninjte

one

Picture*,

Carbon Photographs
Warranted Absolutely Permanent.

They will consequently show you in your old age
just liow you looked in early and gushing youth.

CATARRH

This new and most beautiful style of PhotoPortrait is peculiarly adapted to the yearly pictures
of Children now so general, and which are desired
to be preserved from all liability ot change. Also for
Portraits of very old persons and others where
absolute permanency is desirable.

HAS SECUKED

VICTIM.

A

LAMSON’S

LUNGS.

to he

Handsome

GO TO

Now when you realize this fact, do not
get frlgbtend and run and pay live or ten dollars for worthless
advice, bnt invest just 35 cents in a box of

CALL AND SuEE

THEM.

febl7

dtf

RIDERS’
BARGAINS !

German Snuff,
Use it according to directions, and
ranted.

PEOPLE OF

NEW

a cure

is

war-

ENGLAND.

Beware of tbi* bane of the age; «1o not be
cut down iu the prime of life nud hurried
to the grave.
Remember Catarrh cauMCft
fouxumpiiou, and by the u»e of thin rentedy you will certainly be cured.

MEN AND
We

WOMEN,

who are troubled with these
plaints, alas! common, such as
mean

you

Partial Paralysis,
Neuralgia of tlie Head,
Dim Vision,
Loss or

com-

Energy.

Lose no time to rid yourself of what iu time
kill you. lor all of the above arc the results of

will

glected Catarrh.

MOTHERS!
11

mvriflll nf

MOTHERS l

l.~_

nmrmo

INFANTILE CATARRH

For rale everywhere. Price only 35 ceiur. SMITH.
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 25 Xrcmont street, Boston,
Agents, for U. S.
octll WS&MsnBm

GRASS SEED.
500 Bugs Strictly Prime Timothy, for
Sale by

Littlefield,

STREET,

Geo E Prescott, for

Buy :iiid sell Government, State,
City, Comity autl Town Securities.
Highest maiket piicc paid Tor

‘•Called”

d3tWTb«8S

Owing to the death of Henry Baker, Nov, 30tb,
1876, the partnership heretofore existing under the
name of WM. H. SOMERS & CO., is
hereby
The public are respectfully informed that the
be carried on as heretofore at the old

business will
stand by

WM. If.
who is

German Snuff.

felO

stIdley,

dissolved.

RiEDER'S

NO. 67 EXCHANGE

feb21

F.

FbhIci* Falinoulli Hotel.

firm

Which when neglected, and their bodies arc placed
in a horizontal position, leads very oiteu to what is
known as SUDDEN CROUP, which in nine cases
out of ten cannot be cured, and yon heboid
your
loved one die before your eyes. ‘Mothers,
always
keep on hand a box of

Harris &

W.

ne-

We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of being '‘started
up.”
No, no! they have wbat is far worse and more danffprmis 1 llfl

I have jnst returned from Market with
of the best bargains I have ever
offered.
I bare a good all Linen Table Damask
at the low price of 25 cents per yard;
2 Cases best quality Binghams at prices
lower than ever before; Kuittiug Cotton
for 5 cents per ball; 12 Papers of good
Pins for 25 cents, the same that retails
by the single paper for 0 cents; Best
quality Machine Cotton for 5 cents per
spool; I have a lot of Bleached Cottons
for 6 cents, in lengths from 2 to 8 yards.
As a Special Bargain I have a Job Lot
of Edward Harris’ Cassimeres in nice
styles, that I shall retail at the low
price of 81.00 per yard, and they are
the best $1.00 Cassimeres ever sold in
this city.
some

Investment Bankers,

Bristol.

BONDS

Bought

COLD,

Woodbury & Moulton,

Page, Hillyard. Eastport.

•

*

THE LITTLE GIANT PILL,

APOTHECARIESr

Ar 22d, barque H A Burnham, Raynes, Cardenas;
schs Walter E Palmer, Randall, Gonalves; Tbos K
Pillsbury, Pitcher, New Oileans via Nauset, (where
she was ashore); Cora, Megathlin. Baltimore; Isabella, Thurston, Wtecasaei* Ocean Romp, Dunton,

6%
0%
Vs
7's
Vs

.....
...

Because they have not
made this disease the study oi a
life.thne, as did old Dr. Reeder, a
distinguished German Professor,
tvho has probably spent more time
over this intricate complaint than
Reflect
atiy person on the globe.
lor a moment, use your
Good
sense, ami remember that the origin of Catarrh is iu a

feD2t_

EDGARTOWN-Sld 21st, schs H G Bird, Salem;
Vinalhaveu.
WOOD’S HOLE—Ar 21st, sch Jennie F Willey ,Trefethen, Providence, to load tor Savannah.
BOSTON—Ar 2lst, barque Eva H Fisk. Brown.
Girgenti; U L Whiton, Rich, Baltimore; Wi'iiam R

STREET,

The highest price paid for “Called” Rot*
ernnienf Hoads.
de30
eod3m2dp

Baltimore.
Cld 20th, sch Leo, Benedict, Bangor.
NE\V LONDON—Ar 29th. sch Alary W Hupper, |
143 COMMERCIAL STREET.
from Philadelphia for Norwich.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sch La Volta, Whitmore,
smllf
Baltimore.
Below 22d, barque Lisbou, Dunning, from New Orleans.
Sid 21st, sch Geo Arey, Rogers, Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22d, barque T J Southard, AliA First-(Jias3 Apothecary Store for
not, Galveston.
NEWPORT—Ar 20th, schs Ontario, Hall, Bristol
Sale; noing a good business; satisfactory
for New York; L B McNichols, Fanning. Calais for
reasons for selliug.
For particulars
do: Dayliaht, Reed, Portland for Baltimore.
address
EDGART WN—Ar 10th, sch George E Prescott,
p. o. BOX 1154,
Flye, Philadelphia tor Vinalhaven.
Portland, Me.
VINEVARD-HAVEN— Ar 20th, schs Jesse Wilson
leuls
sneod2w*
Bartlett, Philadelphia for Boston; Clara Jaue, Armstrong, Hoboken for do; Mary Lyraburner, Coombs,
Iho
BalVegetable
Pulmonary
pfir fifl YpQPO
Baltimore tor Wiaterport; Geo H Bent, Smith, from
1 U1 JU lufllu sam of Cutler Bros.
Co., Boston
Philadelphia for Kenntbunk; Nathan Cleaves. Atstands unrivalled ior
ami
oltl«
t
ConC'oiaigbM,
wood, Virginia lor Portland; Benj D Prince, Hall,
Muinu lion. Sold in Portland L»y Apothecaries geti
New York ior Bath: Wm Pickering, Fullerton, Porterally.
feSsulSw
land for Norfolk.
Sid, sch Catawamteak, Altoona, Charlotte Fish,
Walter E Palmer, Anna Frye, Farragut, G I) Loud,
Maggie A Fisk, E G Knight. T J Tratton, Ida Hudson, Nathan Cleaves, and others.
Ar 21st, t-cbs Robert Ripley, Lamb, Baltimore for
Camden; St Croix, Leland, Weymouth for Wilmington NC; Minnie, Watts,St John. NB, for New York;
Annie Lee, Look. Kockport for Easton, Md.
Sid 21st, barque Ada Gray; schs Alligator, Benj D
Piince, Clara Jane, Mary Lymburucr, Robert Ripley,

and St Croix.

MIDDLE

Columbus, Ohio,
Cuyahoga Comity, Ohio.

SAN

ter, Satilla River.
Ar 18tb, sch Luella A

& BARRETT,

offer for sale

Why!

tor

MEMORANDA.
£4f“Sce telcgrayhic columns for loss of the ship
Admiral, of Yarmouth.
Brig Etta M Tucker, Forbes, at New York fm Santos, reports haying been hove to 50 hours iu a gale,
during which the vessel rolled heavily anil started
aleak, sprung head of loremast, broke topgallantmast, lost foresail, two staysails, jib, &c.
Sch John W Welt was passed abandoned and waterlogged. (no date given; by barque Olivo Emery, at
Queenstown Irom Baltimore ) The ,1 W Welt, Capt
Well, sailed irom Beaufort SC Jan 3 for Waterford, I.
She registered 395 tons, and was built iu IMS at Waldoboro. where she was owned.
Brig Sarah M Loring, Loring, at New York from
Matanzas, reports NW gales on the passage; lost and
split sails, and was six days North of Hatteras.
BngChas Dennis, ashore at Capo Poge, remains
in same position, discharging into lighteis. The
tug
Sami Dexter made an uusuccesBlul attempt to haul
her off 22d.
Sch Lunet, Hinds, from Pass Christian lor Trinidad, put into Charleston 21st inst, leaky and with
sails damaged.
Sch E S Newman, Newman, from Matanzas for
New York, went ashore 21st, one mile North of
Capo
May, but came off a lew hours after. Damage not
reported.
Sch Sarah F Bird, (of Kockland)
Hall, at New
York from Matanzas. reports heavy N and NE gales
lost ioretopsail, staysail, jib. jibboom and head
gear.
Sch Mary E Douglass, lloff', at New York irom
Mayaguez, reports NW winds Ihe entire passage,
stove boat, sprung foretopmast, lost and split sails.
Sch Mary E Oliver, from Jamaica, befote
repotted
ahsoro on Santa Rosa Island, has been hauled off and
taken into Key West.

or

BANKERS AND BROKERS

ATTENTION.

requested to rendezvous at Headquarters prompt
at ten o’clock THI8 (Saturday) MORNING, to
attend the funeral of the late Admiral Alden.
Per Oder,
W. E. DENNISON, Prcs’t.
GEO. P. SHERWOOD, Sec’y.
feb2Isudlt

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
New York 22d, brigs Etta M Tucker. Forbes,
Santos, leaky, and otherwise damaged during heavy
weather; Eliza Morton, Leiaud,Cardenas; sch Adilie
Jordan, Leavitt, Pernambuco.
Ar at Cardenas 45th, Bch Casaie Jameson
Jamescn,

Waite, York, do; Wm Deming, do; 17th, barques

board

Windham, Dec. 20th, 1877.

Ar at

Ar at Matanzas 14th. barque Rachel, Norton. New
New York; brig Geo W Chase, Patterson. Cardenas.
Sid 15th, sch A R Weeks. Farr, North of Hat'eras;
Sarah Potter, Wall, do; 16th, brig Geo Burnham.
Staples, do; schs Ethan Allen, Blake, and Edward

a

Per order.

are

F'RIENDSHIP, Feb Ar, sch Clara A Benner,
Thompson, fishing, (five ot the crew down sick with
measles.)

Cienfuegos.

b(*

can

Ntundiiih.

comb, Hickey, Boston.

Portland.
Sid 15th, sch Chailie Moiton, Pike, North of Hatteias.
Arat Havana 15th. brig Wauban, Spenoer, New
York; t6th, Geo E Dale, Pierce, Philadelphia.
Sid 16th, sch E H Herriman. Herriman, Mobile.
Ar at Boston 23d, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker,

orgnaiim

The Republicans of Standisli are requested to meet
at the town house on SATURDAY, the 24th day of
inst., at 4 o’clock p w., to nominate candidates for town officers for the ensuing year.
Per order of Com.

SWAN

PHVSICIANS BAFFLED !

yard, do.

the' female
cured

ao

CAUCUSES,

NOTICES.

CLEARED.
Brig Emma L Shaw, (Br) Macomber, Liverpool—
John Main.
Sch Ella Pressey, for New York, before reported
sailed, is at anchor in the stream. Also, blig Torrent,
BChs Mahaska, E A Elliott, and others.

DISEASES
Those diseases

Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M.t 2 to 1 anti 6 to 8 P.
M.
tebl'^neodt
Portland, November 30, 1876.

Jan 12, lat 6 S, Ion 33 W, ship Oracle, Humphrey,
from Baltimore tor San f rancisco.
Jan 15, lat 4 N, Ion 20 W, ship Detroit, Pike, from
Lobos for Europe.
Dec 29, in the Mediterranean, barque Palo Alto,
lrom Marseilles for Kio Janeiro.
No date, lat I, Jon 31 CG, barque Escort, from New
York for Sydney NSW.
Feb 17, lat 33 38, Ion 7G 30, scb Eben Fisher, from
Cienfuegos for Boston, 16 days out.
Feb 1G, lat 36 25, Ion 74 26, brig Mary C Mariner,
from Sagua tor New York.

TO CURE CATARRH

EASTPORT, Feb 16—Cld, schs Convoy, French, for
Hampton Roads; E M Sawyer, Falkner. New York;
Willis Putnam, Gerrish, Boston; Wm R Page, Hill-

all forms.

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patient.
Reference to ;i large number, cured
duriDg the past year, can be bad by calling at my office.
Patients visited at tbeir homes when desired; char-

frnm Rnutnn fnr Srm Pranriam

Members

Building,

Respectfully tenders tlianks

SPOKEN.
Nov 9, lat 12 S, Ion 69 E, barque U L Gregg, Dyer,
Padaug lor New York.
Dec25, lat 5 25 N, Ion 31 18 W, ship Portland Lloyds

SPECIAL

,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

from

SPECIAL

sndtf

T HAY £ R

D B.

Baltimore.

Eastport.
Steamtug R Doane, from New York for St John.
Sch Georgia Linwood, McDonald, Welehpool NB—
93,400 fresh herring to order.

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT 1
KENNEBUNKPORT-Ar 21st, sch Florida, Gilmore, Savannah.
Cld 23d, brig Edith, Fickett, Portland.

New l’ork.

no23

Sid 14th, brig E L Hall, Perry, North of Hatteras.
In port 16th, sebs Lizzie Wibon, Wilson, lor North
ot Hatteras; Clifford. Briggs, do.
Ar at St John, NB, 2lst, brig Eliza Sieveus, Rich,

Thursday, 1’ib. !i'J.
ARRIVED.

INSTRUMENT*,

SURGICAL

501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Avon! for Geo. Tutiiuiiii X Co.

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Virginia—ovsters to
Timmons & Hawes.
Sch T.J Trafton, Hoyt, Philadelphia—coal to Maine
Central RR.
Sch Express Tilton, Ireland, Philadelphia-coal to
Maine Cental RR.
Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, New York—coal to Ran.
dall & McAllister.
Sch Josephine, Fickett, Portsmouth.
Friday, Feb. ‘i'S.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB. via

SCHLUTTEBBECK,

A. U.

15th, brig Charlotte Whitmoie, NYork;

Pensacola;

tie.-

band and made to order.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

mau, Boston.
At Trinidad 3d inst, sch B F Lowell, Simpson, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Havana 21st inst, sch CumberlanJ, Webber,
Cardiff.
Ar at Havana 15th inst, brig Mattie B Russell,
Russell, St John, NB; 16th. barque W H Genn, Collins, New York; brig Daphne, Copeland, Philadelphia; 17th, Shannon, Moore, New York.
Sin Feb 15, sch W G R Mowrev, Eaton, Matanzas.
Ar at Cardenas 13th inst. sch R L llersey, Hanna,

—

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, February 23—Cattle—receipts 2200 head;
shipments 3900 head; the market is active and firm
and generally shade higher; stockers and feeders at
3 65 @ 4 15; fair to good native shipping steers at 4 35
@ 4 75; choice smooth shipping 4 85 @ 5 10.
Hogs—receipts 8,000 head; shipments 4000 head;
the market opened strong and 10 @ 15 higher, closed
dull and easier; fair to choice heavy at 5 60 (a) 5 85;
extra smooth shipping at 6 00 @ 6 20; light at 5 35 @

on

Boston.

DEPARTURE OF STEAIVIMI11PM.

STOCKINGS,
Jandages and SuKt-orters, Trusses,
Shoulder Braces,
ipiual Supporters, Club Foot Shoes,

*

At Port Antonio, Jam, 5th inst, sch Caleb Eaton,
Savage for Boston 7th.
Ar at Trinidad 7th tost, brig L M Merritt, Herii-

In Deering, Feb. 22, Mr. Thomas M. Haskell, aged
61 years 10 months.
[Funeral sei vices Saturday afternoon at 2£ o’clock,
at bis late residence.
In Alfred, Feb. 21, Lyman Littlefield, Esq., aged
70 years,—brother of Hon N. S. Littlefield.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 7. E. Hutchins, aged 82 yrs
In Charlestown, Mass., Feb 22, Ellen Randall, tor !
merlv of Portland, aged 77 years.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of J. G. Floyd, No. 201 Newbury St. !
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In kennebunkport, Feb. 22, Mr. Thomas A vcrill, j
aged 81 years.

et was weak on revival ot rumors about railroad war
and filibustering on tie Presidential question at

ELASTIC

*,
J

iSagua.

DIED.

New York, February 23—Evening.—The Money
market is easy at 3@3* percent, on call. Sterling Exchange is dull and steady at 483 for 60 days
and 484* @ 481* for demand.
Gold firm, advanced from 1042 to 105* with a subsequent reaction to 105, at which the closing sales were
affected. The advance was due to Washington advices. The carrying rates were 3*, 2, 3, 2* and 1*
per cent.; loans also made flat. The clearances were
$56,871,000. The customs receipts to day were $296,600.
The Treasury disbursements were $32,000 for
interest and $48,000 for bonds. Governments steady.
Imports of dry goods for the week were $2,484,333;
camount marketed $2,511,607.
Stock market feverish aud unsettled throughout
the dag aud prices in many instances made a sharp
decline. Late in the afternoon there was a partial
recovery, but jnst before the close there was a re-

NOTICES.

Surgical Instruments,

Boston.

Amendment

Appropriations

|

f

Sid fm Santander 2!et inst, barque Xeversiuk, Jarvis, New York.
Sid fm Amsterdam 22d inst, brig Angelia, Evans,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 21st inst, barque Joshua Loriug,
Cook, Havana.
Sid fm Cardiff 20th inst, brig J C Hazeltine, Berry,
Havana; 21st, barque Fred P Litehtield, SpauldiDg,
Hong Kong; brig J H Crandon, Pierce. Cieufuegos.
Ar at PoTnt-a-Pitre Jan 26th, sehs Abbie, Adams,
and C H Foster, Coombs, Portland; 2d inst, Pride of
the East, Lord, Georgetown SC; Mary E Webber,
Harris, New York.
Passed St Thomas 5tn inst. barque Horace Beals,
Fickett, from Marseilles tor Cieufuegos.
Sid tm St Thomas 6th inst, sobs Emily Curtis,
Harding, Navassa. to load guano for Baltimore at
$34; Mercy T Trundy, Crowley, do, to load lor Wilmington, NC, at $3.
In port 7tb, barque Frank Marion, Eldridge, from
Swansea tor Savannah, repg.
At Demarara Jan 27, sch Flora M Crowley. Allen,
from Norfolk, ar 21tb, disg; Sqdie Wdcutt. Watts,
from New York, ar 25th; Loretta Fish, Balano, tor

things, and Bright’s Disease,
Dropsy, Kidney. Bladder and Glandular Complaints,
Gravel, Diabetes, Mental and Physical Debi'ity, are
stubborn facts, but Hunt’s Remedy quickly cures
Facts

Portland Wholesale Market.
Friday, February 23.—The markets are generallyquiet to-day. Sugars are lower and granulated is
quoted at 12c to-day; Extra C. is worth ll*e. Corn
is lower and the best car lots sell for G5c; bag lots sell
for 68 @70c. Meal at 67c. Oats are worth 50 @ 53c.
Flour continues turn with a lair demand. Pork and
Lard are dull and quiet.

SPECIAL

Lewis, Wiscasset.

Bonds.
sntf

now

SOMERS,

prepared to suply them

SILK

with

new

HATS,

Mode in the Eatent Sipriug Style at the
Shorten! Ponnible Notice.
'k.wimucui

wi

constantly on hand.
good shape, and all
with

the

utmost

place,

So.

riius

niu

iiciumici

vu

tu

|>i

Old hats will be m ade over in
kinds of repairing done
Remember tho
uispafrli.

243

Middle

St.,

TJL* STAIRS.

WM. H.SOMERS.
Jtf

fcb!7

Boots and Shot's
RUBBER SO E E II.

Wringer Roils and Rubber
goods Repaired
—

at

—

Hall’s Rubber Store,
UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

fr-’-i__.Itf

Military

ami

Regalia

BASE BALL AND FOOT

BALL

HEADQUARTERS.
for Illustrated
Circulars.
stole
Agent for th«* Boston Shooting Mail.

Sesd

PIANflS^
Nnn.Hri

MANS,
RUtfia

l!
Street,
ROBINSON, 5
Kf!'
baa
the celebrated IVtbt-rMyrtle
iUiauo. ana
other makers', at extremely low prices.
,0r '1'UUi,'g aUL“,lcU lu as
usmL

nly

TH1

JAMES

BBESS,

ALDEV.

AMERICAN CATHOLICS,

Arrangements far the Funeral Services

SATURDAY MORNING. FEB. 24.
the press

tr**,ls that

,a"
Biddeford, of Phitlsbury.
S*Jco, of L. Hodgdon and H.
aterviile, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O.Shaw.

At
At
At YV
At

Lewiston,

run

of French

out

The hall of the

Tbe remains of the late Admiral James
Aldcu were lying in state yesterday in the
Common Council room. The preparations were

of the city.
B.

Kendrick.

completed

Bros., and Stevens & Co

at 10 o’clock, when the doors were
opened to the public. Tbe military were under
the command of Capt. Pennell of the Mechanic

Blues,

AND VICINITY

CITY

New Advertisement*

To-Drj.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.
Special Attention—Army & Navy Union.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Forest Tar Salve.
Pants—Orin Hawkcs & Co,
Fancy Back Combs—Davis & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
YVe Urge You—C. D. B. Fisk & Co.
North British and Mercantile Insurance Co.
Ladies* Boots—Gowell.
Eaton Family 8chool.
For Sale—In Gorham.
Dr Samuel Edwards.
Headquarters Portland Cadets.
For Sale—New Milch Cow.
YVanted—Woman.

Hawes; that of the Montgomery
Sergeant McCallar ard Corporal
Farry.

James Alden.

Died in San Francisco,
Feb 6tb, 1877.
The remains were attired in citizen’s dress,
and the features retained to a remarkable
degree the .appearance of health and life. A
passage way between the bier and screen permitted the public to pa9?, one by one, and gaze
npen the features. Soldiers, in uniform, with
arms carried, paced up and down the apart-

Religious Notice*.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
p.m.: Preaching at 2 and G p. m.
Preaching at
Knightville at 10* a. m. Sabbath School at 11} a.
m.
Social meeting 7* p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—lit. Rev. IT
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
Seats free to all.
a.

m., 3 and 7 p.m.

All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets*
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services on
Sunday 10£ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Con-

street,

Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday
7i o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s CHURcn.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec-

gress

corner

and Saturday at

Sunday Services

tor.

at

10J

a.

m.; and 3 p.

Sit-

m.

tings free to all, and all are welcomed.
West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free. All
are welcome.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10J a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 112 a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
Disciples of Christ will meet at 8 Winter St., corner or Gray, every Lord’s Day at 3 p. in.
to attend to the Apostles* teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. J. A. Strout, at 10J a. in. Prayer
meeting at 7J p. m. Seats free.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J.
A. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2\ p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7§ p. m. Seats free.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
pastor. Services at 10i a, in' and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1} p. m.
Reform Club Meetings.—The Club will hold
a public meeting at 10$ a. m., in the Club Room 111
Exchange Street, and at 7 p. m.? in the Y. M. C. A
Hall Sunday. All are cordially invited to attend.
Plymouth Church.—Mr. Edward E. Bacon of
Andover, Mass., will preach at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p.
m.

Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 10J. a. m. and at 3
Sunday School at 1J.
p. m.,
Prayer meetiug
Congress

at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street.
Preaching Sunday at 10J a. m. and 3 p.m.,
by Elder Wells of Portsmouth, N. H. Prayer meetat
9
a.
m and 7 a. m.
Sabbath School at 12 m.
ing

Seats free.

CnuRCH.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10J a. m. 3 p.
m.
Sunday School at 1£ p. m. Prayer meeting at
Pine St.

M.

E.

7 p. m.
Arcana Hall.—Conference at 2.30 p. m.
Subject: As millions know the glorious truth of Angelic
is
of
what
the
duty
communion,
every expounder of
the mysticisms of the past which serve only to becloud and stultify humanity.

Chestnut St. M E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Sei vices at 10J a. m. and a t3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1£ p. m. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p, m
§3P“Tbe Temperance Union meeting which was to
have taken place at Preble Chapel, Sunday evening,
will be postponed
All members and friends of the
Union are invited to attend the temperance revival
meeting, to he held at Music Hall.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching at
3 p. m. Free to all.

First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilrnot.—Rev. \V. H. Shailer Pastor.
Sabbath
School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social
at
7
m.
Seats
tree.
meeting
p
Reed’s Hall —959 Congress street. Preaching at
the usual hours, by Elder G. W. Conuitt of Portlaud,
Social meeting at 7 p. m. Seats iree.
All are welcome.
rnLEi

OXAJ3.C.X'

oxriioi

vvMurtuii.—tuiv.

ciauJua

McWhiunie pastor.
Preaching
by
10$ a.
the pastor. Sunday School at 12 o’clock.
Young
Pcopie’6 Meeting at 6 p. in. Prayer Meeting at 7 p.
at

All

m.

are

m

welcome.

Williston Church, corner Dan forth and May
Bible
Streets.-Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor.
Exercise at 10$ a. m. PreackiDg at 3 p. m. Prayer

ment, while others kept guard iu the corridor
*
without.
The diapery on the casket was festooned
with smilax, each festoon looped up with a
On the front of the bier was
white camellia
a small anchor of white camellias, immortelles,
heath aud smilax. At the head a floral design
composed of choice exotics, and at the foot a
massive anchor composed of delicate green
On the casket rested a
vines and heath.
nnvlt flnvnl

an

mr.iot

ing.

India St. Universalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Atternoon service at 3 o’clock. In the evening at 7
o’clock, wil be given tbe next lecture in tbe course.
Subject,—“Man’s part in tbe Work of Salvation.”

MLuncipal Court.

li f

11

POrvu.l.

rosebuds of every

hue,

lu the

rear

Secretary of

the

Navy

east-

and Mrs.

Robeson.”
A beautiful cro-s composed of very rare and
fragrant flowers came from Mrs. James Blair.
A very costly piece, consisting of a pedestal
surmounted by a crowD, with a miniature
ladder leading to the top, came from Mrs. H.

Coolidge

B.

daughter.

and

These flowers

are

fresh as when plucked and very fragrant. They
will be placed on the casket to-day. The decorations are arranged by George E. Brown.
A very large number of citizens visited the
room during the day and, up .to 10 o’clock in
the evening, when the room was closed. Another opportunity will be offered those who
were not able to be present yesterday, as the
body will be in state from 9 o’clock to 10.30 this
morning. The funeral takes place precisely at
11 o’clock from the City Building. The relatives of the deceased, officiating clergy, pallbearers, officers of the Army and Navy and
revenue seivice, judges of the United States
and state courts, United States civil officers,
and members of the City Council, are requested
to meet at the Mayor’s office at 10.39 a. m. It
is requested that all flags in the city and harbor
be suspended at half mast during the funeral.
The committee ot the city government met
last evening and decided to have a short service in the Council room previous to going to
the

The

grave.

hymn? requiem

of

heroes,
rest,” will

“How sleep the brave who sink to
be sung by a quartette composed of Mrs. Wetherbee, Mrs. Pratt, aud Messrs. Thurston and
Shaw, A prayer will then be offered by either
Bishop Neely or Dr. T. It. Lombard. The quartette will sing the chant, “Thy will be done,”
with Mr. Kotzschmar as organist.
A .delegation of officers from Kittery navy
yard is expected here to attend the funeral.
The following will be the order cf the procession

:

Police, Capt. Black.
Chandler’s band.

Squad

of

Portland Mechanic Bines, Lieut. H. H. Rich.
Portland Cadets, Capt. N. D. Winslow.
Montgomery Guards, Capt. D. O’d. O’Donahue.
Portland Light Infantry, Capt. John C. Cobb.

KNIGHT

PRESIDING.

Thursday.—George Williams. Assault and batDischarged.
John T. Murray. Assault and battery. Discharg-

Commander L. G. Jordan.
Adjutant A. M, Sawyer.
SECOND

ed.
John Taylor and Alfred Barney. Vagabonds.
Thirty days each. Committed.
Dennis McGovern. Intoxication. Fined $3 with
costs. Paid.
Friday.—Joseph Perry and George Webster.
Fined $50 each with co3ts.
Search and seizure.
Paid.
Joseph Sullivan. Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Committed.
Fined $50
Thomas Greely.
Search and seizure.
with costs.
Bradburys.
George Courtney. Search and seizure. Three
months in county jail. Committed.
William Smith. Obtaining goods under false pretences. Examination waived. Ordered to recognize
to State with sureties in sum ot $500. Committed.
Drummond & WiDship.
William
Thomas Dagau, Thomas Harrington,
Harris, Henry Ward, Thomas Allen, Timothy Scanlan. James Murphy, William Kelly, James Collins,
John O’Brion, Dennis Conley, Thomas Collins and
Jame3 Courtley. Vagabonds.
Thirty days each.

Committed._
Brief Jotting*.
The Cidets will attend the fuaeral of Admiral Aldm to-day.
A large safe was put iuto Cumberland Bank

yesterday.
The case of Johnson versus Beese is still be'
fore Master Putnam iu the District Court.
A whole batch of tramps were* sent *o jaii

for thirty days, yesterday.
tclm

uraa or (r

iffiul

In

nlaiT

old woman parts at Fanny Marsh’s theatre,
liis arrived in this city.
Stanwood has sold his marine picture which
was in Hale’s window, to a gentleman in this

city.
There will be a gospel temperance and revival
meeting at Allen Mission this evening. The
public are invited.
Bosworth Post voted last evening to tarn out
at the funeral to-day, and all members are requested to meet at the lull at i) o’clock this

morning.
John Stetson of the Howard Athenajum, will
hriDg out “Across the Continent,” with Oliver
Doud ByroD, next Friday and Saturday at
Music Hall.

'FIia rienrv.

Rt. Rev. Bishop Neally, Rev. T. R. Lombard.
Ball Bearers.
Gov. Washburn, Judge Sbepley, Ex-Mayor McLellan.
Gen. John M. Brown, Capt. Picking, Paymaster
Gilman.
Hoarse.
Body Guard, Lieut. Bennett with a detachment
from United States Steamer ‘'Balias.”
Mourners.
Officers oi the United States Army aud Navy in

Officers of the United States Marine Revenue.
United States Civil Officers.
Mayor and City Government.

Temperance.—John F. Haynes, the reformed gambler and drunkard, appeared al Arcana
Hall last evening as a temperance lecturer. MrHaynes is very well known in this city, and the
announcement that he would lecture on tem-

ship 500 barrels of apples
on the Peruvian, making 2500 barrels which
they have shipped to Liverpool this season on
the Allan steamers.
The man Smith who was detected in tryiug
to swindle people by chaugiug imaginary bills,
tried his game at several places in Bangor but
failed each time.
A little son of Dexter S. Bice fell on the ics
Thursday while hlewiDg a horn, driving the
sharp tin mouthpiece into his mouth an
through the palate making a very serious accithe combination lock in the
outer door of the city treasury safe got out of
order and workmen had to be sent for to dig
through the wall that sepaiates the safe from
the treasurer's room. The door was then unnoon

lock from the inside.
Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
recorded in this
are the real estate transfers

connty yesterday:
Deering—Lot of laud from Joshua Saunders
and others to Samuel S. Sauuders.
Gorham—Lot of land containing one acre
from Enoch Mayberry to James Sturgis.
Harrison—Lot of land from William B.
Johuson to Solomon H. Lamb.
Portland—Lot of laud and
Monument street from Patrick

him, Mr.

old associates before

number of h's

Haynes acquitted himself very creditably. Mr,
Haynes is evidently a well educated man, and
He makes
he gives a very interesting lecture.
a very strong appeal to those who have associated with him in the past to now follow his example and reform. Those who have said hard
things of Mr. Haynes in his former career
should now be as willing to speak a good word
for him in his new career.
Kev. John Bennett Anderson of England, an
earnest and eloquent temperance worker, has
been engaged by the several temperance organizations to conduct a series of meetings at Music Hail, commencing Sunday evening next.
These

meetings will be continued

one or

two

weeks.
_

Masquerade —The masquerade ball
given by the Mechanic Blues at City Hall on
Thursday night was a great success. The galThe

leries and many seats around the hall were
crowded with spectators. Those in masks were
few compared with other years, there being but
The masks
about sixty in the grand march.
were removed at 10.30 when colored lights were
The
turned on making a very brilliant scene.

donkey of the “Forty Thieves” fame, created
quite a sensation by walking in upon the floor.
Chandler gave his best music. The floor was
under the charge of Lieut. H. H. Kicb, assisted
by eight aids.
Washington’s Birthday.—The birthday of
the immortal “Father of his Country,” was
observed in a very quiet manner, if the fish
horns may be excepted. There was not a very
general suspension of business and the city and

county offices
banner

were open as usual.
The Ameriwaved from the Citv Building. Oh.

servatory, Preble House and English steamers.
It is said that these steamers were the only
shipping in the harbor whtch displayed bunting on this occasion. The theatre was crowded
at both performances, while the other evening
entertainments were well attended.
Kunaway

Accident.—The

horse

of

Mr,

Wheeler of Saccarappa, took fright at the cars
at Libbytowu, Thursday, and started to run.
Mr. Wheeler was thrown oat and the horse

started up Congress street. When near the
top of the hill the horse came to a jigger standing across the street. Not wishing to turn out

frightened

animal

made a leap and went
attached to the jigger.
The sleigh caught however, and both horses
were thrown down.
Strange to say the only
injury done was the breaking of a thill of the
the

directly

sleigh.

over

the horse

__

Leciuek.—OuThursday evening Rev. E. C.
Cummings delivered an (interesting lecture at
Williston Chapel, on ‘‘l’he Post and the Letter.” The other attractions of the evening prevented a large audience from attending the lecture, but those who did attend were treated to
a scholarly aud instructive lecture upon ancient
and modern methods of communication.

buildings on
Fitzgerald to

Margaret Fitzgerald.
Lot and buildings on Spring street from
Frederick W. Boyd to James it. Boyd.
Freeport—Lot of land and buildings Horn
William Gore to Quincy A. Chase.
Several parcels of laud and buildings from
Kebecca Bandall to Charles H. Pettengill.
Scarborough—Lot of land from Georgia A.
Libby to Bethula Eenderson.

good audience. Although
extent by seeing a large

some

Beached.—The tug C. W. Belknap aud one
w^ut out to York Ledge yester-

or two scows

day, and with the aid of lighters succeeded in
raising the tug Elsie, which was sunk there
TuesJay night. She was towed on to the beach
near by and will be saved. The damage is not
>

serious.

the 75 orphans

was

church,

good

at which a

congrega-

The services commenced by

present

’Tis the promise of
singing hymn No. Go,
God lull salvation to give.”
ltev. Mr. Fenu
offered prayer, and hymn No. 23 was sung,

“The half

was never told.”
Mr. Needham
from the 22d chapter of Matthew the parable of the wedding feast, also from the 11th
chapter of Luke the parable of the great supper. It is wonderful that God should prepare

read

Be then

the invitation to the marriage least.
If we
look at these excuses wo shall find they will
not prove valid. They all prove the insincerity
of those who make such excuses.
When the

the

stitution saved for the city a large sum annually, which would otherwise devolve ou tnem.
introduced the lecturer of the

even-

ing.

Mr. Madigan stepped forward and was
received with a storm of applause, and commenced his lecture as follows:
“First in

war,” “First in peace,” and “First in the hearts
of his countrymen.” This is the tribute
which
the whole world pays to Washington
today.
All kingdoms and principalities
acknowledge

Ins greatness. Portland, with
good taste dedicates this day to morality and
education, which
he so much loved, a school house which was
erected through the Deueficent donation of the
sister of one of Maine’s most noble sons—
namely, Miss Kavanagh of Damariscotta.
He then went on to show what the country
before and since the Revolution, and the
Catholics took at al' times since its first
discovery. Catholics, he said, have just claims
in this country because it was by them it was
discovered.
Columbus, Jhlm and Sebastian
Cabot, and many others of the early explorers
were Catholics.
Christianity and civilization
were given to this benign nation by the Franciscans, Jesuits, Recollects and many ctner
early Catholic missionaries, as early or beiore
the year 1505, 55 years before the Puritans set
foot ou Plymouth Rock.
The Mississippi
and Missouri rivers were explored by Marquette
and De Soto as early as 1562, 58 years before
the lauding of the Pilgrim Fathers. The leading historians of the country, Bancroft, Mur
ray ami others, attest to this.
The Irish were
by far the largest element iu this country previous to the Revolution, and were at one time
ten to one to that of any other nationality, and
were to be found in Kentucky,
Virginia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, South
was

part

"*vi

Pennsylvania, Dela-

uuv

u-aci, iuaiuc,

a

yaiii

which was settled by the Sullivans—the
towns of Limerick aud Belfast.
He then spoko
of the many heroic deeds which were performed by Irishmen aid their descendants, and of
the battle in Machias bay, termed the Lexington of the seas, the cannon and powder which
were captured then doing good service at Bunker B ill.
Next came the convention which granted to
all men religious and political freedom. Then
followed the Declaration of Independence,
which was signed by several Irishmen, including Charles Carroll, of noble memory, who gave
$1,000,000 for the support of the Constitution.
An Irishman it was, said he, who first read to
the public the Declaration of Independence,
and by an Irishman it was first printed. Thus
showing that in all prominent places, and in
all
positions, and whenever the country
needed aid or assistance of any kind the Irish
were
ever
ready and willing to help her
and to Ireland is due the credit of giving the
first sympathy our country received when she
was struggling for her independence.
Catholic Spain, France and other Catholic natioos
rendered valuable aid to us in our struggle for
liberty. From France we received three hundred million dollars in money, 70,000 soldiers
and a large fleet. Washington, Adame, Franklin and others have in many instances asserted
their appreciation of the loyalty and fidelty of
the Irish in our great struggle.
He then glanced briefly over the country and
the part that the Irish and their descendents
took in it
They were to be found in tbe war
of .1812, in the war of Mexico and wherever our
glorious Union was threatened they were ready
to rally to the standard of the stars and stripes
and have blended with it on many fields in our
last great struggle the green flag of Erin. One
hundred and seventy-five thousand Irishmen,
he said, served in the Union army and took
part in the great battles, amoug which were
Gettysburg, Malvern Hill, Fair Oaks, Gaines’
Mills and others. Ireland, he said, though despised and down-trodden to-day, had her golden age and wa
for many centuries the mistress
of Europe in both art, science, literature architecture, music, schools, colleges. And at her
universities were educated the greatest men of
Europe. In all the walks and pursuits of life,
aud in the flue arts, Irishmen aud their sons
have excelled, and if those people who are always ready to throw a slur at aud despise those
aiipu, wuuiu uui reau a rune nisrory anu
earn a few facts, they would not be so willing
to insult such a time-honored race.
Barry, the
father of the American navy, and Montgomwho
fell
at
the heiphts of Quebec, were
ery,
Irishmen, as well as the teadiug men both before and since the revolution have been.
He
then glanced over the condition of the Catholic church io this couunv at the present day,
and spoke of the number of colleges, schools,
aed religious orders, both men and womeo, of
which we could boast; among which a e sume
7 Archbishops, 36 Bisbops. 1 Cardinal, aud
some 5000 priests, over 4000 churches and a
Catholic population ot 7.000,000.
He fittingly closed by calling on all Catholics
to be faithful to tbeir country and it
institutions,aud to practice their religion, to be good,
temperate, law-ibidiag citizens, aud follow iu
the path of their great leader and statesman,
O’Connell, who said when they done wrong they
gave their opponents a chance to find fault
with them.
The lecture was an able production, showing

fmui

profound study and wide comprehension, and
informed with earnest intention. It abounded
in weighty thought and was set off with great
felicity of diction. Although Mr. Madigan
spoke for an hour aud thirty-five minutes, the
large audience

wavered in tlieir attention
for a moment, and only wished that the lecture
might have been longer.
never

Personal.
Dr. H. P. Torsey is about to sail for the South
or

Bermuda.
Col. J. Manchester Haynes started Thurslay

European voyage.
George E. Brackett, Esq., of Belfast,
fined to his room by sickness.
on

perance drew a very

the support of

tion

street

such a feast for lost men, and yet so many
should make light of his great love. Mr, Johnson sung a solo, and Mr. Needham followed
with some remarks upon the response made to

Carriages.

can

Soule

DIVISION.

Bosworth Post No. 2, G. A. R., V. Com. W. E. St.
John.
Portland Army and Navy Union, Pres. William E.
Dennison.

embarrassed to

to

High

asylum, forty of whom belong to
this city, thus showiug clearly that such au in-

in

of

In addition to the flowers displayed on the
casket some very choice floral pieces were received last evening from friends of the deceased
in Washington. One very handsome wreath
of exotics was marked “A tribute to our dear
the

devoted

be
now

three

immortality.

Iriend;

Kavanagh School was
to completion
Thursday evening, it being the
occasion of the formal opening of the building
and the delivery of a lecture
by Hod. J. C.
Madigan of HouHod, on the “Duties and claims
of Catholicity in this
country.” The lecturer
was introduced by Rt. Rev. J ames A.
Healy,
in a few well chosen and
appropriate words,
stating that the proceeds of the lecture were to

Carolina, Connecticut,

wall of the chamber flags were festooned,
bordered with black broadcloth, the centre of
each festoon forming a butterfly, the emblem of

old

women’s meeting was held directly after.
In the evening a men's meeting was held at
a

filled

while
ban-

ern

tery.

dent.
Thursday

nr

FIRST DIVISION.

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sunday
School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer Meeting at 3 p. m.
Sacred Coneert and Temperance Praise Meeting
evening at 7$. Temperance Meeting Monday even-

Hodgdon &

f

with a beautiful cross of rare flowers,
the sides were draped with the national
ner. The canopy was surmounted by
large black and while pompons. On the

First Universalist Church,Congress Square.—
Rev. Wm. E Gibbs, pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a.
m., and 7 o’clock p. m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Subject ol evening sermon,—“Salvation.”

Harilr

n

white azaleas,
of the bier
a screen, surmounted by a canopy, bad been
erected, covered with black broadcloth, the
folds drawn to a common centre and festooned

lias,

New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
There will be no service to-morrow. Sunday School
will be held at 11$ o’clock.

Miea T,i77io

It PAmniiOdtl

heliotrope aud srnilax.

Meeting in the evening.

JUDGE

J. E.

The casket was placed on a bier near the
centre of the room, aud bore the following inscription on a silver plate:

Notice to Farmers—E. D. Pettengill.
Notice is hereby given.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Assignee’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Bethel Church—Services 10*

Guards

under

YVanled—Agents.

services 10.30 a. in.,
9 a. m. and 5 p. m.

while tlie guard was commanded by
Lieut. H. H. Rich, also of the Blues. A detail
of a sergeant, corporal, and six privates was
made from the Infantry, Blues, aud Montgomery Guards, that of the Infantry under
command of Sergeant W. F. Chase and Corporal H, Nason; that of the Blues under
Sergeant F. C. Kimball and Corporal A.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Four Concerts—Portland Fraternity.
Sunday—City Hail.

nou. J, c. Madigau'a Lecture,

the Dead Admit al.

of

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol Feseenacn Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Cbisholra

The Revival Meetings.
Mr. Needham gave one of his Bible talks at
the Free street church Thursday afternoon,and

a

is

con-

Admiral Preble was in towu yesterday, but
left in tbe afternoon for Washington.

Hon. Nathan Dane, ex-State Treasurer, Lyman Littlefield and Joseph E. Willard, all
prominent citizens of Alfred, lie sick at their
residences.
Mr. Dane is improving, but the
two latter are considered dangerously ill.
Dr. Holyoke, a prominent and useful citizeu
of Griuuell, Iowa, died of paralysis recently.
He was born in Brewer, iu this state in 1818,
educated at

Bangor Seminary,

aud educatHe was one of the
founders of Grinnell, which today contains a
college and many public and charitable institutions, but no liquor store.
Miss Clara B. Nikels of Searsport, wbo since
was

ed in medicine

at

Harvard.

her concert in this city last summer, has been
studying in Russia, made her debut in St. Petersburg at tbe benefit concert of M. Gonla. in
company with such notobilities

as

Patti, Stoiz,

Heilbron, Cary, Nicolina, Masina, Padilla and
Bagagiola. She sang an aria from the Magic
Flute which was received with great applause,
after which she was called before the curtain
four times, each time with the greatest enthusiasm.

The Strike.—Yesterday af ernoon Deputy
TJ. S. Marshal Marble arrested William M.

Shaw, charging

him with obstructing the mails
on the Boston & Maine on the 14th inst.
Mr.
Shaw was taken before Commissioner Rand
and stated that he had nothing to do with the
engineers. He was held in S2500 bail which
was promptly furnished.
Mr. Shaw
gineer on the Grand Trunk.

is an en-

The Boston Advertiser says that there was a
meeting of citizens of Wakefield in the town
hall on Wednesday evening, after tbe town
meeting was finished, to consider the present
management of the Boston & Maine road. A
committee consisting of Dr. Azel Ames, B. B.

Burbank, and W. F. Young, reported resolutions censuring the management of tbe road,
and giving its hearty support for the proposed
narrnro

crancrp

W

S

OrppnnnfTVi

Fir

Aral

Ames, Lucius Beebe, W. G. Skinner, Wm. F.
Young spoke, and at neatly 10 o’clock the
meeting adjourned to meet in the same place
Saturday evening, it being thought that due
notice of the meeting had not been given.
Presentation.
Yesterday morning the
High School class which brought out the play
ot School at Grand Army Hall so beautifully
—

this

week, gathered

at the hall, and having
Mr. Theadore, who assisted them in
their efforts, presented him with a gold riDg.
Mr, Theadore responded to the presentation
speech in a very fitting manner. The ring has

sent for

very beautiful stone upon which is cut the
head of Ajax. It was a very proper thing for
the class to do, considering the valuable services
Mr. Theadore rendered them.

king uaked the man who was without the wedding garment, why lie came thus unprepared,
his excuses all seemed worthless and he, was
speechless. So will it bo with us if we allow
the devil to cheat us out of our souls with these
miserable excuses. Many neglect this all important subject through thoughtlessness. They
do not realize that the savatiou of the soul is
at stake,—nor do they act thus in reference to
their worldly affairs. If they have the oppor

tunity

make a great sum of money they attend to it at once; but they permit the soul
to be endangered by their thoughtless neglect.
How important that we should take time to
think of this infinitely important subject.
to

Many are

devoted to worldly pleasure, and so
make light of tue gospel invitation.
Heaven
is presented to us on one side and worldly
on the other.
Is it possible that we
let heaven go for the sake of this bubble of
worldly enjoyment? Many excuse themselves
from attendin'* to the interests of the son! on
the plea of business. What a libel on true re-

pleasure
can

ligion is this excuse! Noonecan so well
thoroughly attend to business affairs as

the
true Christian. Some are engaged in unlawful or sinlul business,and by this are kept from

to the soul’s welfare.
How dangerit is to delay in this matter. Why is not
every one in this house a Ohristain at this
very moment? How perilous to sleep over this

attending

ous

great danger that threatens the impenitent.
Some say they want to be saved, but they are
waiting God’s time. Now is God’s time. Satan would persuade you to wait, but do not allow him to cheat you out of heaven,
Mr.
Needham offered prayer, a few moments were

spent.in

silent prayer, and Mr. Johnson sang a
solo and offered a brief prayer.
Then another
hymn was sung and Mr. Perkins pronounced
the benediction. A prayer and inquiry meeting followed in the Free street vestry, to which
place Mr. Needham invited as many of those
inclined to go.
A very full
congregation was present at the Bible talk at
Free street church Friday afternoon, and at
present

as

were

the opening of the exercises Mr. Needham read
the requests for prayers and then offered
prayer. Mr. Johnson sang the hymn, “Rescue
the perishicg,’’ and Mr. Needham read from
Exodus 25th God’s command to the Israelites
to prepare Him a Tabernacle cr Sanotuary
where He could dwell among them and bless
them.The Ark,also,was to be made precisely ac-

cording

to God’s direction.
Everything in the
Bible is important; and nothing that God commands is to be neglected or thought lightly of.
The Aik of the Covenant was the most important object about the
Tabernacle, made of
acacia wood, covered with

gold—symbolizing

the divine and human nature of Jesus. It contained the tables of the law, which were not
entrusted to the people,but kept intact and unbroken in this sacred place. So Jesus kept the
law unbroken. Above the Ark was the

Mercy

Seat overshadowed by the Cherubims—the
place where God manifested his presence to
the people. In the evening there was a full

congregation and the service commenced with
singi g, “Do you see the Hebrew captives
kneeliDg.” This was followed by prayer and
singing “Hold the fort.” The text was from
Zachariah xiii, 1: “In that day there shall be
a fountain,” &c.
This fountain was costly,
healing, perpetual, accessible, and near to all.
Only a step to Jesus,then why not take it now?
Mr. Johnson sang “Ninety and nine,” aiso another solo and the meeting closed with singing
“Sweeping through the gates.” This morning

there is to be a prayer meeting from nine to
ten at the Second Parish, and on Sunuay morn-

ing at the same place and hour a meeting for
Christian workers, and preaching in the City
Hall Sunday afternoon and evening and Mon-

day evening.
The Coffee House Concert.
The concert given at City Hall last evening,
under the auspices of the Women’s Temperance Society, was a very pleasant affair, and
greatly euojyed by those present. The programme

was

well

arranged

and carried

bearing

date Feb. 6 and 13,
1877, issued to residents of Maine reported foi
the Portlaud Press by Chas. E. Foster, Patent

Solicitor, Washington, D. C.:
C. M. Morrison, North Parsouville, stove
tongs; J. L. Kyder, Islesborougb, rein supports— Februa-y tisb,
T. W. Hyde, Bath, reverse-power capstan—
February113 th.
Severe Aocident,—John Smith, a Portuguese, G5 years of age, while tending a steam
wench Thursday, on board the Polynesian, got
bis right hand caught in the cogs and had bis
thumb taken off and forefinger badly injured.
He coolly picked up the dismembered thumb,
and after looking at it a few minutes, threw it
overboard.

oat.

Unfortunately the attendance was not so large
as the merit of the concert and the worth of
the object for which it was gotten up deserved.
The overture, from Weber’s “Oberon,” given
by three pieces, violin, violoncello, and piano,
was a fitting prelude to the ehoice selections.
The appearance of Mr. Wulf Fries in the
second number of the programme, the solo for
’cello, “Air Basquiers,” was the signal for
In the time which has passed
Frie3 visited Portland, his artistic
powers have suffered no decline, and the great
instrument wailed under his touch with the old
warm

applause.

since Mr.

sobbing persistence.
most

His solo was perhaps the
of the evening selec-

thoroughly enjoyed

tions.

Mrs.Gates, forsaking the programme,made her
bow in a selection from Kossini, and displayed
a very sweet,
cultivated, though not powerful
voice. Her personal beauty and unaffected
manner added to the warmth of the welcome
which her pleasant voice provoked.
Her
second
selection, Gounod’s “Ave Maria,’’

strengthened

the favorable impression, and the
my Window,” called forth an encore to which she responded with “Happy Little Maid.”

“Who’s

Miss

at

Harris,

the

pianist, quite justified the
expectations entertained of her merit, by her
solo, Liszt’s “Khapsodie Hongroise,” (No. 2),
showing much strength and delicacy of touch,
and marked perfection in technique. She played with great spirit, and approved herself an
executauteof ample promise. In response to
an encore, she merely bowed.
Mr.
August Fries’ violin solo, Beriot’s
seventh [concerto, was favorably received, de-

spite the strident bowing, and

given with

was

brilliancy and fervor. The concerted pieces
were all pleasingly rendered.
Mr, Kotzschmar’s exquisite accompaniments
added much to the attraction of
part of the programme.

the

second

Citizens’ Belief Societv.—At the
monthly meeting of the Citizens’ Mutual Belief Society last evening, the proposed amendment to the by-laws admitting the entire county of Cumberland to its privileges, was unanimously adopted,
Twenty-nine new members
were added to its roll of membership, which
now numbers 061.
The meeting was very fully
attended, and from theconditionof its finances
The

and the interest manifested the society appears
to be in a very flourishing condition.

Miss

Marsh’s Theatre.—Magnolia stil
continues to draw large houses at Miss Marsh’s
Theatre. On Thursday they had two crowded
houses. In the evening Miss Marsh wa3 presented with a very beautiful basket of flowers
At.

tVwi

nnoninrr

nf

tlm

ca.tntwl

nn»

Cl...

...n LI

called before the curtain with Mr. Gossin at the
close of the fourth act. Performances will be
given this afternoon and evening.
“Forbidden Fruit” is now in preparation.
TtkNEN

in Canada.—The
were much pleased to

members of “our
club
read in the Argus
a letter ou
“Tildeu in Canada,” which we
readily recognized as coming from the flowing
pen of one of our number, whom we had never
before discovered laid any claim to literary
habits. We hope the Argus will get him to
write a series ot letters on other
subjects wo
have had the pleasure of listening to, such as
the “Parliament Building at Ottawa
“Jewelry and Diamonds of the Canadian’Ladies.”
and “The French Girls.

Dawson.

a

List of Patents

and

Bowdoin College Alumni.—The ninth annual reurnon and dinner of the Alumni of
Bowdoin College, resident In Boston and vicinity, was held at the Parker House, BostoD,
Thursday evening. A large number were present. Mr. Johu C. Dodge
presided, and Mr.
Henry W. Fuller acted as President; and Mr.
D. C. Linscott and T. J.
Emery were Secretaries. Among the notables assembled were
the following: Hon. Joshua L, Chamberlain,
President of the College, President Elliot of
Harvard College, Judge Gardiner, the Bev. Dr.
E. B. Webb, the Bev. Mr.
King, Professor
Goodale of Harvard College, and Mr. Warren
Johnson, Superintendent of Schools at Newton.

The company broke up at

a

little

before

ten o’clock.

The house of Elizabeth Whittaker, in Bellast, was set on lire and burned Tuesday morning last. Insured for SDOO.

Religious News nud Notes.
The religious interest in Waterville is increasing.
daily, and

Pasts made to measure for 86 00 cash at
Grin Hawkes & Co.’s,
484 Congress St.,opp. Preble House.

Noon paayer
on

meetings are held
Sunday evening there was a

union meeting in the JVIetbodsst church.
An unusual religious interest is
prevalent in
the Congregational and Methodist churches in
York, and numerous accessions to the membership have been made.
Eev. \Ym. F. Obear, pastor of the Second
Congregational church in Damariscotta, ha3
been induced to withdraw his resignation, and
has consented to remain with that church duriDg til© coming year.
The
Morning Star says of Maine F. B.
churches: The Cumberland Q. M. held its last
session at S Gorham, Jan. 31st. The spirit of
revival pervaded the meetings, and the
reports
from the churches were encouraging.
The next
session of the Maine

This is to certify that Mr, J. O. Megquire
has been in our employ for some six years, and

ing

gists.

steadily added to its prestige as a house unsurpassed in elegance, in gastronomic perfection,
or the real enjoym. nt of its guests.

Without a shadow of doubt the best medicine in the world tor coughs, colds, hoarseness,
bronchitis, soreness of the throat, asthma, influenza, catarrh, whopping cougb and lung
diseases, is Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
Price 35 cents.
fbl9eodlw

pansn state their desire to retaiu Mr.
Palmer’s services, and that gent emau his exhis
willingness to accede to their wishes
pressed
to case of release
by the liocklnnd church.
The society here have voted not to release him,
and although bis salary has been increased,
and a strong effort is being made to retain
him at Pa Peer, be will probably come here on
the first of April, as previously arranged.
luicmgan

XI;

outward passage from Boston, whence he sailed Dec. 17, he fell in with the wreck of the

British barque Maria, Capt. arayson, having

on board only two of a crew of 14 men, the
others having perished from exposure and
want. The wreck was discovered in lat. 37 23,
Ion. 32 30, with masts gone and full of water.

mat

tepurieu

.DOSCHBE'S UEKMAX

oct20

9TB0P

deomly

AUCTION

The men were taken on hoard, but one of them
died in four hours hour hoars after. From the
survivor it was learned that the barque was
bound for Belfast, Ireland, from Doboy, Ga.;

Saleroom. 33 and 37 Exchange
F. O. BAILEY.

Regular sale

C. W, ALLEN.

of

HUSHED CARRIAGE STOCK

ing.

SPECIAL. SALE
OF

—

Mr. Charles Byram, an old citizen of Gardiner, died Monday, aged 85 years.
At the annual meeting of the Kennebec Log
Driving Association, held Tuesday, Abner Cobum. J. C. Atkios, Ezra Torman, Joshua
Gray and Samuel Gibson, were chosen directors
and William Philbrick, treasurer. Ex-Gov.
Coburn was made president of tbe board. The
trustees was authorized to expend a sum not
exceeding $65,000 for driving logs.
KNOX COUNTY.
1

Harris’Kid Gloves
1

I

--

“''O'**—

Ten

-111.,

last week while blasting at the Coleman lime quarry.
The salary of the Mayor of Rockland is $300
and it is proposed to reduce it to $300.
Fred Grant has been arrested for entering the
store of Leander Thomas iu Rockland, and
stealing therefrom.
Government work on the granite quarries at
Hurricane Island has been suspended for the
present, on account of the appropriation being
exhausted. The result is that two hundred and
fifty hands are discharged, including stonecutters, blacksmiths, etc.
The Times says that they continue to
trap
and shoot tiger cats on the coast nearest St.
George. These animals have made havoc
among sheep this winter.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A. C. Hamlin has been elected president o f
Bingor Art Association.
WASHINGTON COUNTY
The post office at Pembroke was broken into
Wednesday night and money to the amount of
$100 or more taken. The burglars attempted
to blow open the safe, but failed.
An entrauce
was effected through a back window.
YORK COUNTY.

A deer was shot near SouthWaterboro recent-

four children

at Salmon
from scarlet

days.

Falls, Buxton,

lost
fever within eight

The 33d annual statement of the New
land Mutual Life Insurance

EngCompany of

Boston, published elsewhere iu the paper,
should be carefully examined by those
wishing
good safe insurance at low ra’es. This company is represented in this city by V. C,
Taibox.

Eaton School.—We call attention to the
advertisement of the Eaton Family School.
No school for boys is more favorably kuowu in
our

city,
twenty

than

from which it has had

pupils for

more

Fancy Back Combs.—We have just closed
out a manufacturer’s stock of horu back combs
and placed them in two lots, which we offer to
onr

customers at less than manufacturers
prices. One lot at 25c; this includes many
rich and desirable baud sawed goods. Lot
No. 2—The goods are a perfect imitation of
real

shell, and includes many designs which
have never been offered before. This lot we
sell at fifty cents.
Davis & Co
For chillblains, chapped hands, barns, and
healing sores, “Forest Tar Salve’’ is the best.

feb24_dlw
Job lot embossed

feb21W&S2t

over

$150,000,000.

Aggregate
receipts from policy-holders,
“
“

table covers 87J cents,
W. F. Studley’s,
at
Under Falmouth Hotel.

Read Studley’s advertisement of bargains.
feb21
W&S2t

$33 172.818
22,686,928

....

returns to

....

Excess of premium receipts,
......
Assets Dec. 31st, 1876.
....
_

$10,485,890

Excess of assets,

—$4,0:9

14.515,802

912

That is, including wliat of assets the Company now has on hand, all of which
belong to the policy-bo'dthe Company’s transactions have netted the policy-holders over *4,000.000 more than
they have paid
Its treasury. There being no Stockholders in this Company every dollar oyer the cost of life insurance
is returned to the policy-holder at the close ol each year, in
proportion to what their premiums paid have
contributed to produce the surplus. We believo this Compiny’s record is a guarantee of continued pros-

perity.

FOR INSURANCE OR

DOCUMENTS ADDRESS

V. G. TARBOX,
JST JE R

Gr

Office

cor.

L

AGENT

of Middle and

Exchange Sts.,

PORTLAND, ME.

TStSTtf

Staunchest, Strongest and

WE URGE YOG
fully realize how cheap
selling.

the Best !

we

are

INSURANCE CO.,

ON MARCH 17th

—

we shall move to our new store

a few

We

can

ere

“‘''VO

Days Only

that

w2m9

It!

subscriber has
hereby given, that
been duly appointed Executor ol the Will of
MARSHALL FRENCH, late of Portland.
In the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon hlmseir that trust by giving bonds as

NOTICE

Why will they regret it 1 Because
we are selling

tLa

Harris’ Victoria{2«"d«“"• 1 “I;
Glove in the
recognized to be tbe best medium
priced

popular
the same

anu

This
one

we

say Cost

we

mean

MML MllFlCTlIRiG COST.

For Sale.
Village, a carefully selected Stock ot
Milliuery and Fancy Goods; in a good location
Gorham

Not

a

retail cost ot 25

IN
and nice

cent, has been added

30 per

or

as

run

of custom.

MRS. E. R. PATTEN.

feb24dlw*

middle*

For Sale.
Milch

for

cows

we have
has given

Wanted.
general
A
tamily in the country.
Webb’s
88

SILK

We manufacture mens’, Youths’

E.S. MERRILL,

supply FIVE LARGE STORES
and THREE Travelling Salesmen,
necessarily we both buy and man*

Clothing with

which

Blocli.

delay

makes

Notice.—Every moment

Take

your

cure more

hopeless, and much

depends

on

amount

of testimony in favor of Dr. Schenck’s Pul-

monic

the judicious choice of

Syrup,

for

as a cure

a

remedy.

The

consumption, far exceeds

all that can be brought to support the pretensions of
See Dr. Schenck’s Almanac,

containing the certificates of many persons of the
highest respectability, who have been restored to
health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.

Syrup alone has cured many,
win

snow;

out cue cure is

ployment of

two other

are

JUTS

THE

desirous of opening

NEW
we

SPRING

use

these evidences will
promoieu ny

and your old silk hat in exchange.
The best in the market lor the
in stock
mouey.

bound to dispose ol the

arc

balance of our goods

now

AT Some Price!
Profits are out of order.
are

SOFT HATS Al STIFF HATS

Losses

tor Spring, in every lorm.

|

made every day, but we are
to see the goods go and our

A large variety ot

happy

TRUNKS

bank account increase.

of these medicines,

according

BE

ADVISED

237

!

BUY

IOW

I

fe2l

most any case

Mon-

deod&wlm

fel

Forest Tar,
For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Now 233 Middle

Tar

or

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

Sore

AFTER

MARCH

12 Market

SQUARE.

fe24

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Bums,

Havla, opened

PREBLE HOUSE,

MARKET

dtl

of all kinds, of a very superior quality,
made to measure from the finest stock at

and for Piles.

is

now

PLESANTON’S
OF

SHADE

Doors, Sash, Blinds, &c.,
Constantly
hand, and for sale at the Lowest
Market Prices.
All orders promptlyfllled, and satifaction guaranteed
on

Farnham & Carleton,
NO. 316 COMMERCIAL ST.,

Eaton

Capt. Comd’g.

For Rent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
all the modern improvements. Apply at
BO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.
augMsdtf

Family School,

norridgewock,

me.

commence March 26th.
For particulars and Portland references, address

Spring Term will
fel>24

d3w

Square,

prepared

to

manufacture Silk Hats at prices

ranging

from

OF CHARGE.

fe!9dtf

€©_AL.

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor
,,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOR SALE AT

Jeb24dlt

large stock of

at

S3 to $8,

ALL

BLUE GLASS.

THE

Headquarters Portland Cadets.
members of the Company are ordered to
report at the Armory' at 10.15 A M. TO-DAY,
in uniform, consisting ot cap, plume, coat, gloves
and black pants, to attend the funeral ot the late
Keal Admiral Alden.
N. D. WINSLOW,
Per order,

—

fob 19 Foot of Park SI., Portland, Me.

iseodSw

Shop

I will guarantee to make over your old Hat so that
it will have the appearance of a new one.
All kluds of Repairing done at short notice.
1 will Iron Uats of nay make FREE

the Toilet and Bath.

fe24

■

(OYER 0. Mi ELDER’S SHOE STORE,)

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.

HATS!

Practical Hatter,

17th UNDER

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

a

eodtf

SOMERS,

St.,

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches,
Ladies’ Boots
Forest
Forest Tar Salve,
GOWELL’S,
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers, Under Falmouth Hotel.

Also

ST.,

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

C.D. B. FISK & GO.,

day, where all letters tor advice must he addressed,

—

BAGS.

MIDDLE

SILK

to

Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office,

Inhaling

AND

These additional remedies

Cor, Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every

or

for

tne em-

of Consumption may be cured.

or

HATTER,
Spring Style Silk Hat

Schenck’s Pulmonic

directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that

or

a

$3.50!

GlRmENTS.

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills.

By the timely

Is selling

our

new store with

remedies which Dr. Schenck

provides for the purpose.
are

as

oiten

We

*

MERRY,

ufacturc CHEAP.

Congress St.,

housework for a small

Apply to “C,” L. M.
Exchange St, Portland. fe2*dtf

office,

and Boys’

Consumptives,

of

READ, Woodford’s Cor.

The reputation of these Gioyes is enough
to guarantee a liberal sale.

of

also full-blooded year-

sale;
NEW
ling Jersey Bull. Inquire
fe24dtflw*
JOHN H.

Vo"

Dooring

Haman/ifl

in

AGENTS

the

5
low price Glove we consider extra good value
dollar.

407

hatrinn

rutraAna

Woman to do

Harris’ Jouvin
for

All

lour

every city in the State to sell a first
class article of dally consumption wherever
an
honorable and permanent business;
introduced;
For
any energetic man can make a good living
HARRY ROBERTS.
particulars,
feb24dlw*
Portland, Me.

Harris’ Donna Maria {
duced
brand
$1.00 In this
to

the

upon the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE A. CLARK, Executor.
fe24dlaw3wS*
Portland, Feb. 6th, 1877.

mens’ profits, but the

unusually large sales,

is

Wanted.

*„“!}«• S"™
Seamless{
best Glove to be found.

universal satisfaction.

dlawSw

Farmers wishing to raise encumbers
for Pickles, will address
E. D. PETTEN6ILL,
S Market Street.
Portland, Me.

unquestionably tbe

had

oi Milk.

corner

Notice to Farmers.

At and Below Cost.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

market.

J. S. PALnEB,

Street,
Exchange
fe24

glect this great opportunity

When

Harris’

over

Parties wanting Fire Insurance will please give us
call.

with truth say that

Regret

Edinburgh & New York.

JOHNE. DVff,

SQUARE.

days remain

—

Twenty-Eight Million Dollars!
a

MARKET

OF

Capital Bad Accnmalaiioa.

UNDER THE PREBLE HOUSE,

Will

For Sale by all Druggists,

years.

former price $1.25,

insuring

the well known and celebrated

any other medicine.

injured

ly.
George Carson

This Company has issued in thirly-thiee years over
58,000 policies

time.

fe!2TT&Mf

T*71„..lrtm

TOTAL LIABILITIES ..*14 870,853 40
Nurpln. nbevc ev ry '■•>»>■!■• I, (by the most rigid lest). 1,044 040 04
DiTiisiable surplus for 1877........
377,857 30

we

ance.

T.’

LIABILITIES.

those who require clothing and ne-

—

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Bodwell Granite
Company have secured
a $250,OOU contract in connection with the
new
Chicago city building.
The Augusta Reform Club has chosen J. W.
Kowe, president, and S. A. Mitchell, secretary.
The dwelling house of Adam Hoyt in Belgrade, was destroyed by tire Monday. A portion of the conteuts were saved. No insur-

O.

ASSETS...*14.313,804.40

Net present value of outstanding polices at 4 per cent
312 518 029 67
Claims for death losses ascertained, not yet payable.
’lux 369 oo
•*
matured endowments
..16866 00
Amount of unpaid distributions..
137 011 68
“
received irom Agents in advance of their accounts... .7.7.7.*.'.’
579 11

Only

Harris Gloves

An enthusiastic temperance mass-meeting of
the lidies of Ellsworth was held Thursday.
Mrs.'W. S. Sargent, President of the Maine
Temperance Union, was president of the meet-

TOTAL

London &

1

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

7’2x4' 031 KM
.'..
Banks... 182J 27 49
223*846.84
2 390 64
243*783 52
accrued..V.V.V.V.*.**’’.'**’
340*700 80
force.168^894 53

AUCTION.

BY

SHALL sell on WEDNESDAY, Feb. 28tb, at
10 o’clock A. M., at Horse and Carriage Mart,
Plum Street, a lot of unfinished Carriage parts,
consisting of unfinished Concord Wagons, unfinished
Piano Box Buggies, Gears partly ironed with Concord
Bodies. Phaeton Bodies, Sleighs, Shafts, Iron Safe,
H. H. BURGESS, Assignee.
&c., &c.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Ieb24
d4t

STATE NEWS

The spring meeting of the Maine Historical
Society will be held in this city on Thursday,
March 23d.
All tho woolen mills iu Bridgtou are ru nuiug
on full time.

Cost value of Bonds and Stocks owned
absolutely..
Cash deposited in
Quarterly and semi-annual premium notes on policies in force.
Notes receivable...
Interest due and
Market value of Company’s funds over
cost....
Net deterred premiums on policies in

ASSIGNEE’S SALE OF

menced, with an addition of eleven new members to the Freshman class. It is now one of
the largest that has ever entered. A new member of the class walked the entire distance from

citizen of

Ledger Accounts.

as per

value of Real Estate exclusive ot all incumbrances.
,< ■wi 1« as
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, (flrst liens) on Real Estate.
2 49171*3!
Loans secured by pledge of Bonds and Stocks..
393 J a 12
Premium loan notes on policies in
force.. , f w'din S3
Cost

For we know that you do not

Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

State College of Agriculture.—The
spring term of this institution has just com-

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

ASSETS,

SAJLJtfi

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*,

When she righted the men regained the deck,
but having no food they soon began to die of
starvation. As soon as one died the rest subsisted upon his flesb, and so on until only two
were left. The survivor, whose name is James
McLinden, and who belongs in Belfast, Ireland,
states that it was oDlyasmall portion of the
dead body that couid be eaten, viz, the heart
and brains, which were the most palatable.
No ore person was killed by the others, bat the
moment one died his companions cut bis throat
and drank his blood, and then divided his
heart and brains, It was 32 days from the
time the disaster occurred until the wreck was
sighted by the schooner as above stated, and
during all this time her unfortunate crew had
not a drop of water or any other food than the
bodies of their dead shipmates.

cases.

STEVENS. PRES T.

BENJ. F.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

which the vessel was loaded prevented her
from sinking, but the weight of her masts turned her upon one side until they broke away.

The Republicans'of Auburn have nominated
H. R. Smith for Mayor.
Auburn shoe manufacturers have made heavy
.shipments the past week, a part of which have
oeeo tbe production of the previous week.
While the demand is quite satisfactory, the
profits to manufacturers are not nearly as large
as iu past years.
Tho factories are all pressing
business for the spring and summer trade. The
total shipments of the week have been 1831

BOSTON.

For the Year ending Dec. 31st, 1876.

Ie22

that she sprang aleak in a gale and filled with
water, so that it was impossible to obtain any
provisions or fresh water. The lumber with

Capt. Jesse Snow, a well-known
Brunswick, died Tuesday.

IB

has, since its introduction in the United States,
reached the immense sale of 40,000 dozen per year.
Over 6,000 Druggist have ordered this medicine
direct Irom the Factory, at Woodbury, N. J., and
not ono has reported a single failure, but every
letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing
severe Coughs, Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or any disease of the Throat and LuDgs
We advise any person that has any predisposition to
weak Lungs, to go to their Druggists-and get
this Medicine, or inquire about it. Regular size,
75 cents; Sample Bottle, 10 cents.
Two doses will
relieve any case. Don’t negleet your cough.

from

in Somerset county to Orono,
in order to save money to pay other
necessary
bills. He received the highest mark in the
several branches which were required to be uo
derstood in order to obtain admission, and immediately made application to the President
and Professors for a chance to saw wood until
the spring work commenced on the farm.

Company,

ere.

Shipwreck.—A

remote town

THE

into

Wonderful Success.

Capt. Kane of the American schooner F. E.
McDonald of Belfast, dated at Goree, West
Coast of Africa, Jan. 24, stating that on his

a

of extreme

plans

magnificence have been rife, the famous St.
Nicholas Hotel, New York, with comparative
modesty but greater sincerity of effort, has

Rockland have received a communication from
the parish in charge of Rev. Mr. Paimer of
Michigan, the gentleman who has been called
to the Church of Immanuel in this city. The

BostoD, Tuesday,

_fbl9eod&wlw

While unfulfilled hotel

Insurance

INCORPORATED IN 1835,

Sold by all drug-

The dejected victim caused by the indiscretions of youth, those troubled with kidney,
bl older and glandular affection, mental and
physical debility, diabetes, gravel, female complaints, &c., however stubborn, will find comfort od positive cure io DR. BULLOCK'S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRET1CUM.
15—30—45
jy25eod&wlw

esting session of the Androscoggin Quarterly
Meeting was held in connection with the council.
The trustees of the Gniversalist church in

Life

feb23-tf

_

50 cents and 81 a bottle.

eth, charge to candidate by Eev. A. B. Pendleton, hand of fellowship by Rev. M.
Ordway,
charge to church by Rev. R. B. Andrews.
Rev. Mr. Nugent was moderator aud Rev.
J.
R. Herrick, clerk of the council. A
very inter-

Mutual

J, L. Hayden, Agent.
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the most valuable session since
the formation of the association.
Mr. James Brownville
was, Wednesday of
last week, ordained pastor of tho
Baptist
church on Jay Hill. Sermon by Rev. J. Evel-
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From Dean dray, Jr., Esq., of Westfield
Hass.
“About a year since I was attacked with a
and
severe
distressing cougb, followed by
emaciatioB, nigLt sweats, and other symptoms
of approaching disease.
“1 tried many remedies to no avail, and so
alarming did my case appear, that my friends
entertained serious fears for my recovery.
“At this junciure I purchased a bottle of
Wlstar’s Balsam, and at once began to mend;
and by the time two bottles had been exhausted I had entirely gained
health and
my
strength. I shall always keep it in my fami-

Sunday
meeting at Skowhegan village, beginning Tuesday evening, May 15th, and continuing through the following day and evenmg.
Arrangements have already been made
to make this
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sew-

O fulcra.
H. Freeman & Co., 101 Federal street, have
just received a fresh supply direct from Vir-

attended,

of

him as a first-

recommend
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several are already asking what they must do
to be saved.
Mr. Whittier’s preaching is very
plain and searching.
The State
School Convention holds

Tale

cheerfully
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class adjuster and repairer of all kinds of

quarterly

A Terrible

33d

JohsO. MbGuire, sewing machine repairer
adjusterer, at Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing
Machine office, Portland. Particular attention
will he given to work entrusted to him and satsfaction guaranteed._
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and

Eastern Christian Conference will be held with
tb® N°. Newport Christian church, commencing hriday, March 9tb, at 10 a. m., and continue over the Sabbath.
Esv. E. A. Whittier commenced his evangelistic labors in Yarmouth at the close of last
week. T e
are fully
and

meetings

NEW

II. F. EATON, Principal.

U4w

DR.

SAMUEL EDWARDS,
the Mole Proprietor of
ih«* late Dr. J.
tlRWkou Kelly’ii Original Medici***, will
bo at the Office 404 Uongre»« Ml., Tuesday
and WcdneMday, Feb.’47th and 48th.
feb24
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North American Flower Co.,
STORE 444 CONGRENM
STREET,
would respectfully invite
public attention to their
hno display ot FCOWERM and
PLANTS,
which will be kept
constantly on band and made up
by the well-known Florist, JOHN RBLL. of
Portland, who will give his special attention to all
orders for Funeral Flowers, Boouets or Floral Decorations.
Your patronage is respectfully solicited.
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'|1HI< PAPER Is PRINTER WITH
1 THE GER31AN PRINTING INH.
Imported and sold by SIGMUND LLLMAN, 37
fekldtf
Maiden Lane, New York.

“And why, pray?” Miss Nannie looked
up with inflamed eyes.
“Well, because you echo that poor boy’s
panting after splendid virtues, and like him
are not at all sure of what they consist or
where they may begin. Liston a moment to
There is such a
the trumpet of wisdom.
thing as keeping your purities in hand as well
You have suddenly conceived
as your faults.
the idea that George is not leading a life that
is distinctively profitable to auybody.
It
takes a pretty wise person to prove that, to
we
find
it
begin with; but suppose true,
you
wishing to animate him to think more—to
do
with
his
he
his
the
to
may
open
good
eyes
wealth—to learn the pleasures of a more
aesthetic, intellectual, and—”
“And religious, Polly,”
“Yes, and religious life. Is not that your
plan ?”

POETRY.
The Wife’s Reverie.
BY 8AXE HOLM.

Heart of mine, is our estate,—
Our sweet estate—of joy assured?
It came so slow, it came so late.
Bought by such bitter pains endured;
Dare we forget those sorrows sore,
And think that they will come no more?

0

With tearful eyes I scan my face,
And doubt how he can find it lair;
Wistful, I watch each charm and grace

1 see that other women wear;
Of all the secrets of love’s lore,
1 know but one, to love him more!

I see each day, he grows more wise,
His life is broader far than mine;
I must be lacking in his eyes,
In many things where others shine.
O, Heart! can we this loss restore

“Y-yes.
“Well, and how do you set about it? By
putting yourself in a position to direct him
anew ? By placing yourself in advance ? By
instructing yourself in the definite methods
by which he may rise? No, For when he
fairly asked you what he should do, you at

To him, by simple loving more?

I often see upon his brow,
look half tender and half stern;
His thoughts are far away, 1 know';
To fathom them, I vainly yearn;
But nought is ours which went before;
0 Heart! wo can but love him more!

A

You
once fell back upon your sentiment.
should know that you must inoculate people
with goodness, not shoot it into them. It
was not the most sagacious plan for you, a
full-fledged Puritan, to leap suddenly out, and
demand that your best friend should give up
his best pleasure because you, in solitary selfcommunion, had decided that he should. If
you are convinced that the few weeks in the
year which are spent by George in such sport
might be better employed, you should have
set about persuading him by slow degrees. I
venture to believe that you have not the remotest idea of the pleasure of which you

1 sometimes think that he had loved
An older,
love, apart
From this which later feebler moved
His soul to mine. O Heart! O Heart!
What can we do? This hurteth sore.
Nothing, my Heart, but love him more!

deeper

[From Appleton’s Journal.]

The Daphne.
One day there sat at lunch in their own
cottage at Springtide Beach, a pair of veterans

in

marriage.

As

such,

it was the custom

of all their young unmated friends to apply to
them for solace and advice in moments of
need.
Suddenly there was heard upon the resounding piazza the rapid rat-a-tat-tat of
ladies’ feet.
“More trouble,” said the gentleman.
“It sounds like Nannie Armitage,” responded the lady, listening with her hand
hovering like a dove over her tea-service.
There was a passage of bell-ringing and
interlocution, in winch a servant played a
part. Then there was a sound of a rushing
ot skirts. The matron arose and hastened
into the bijou parlor adjoining. The door
was burst open, and there appeared a wild
and gasping fairy, all in blue and white.
She had bracelets on her wrists; a jingling
chatelaine

depended

fiom

her

belt;

and

of her pretty blonde hair had straggled
down upon her round forehead. She seemed
to be violently repressing herself. Her bosom
was in a tumult, and she wrung her soft
hands. She gazed for an instant at the tearoom door, which was slowly closing, and
then she opened her red lips, threw out her
arms, and in the very fury of sorrow darted
upon her friend, crying:
“Oh Polly, Polly—I’ve quarreled with
some

George!”
“Quarreled with George!”
“Yes, quarreled with George. It’s true,
it’s true. Oh, please don’t make me say it
again, please dont’l” And |she cast herself
upon her friend’s neck, and winding her
arms about her, she pressed her burning
cheeks upon that secure and tender refuge,
the shoulder, and gave herself up to grief.
The master of the castle appeared at the
door. But there instantly came into his
wife’s face, as it confronted him over the
throbbing form of the confiding one,'a sudden cat’s paw. Therefore he quietly retreated
and returned to his table again.
“Quarreled with George 1” pursued the
sympathizer, “can it be possible ? Is it”—
(slowly) “is It—a—tiff,Nannie? or is it”—
(quickly) “a very serious matter, a—”
“Why, we have separated,” cried the sufferer; “we have had very hard words and we
have taken our leave of each

other forever.”
long silence, one of those

Here there was a
pauses which alway occur injsuch extremities, and which are occupied insensibly by
both parties iu an approach to a common
ground. One of the two people became more
calm as her friend was calm, and the friend
became more sorrowful even as the other was
sorrowful.
“Poor Nannie,” she murmured in her ear,
“poor child—you were ”so happy, too.”
“Oh, ob, so happy, was the return in a
broken whisper; "so very happy, Polly. And
its all over now—I—I.think I shall die.”
“And what is it about, Nannie?”
“Oh, about the Daphne.”
“What? George’s yacht?”
“Y—yes. Oh, how I hate that name! It
has made me so terribly miserable. I so long
for rest, Polly—so long to hide me Bomewhere out of the way of human beings and
human concerns. I—I am very weary and
heart-broken—I, oh dear—oh dearl”
There was a tale to be told. The shades
were closed, and they went and sat down
where the sea-breeze blew upon them. It
was indeed about the Daphne, the boat
which was so truly famous for sailing on the
wind. She was a schooner of seventy and
odd tons burden, shaped like a fish, winged
like an eagle, and poised like a swan. She
was only two years old. and
had already
out-sailed the club fleet in all weathers, and
the
had borne away
"VanSchoonhoven cup,”
two years In succession.
said
Miss Nannie with in“To-morrow,”
terpolated sobs, “you know that this great
great race ot 1873 is to come off. If the
Daphne wins it she will retain the cup,
and—”
“Oh, I know all about it,” was the blithe
response; “Tom has been telling me for three
weeks. It will be a tremendous affair, and I
should think that all the world was coming
—oh, let me ask you before I forget; Do
you know how much the Daphne won by in
1871?”
“In 1871 ?” queried Miss Nannie, in a feeble voice. “In 1871,1 think it was by eight
and three-quarters minutes; yes, that is right
eight and three-quarters minutes.”
“And in 1872?”
Miss Nannie with her pretty finger on her
quivering Ups, reflected a moment.
“In 1872 the Petrel, George’s great rival
came in ahead; but the Daphne had a time
allowance of fifteen minutes, and so she
reaUy beat the Petrel and the whole fleet by
five minutes. I know George was delighted.
He said he had rather have won that race
than a dozen like that of 1871.”
“And who owns the Petrel, Nannie. ?”
“Oh, Clary Vedder,” said she.
“Clary Yedder I Why, that little flyaway ?
Susie Staats is bis affiance. She was the one
that was so much in love with George, in the
Trosachs two years ago. But he didn’t smile
upon her, and she’s hated him ever since.
Ah, would’nt she be happy if her Clary’s
Petrel would only carry off the cup ?” And
the astute tactician shook her head and reflected upon the matter. But in a moment
she returned to earth again with a start:
“Forgive, Nannie; come, poor child, tell me,
tell me all about your trouble,” and she
wound her arm about her afresh, and bent
her head to listen.
“But George is so taken up with his pleasure, Polly. It is yacht, yacht, yacht, from
one week’s end to the next.
Yesterday he
was doing nothing but experimenting with a
new self-detaching boat-fall.
He is all the
time thinking of dead water, and his new
wire rigging, and his copper sheathing. He
is allowing nis sonl to rust out, Polly.
One
can’t be playing alt the time.” Here she ran
off into a velvety denunciation of George and
all his works. She granted him handsome
and generous, and ardent, supremely intelligent, “but, alas! Polly,” she cried, with a
tremulous light in her soft eyes, “he doesn’t
see the great world as I see it.”
“And you asked him to give up yachting,
Nannie?”
“Yes, Polly, I begged him to think of the
present time he was wasting. I told him
that I did not believe he was serious enough,
and he said he thought he was too serious
already, and—”
“Ah, then, what?”
“Why, then, I explained that with his
talents he ought to be doing something great
in some way or other. The world is full of
terrible wrong and wickedness, and I told
him that he was very culpable not to be a reformer.”
“And what did he say to that?”
”
“Well, he said ‘Pshaw!’
XJIU

lie

“Yes. I simply replied: ‘I implore you to
stop this waste of youth. Determine to make
up your mind to do greater and better things
than cruising about in a pretty boat. Say to
yourself, I will cease.’ I ureed him to come
to a decision at once, to turn about immediately, to make the splendid resolve to
quench his childish desire for a transient
triumph over the Petrel to-morrow; but—
but—”
“But what, Nannie?”
“But he only walked up and dowli very
furiously, while I sat there pleadiog and beseeching until I grew excessively tired; I am
sure I must have looked very wan and

lonely.”

“And then, I suppose, the quarrel began ?”
“Yes. immediately.
George was like a
tiger. He said he had a mind to turn fisherman at once, and to remain so all his days.
Then, Polly, I began to discover that the
sprinkling of roses on my path was a very
shallow one. He finished by asking me in a
very excited manner what it was that I
wished him to do? What particular labor
would seem proper for him to undertake?
What were the terrible faults that he was
committing? ‘George,’ said I, indignantly,
‘I leave all that to yourself; your own conscience is sensitive enough to furnish you
with convicting answers.’ ” Here Miss Nannie bridled for a moment, and then broke
down into another fit of weeping, and cast
herself for a second time upon the tender
bosom of her friend.
The friend remained a moment in deep
thought; then she whispered in a siren’s
voice, and with a siren’s embrace, “Nannie,
dear, haven’t you been to hear little Benjamin
Dreyfus preacu lately ?”
“Oh, yes, Polly, all the girls go.”
“I thought so.”

wish to deprive him. I think you have never
been upon the water. No? I thought not.
Then before you ask George to surrender
something of which you do not understand
the nature, would it not have been better to
have asked yourself, ‘Am I sure that I am
not making mischief?’ If you had done so,
then this serious trouble would not have
come upon you.
Benjie Dreyus, who is ailing and bloodless, though very good, has
raised you into a moral atmosphere too refined for one to breathe on short notice.
Therefore, if you want George to ascend to
those lofty hights with you, you must toll
nlnnn
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tomed to it by degrees. I don’t believe, my
poor Nannie—”
At this juncture the sound of eight horses’
feet upon the roadway in front of the cottage
burst in at the window. Then there was a
great reining up, and a great prancing and
snorting, and jingling of silver'harness-bells,

intermingled with the high tones of female
imperiousness. “Hi, Pip! hi, Pop! hi, I
say!” Then “Mrs. Tom Townsend! Mrs.
Tom! Polly!”
“It’s Susie Staata! All on fire, as usual!
She won’t get
Sit still, Nannie, please.

out.”
She opened the shades.
“Oh, there you are, Polly, aren’t you?”
“Yes, Miss Nelse, here I am. Aren’t you
coming in ?”
“Dear, no! Pip, be quiet! I just come up,
Polly, about the regatta to-morrow. Clary
has got passes for the judge’s boat, and
won’t you and Tom go aboard with ma and
me? I know you won’t feel like cruising.

Say yes.”
“Yes; and many thanks.”
“Good 1 D’ye know I’ve been to see the
cup—the Yan Schoonhoven, you know ? It’s
a beauty!
All satin work and bright lights.
The Petrel’s going to win it this year, because Clary has had a new—but that’s a
secret. I do so want him to get it away from
George! I suppose it would make Nannie
horribly—keep still, Pop, I’ll kill him!”
Here she made a dash at a fly upon her
pony’s flank, but, as most flies do under like
circumstances, it flew off intact. “I never saw
them so thick as they are this year.
P-o-o-r
Pip! P-o-o Pop! Whoa! Hi! Oh, Polly,
they’re such vexatious delights! They will
go, you see. Regatta will be early! We’ll
paddle off to the judge’s boat at nine o’clock
from Clary pier. By by!”
And with her ribboned whip properly
crossed, and with her arms squared and her
eyes to the front, she vanished amid a flourish of wheels.
The lady looked around
laughing. But she was alone—Miss Nannie
had fled secretly.
*****

Before the day was much older, and before
his wife had.had an opportunity to explain to
him the case we wot of, Mr. Tom Townsend
strolled out with his cigar.
He took his
way down to the water-side for the purpose
of picking up some more yacht gossip against
the morrow.
Although he did not own a
yacht, he had a great regard for those who
did.
He reached the edge of the cliff, and looked
down upon the water and the vessels. The
squadron was assembled and most of it lay at
anchor. A few crafts were sailing about on
the glittering blue, and the horizon was
dotted with them. The sun was bright, the
breeze was fresh and cool, and from the boats
below there came the fitful sounds of preparation, the rattle of ropes, the fall of blocks,
the voices of men and the clanking of chains.
There was a man sitting upon a bench
under the one spruce tree that the cliff afforded. He was also looking down. He was
brown, powerful, and, at the moment,

thoughtful.
“Halloa, George 1”

He looked around.
"Halloa, Tom 1” They shook hands, and
then both were silent for an instant. Townsend trifled with his cigar and the other became abstracted.
“Have just heard about it, George.” (He
said this on the strength of Miss Nannie’s
first exclamation.)
“Heard about what?”
“Oh, it!”
“Oh, yes!” George moved restlessly, took
off his hat and fanned himself once or twice.
Then he put it on again. “I didn’t think it
had flown so far quite yet.”
“Oh, Polly aud I are the only ones that
know it. I,—upon my word—I’m sorry,

George.”
They both looked off upon the

low

sea.

Its

filled up the interval.
‘-Yes—yes,” cried the yachtsman. “Its
pretty rough. I acted like a brute, I suppose.
But she rather took me by surprise, and I—
well—I don’t know.”
“How did it come about?”
“Why, you see, I’ve been making a great
deal of a fool of myself during the last three
years about boating. It’s rather laid hold
upon me, and so Nannie there took it into
her head that I ought to be doing something
worth a little more to the world in general:
though I am not sure that one can study or
work to much profit in June, July and
roar

August.”

“Well?”
“Well, and she brought me to the point at
once and asked me to give up to-morrow’s
Pardon me if I say that that was a
race.
settler. I especially wanted to sail that race.
Vedder has got a long main-boom for his
Petrel and he expects to beat me. Then I
wanted to keep the Van Shoonhoven cup.
Then, speaking generally, I love the sea and
all that belongs to it. You know that I have
a great deal of
interest in the club and all
that belongs to it; the interest of a father I
may say. Then you see that it came to be
somewhat of a trial to give it up.”
“These little girls are pretty long-headed
sometimes, George,” observed the other.
Oh, I know it—I know it. I’ve suffered
myself to boat so much that I’ve come to
consider it a right and a necessity.
“You used to do a little writing and a little
speaking, didn’t you ?”
“Yes.”
“Well, and Nannie remembers it, no
doubt. Perhaps she’s ambitious. She wants
to marry a fellow who has, or will have, his
say in affairs. Perhaps she can’t see much
hope of this while he does nothing but desire
aud scheme to beat a lot of other yachts with
his own. No doubt she’s been fretting her
life away ever since you’ve been in love with
her; but it’s only now that the idea has
burst out.”
“By Jove! I shouldn’t wonder if that
were true.”
“There’s no particular glory to be got by
lying under the weather-rail of a schooner
while her sailing master has her canvasses
pulled here and there so that he may get over
the water faster than some other sailing
master, eh?”
“Well, no.”
“Give it up, George.”
“Oh, I have.”
“You have?”
“Oh, yes. You know that old Fonder has
been at me for a year to sell him the Daphne,
and he teased me again yesterday. I had
little thought of doing it until Nannie spoke
up; but she was so clear about it and had it
so much at heart, and there was no ground
loff. for
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I feel guilty at even sitting here and staring
at the boats. I suppose I ought to bo looking after my elocution at this very moment.”
‘‘Do you mean to say that you’re going to
sell your yacht to Fonder?”
“Exactly that. And right off.” He arose
to his feet. “Come, go over with me; we’ll
find him at his cottage at this hour.”
“But what’s the haste?”
“Ob, he wants to sail for himself in to-morrow’s race. He’ll take her, so I am told, just
as she
is, crew and all. There will be nothing to do but to make a sort of verbal transfer
and the thing is done.”
“But the Von School)-”
“Don’t man, don’t! Iam in a fever of
virtue. I.et it take its course.”
They accordingly went to search for Fonder, and when they discovered him the
owner of the Daphne entered into a
negotiation without preface, while his friend stood
at a distance smoking. The talk was brief.
The whilom yachtsman came out again in a
few minutes bearing himself as one might
who had endured the rack with honor.
“Well?” asked his friend.
“It’s done. He agreed to take the craft if
she's all I represented her, and he will sail

her to-morrow in his own name. Ah, Tom,
my heart has had a twist. I can’t stay here
to see the sacrifice. It would madden me to
watch the Daphne come in a second or a

third, and Fonder is sure to make her do one
thing or the other. I’m going to drive off
into the country till it’s all over. Come with
mk, won’t you?’’
“Oh, I can’t; I’m married, you know.”
“Oh, yes—that’s true; I forgot it for the

moment.”
“But Nannie!”
“Nannie?” Well,you can tell her, it you
like. No; wait. On the whole I think I’ll
let her find it out by accident. If I should
send her the story of my conversion, it will
look a little like an act of the good fox of the
fable. A weak child of luxury cannot, with
a good grace, suddenly declare himself to be
a giant virtue to one who has always been a
giantess. She has long been above me, Tom,
and I hope that a night of meditation will
put me into a fit state for presentation to her
Good by.”
to-morrow.
He disappeared.
Mr. Townsend went
home and told his wife that there was heroin
the
world.
ism
*****

At dusk Miss Nannie pat alone in her garden with her plaid drawn up about her shoulders and neck. Her head hung down, and
she wept in silence. This sense of solitude
and desertion was new to her. In the daytime the gay sunlight had furnished her with
distractions; but now she was in the dark,
listening to the dreary roar of the waters and
the still more dreary murmurs and upbraidings of her heart.
At 9 o’clock a man appeared before her; it
seemed as if he shot up from out of the

ground.

There was a shriek. But it was nobody
but the Daphne’s sailing master. He was in
search of the owner. Miss Nannie replied
that she did not know where he was. The
man made a gesture of surprise, which did
not escape the young lady’s notice. He intimated that he had come here because he had
been successful in all his previous searches.
This was innocent on his part, but Miss Nan-

ny blushed red in the dark. The sailor was
about to retire, when Miss Nannie asked him
what his errand was.
This led to telling her of the attempted
transfer of the yacht to Mr. Fonder.
Miss Nannie sprang to her feet.

“But Mr. Fonder, mem, won’t take the
boat, nor have anything to do with her because four of the men have gone off into town
and there be’nt enough left to sail herlo-morrow.

Miss Nannie excited beyond measure, fired
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Then did the yacht still belong to its old
owner? Yes. Was it certain he could be
found in time to rectify matters ? The cap-

tain shook his head.
were secured and

Then, unless the men
brought back, the race
would be lost ? Emphatically, yes. Where

were the men, in all likelihood ? In some of
the liquor shops of the town. Were there
many of these places? About five hundred.
Would the captain assist her to find the runaways? [With admiration.] Yes.
To this pass, then, had she come 1 In a
manner infused with iron, she ordered out her
coachman, and then her pony phaeton and a
light spring wagon; then she ordered her
coachman into the latter, and bade him follow
where she and the captain led in the other vehicle.
Thus arranged, the party made a search for
the recreants. They descended into the lowermost and the vilest parts of the adjacent
city, and Miss Nannie with her skirts gathered
in front of her, pushed, without the smallest
hint of recoil into the dens which she saw.
When she appeared, brawling ceased, men
put down their liquoi, and the proprietors advanced and asked respectfully what she wanted. The first of the crew she saw was lying
like a log upon the floor of a foul back parlor.
The captain and coachman took him by the
heels and shoulders and placed him in the
wagon. Miss Nannie redeemed his cap for
one dollar, (he had pawned it to the barkeeper for ten cents worth of some terrible drink),
and then she drove on to the next place, four
doors off. The next sailor with Daphne’s
uniform was about engaging in a fight. He
naa already Been knodkeu down, and was
covered with blood. He dropped instantly as
Miss Nannie pointed him out with her whip
and the ring scattered silently. This capture
Btaggered to the wagon of his own accord.
Then the hunt went on till midnight. At
that hour all the bars were closed, and yet
there remained quite a hundred unsearched.
Despair ? They paused in the dark and deserted streets. The coachman was surly, and
it began to rain. Suddenly the fighting sailor, probably grateful for his salvation from a
thrashing, suggested, “Station ’ouse, mum.”
They drove there in a hurry. Law had
seized upon fifty individuals. Miss Nannie,
with her head swimming with sickness, descended with the captain to the gaslit crypts
and searched the motley and noisome crowd.
The two sailors were there. They were in a
drunken sleep, and they were lifted bodily
and taken to the wagon, where they rolled
and groaned with the other two.
Thus triumphant, the cotrege returned to
the neighborhood of the beach and the boats.
The captain’s yawl lay beside a pier, and into
it two of the salors were lifted. The captain
rowed them off to the yacht, whose light
was to be seen in the distance.
In twenty
minutes he came b?ck again.
Then the remaining two were deposited in the boat.
Miss Nannie then climed down into the stern
sheets. The coachman and the captain wondered.
She addressed the first: ‘‘Drive
home and say that I shall sleep on the Daphne to-night.”
Then she addressed the sec-

ond : “I am going to make sure that no
other mishaps occur. Give way, please, I’ve
got the tiller-ropes.”
All that night she sat, Argus-eyed, upon
the damp deck, careless alike of the fog and

She fondly believed that she
was preventing mischief.
She did not sigh
or nod, but at every creak of the cordage, or
flicker of the lantern over her head, started
up to look. She would not have known it if
the land-swell.

the

yacht

were

sinking,

or

drifting ashore,

but it pleased her to watch all the same.
She often half wished that George would row
up and catch her sitting there, and she flouted the ignoble desire only to make room for
it to return again. She was full of heroics.
Her courage swelled with every one of the
dismal hours. She was a changed woman,
so she decided.
Her little burst ofenegy had
filled her with valor. What could she not
do ? She ignored her speeches of the morning, and thought Polly had been silly soft
with her.
But where was George ?
Supreme anxiety and a sense of supreme
worth exorcised his spirit, and she longed for
daylight in order that she might “do.”
*****

At meridian, or thereabouts, on the next
day, the great race of 1873 was coming home
with a northeast breeze, and all Springtide

The hills were covered with
mad.
throngs of gazers, and the waters were packed
with boats and barges, which were packed in
turn with ladies and the critics who did not
yacht. The wide course was clear, and the
Judge’s sloop alone seemed to block the way.
The six racers were bearing straight down
two miles off. Artillery boomed, bands played, and the throngs on the outermost highlands began to breakjup, and to stream toward the goal in order to see the finish.
Like great Damon, hard upon the moment,
a wherry dashed out from the shore and
made for the judge’s boat in spite of the cries
and commands of the water police.
Townsend and his fevered, sweet companions saw it.
“Hurrah! Here’s George!”
Twenty hands were stretched out to help
him up. In light of the whispers which,
since daylight, had been circling about the
town concerning the Daphne, and Miss Nannie and himself, he was the incarnate mystery. He was in a blaze of excitement. He
took Townsend’s arm. “How could I help
coming back, Tom? I smelled the eastern
wind from the ocean twenty miles in the
country, and I turned my horse around diwas

rectly.

(He pointed to
is unworthy of
manly admiration?” He put a number of
rapid questions. Tom professed great ignoLook at that sir!”
the race). “Who says that

All that he found out at the moment
that all the yachts, the Daphne and the

rance.
was

Petrel among them, had sailed as had been
intended.
“Where’s Nanny ? Quick! Here?”
“No. Probably in agony somewhere.”
“O Tom, just look at that sight.
Devour
ii.

wun

your eyes,

iuu u never

see

ns

liKe

again! Six clouds racing 1 Why could not
Nannie find pleasure in such a scene?
Hasn’t she a soul? By Jove, the Daphne
leads! Aft with your main-sheet, master!
Why—why—in the name of mercy doesn’t
he haul aft his main-sheet? He’s' doing it!
he’s doing it! Now your jibs! your jibs!
Ob. why am I here? Fonder gets the cup!”

The boats come on. The air was alive
with cries and screams, and the trumpets
and guns made more noise than ever.
The Daphne was first, the Petrel second,
and all the others everywhere behind.
The
great schooner rising and plunging in the
green sea, huggedfclose to the wind, and covered her deck with spray.
From her ernmense canvases towering and swelling in the
air, there came a deep roar, and her dizzy
mast-heads cut huge, wide circles against the
azure sky. Her black and glittering bow
turned an emerald furrow, and behind her
there boiled a caldron of foam.
She was a
million times a swan. She fled like a frightened fish, and it seemed as if she was about
to rise into the air.
She approached the home-bouy.
“I don’t think she would do that for auy
other man but me; but like all her sex—ah,
what a pace that is! look at all those sails
swell! hear the masts crack, and see the mist
about her bows! If Nannie were here, Tom,
I believe—by gracious, there’sja woman
aboard I A woman, if you’ll believe it; aboard
a racing yacht! Fonder’s sister I suppose.
I”—at this moment the Daphne shot past tbe
judges, at the distance of three hundred feet,
and a prolonged cheer rolled down from the
hillside, and a feu dejole burst from tbe guns
on the beach.
Flags dipped, fleets of yawls
put out. and sounds of applause arose from all
quarters.
The Daphne rounded to, and the peaks of
her sails dropped with a rattle. The yachts-

man, oppressed with a load of sorrow, stared
gloomily. It seemed as if the lamp of his
happiness had gone out. II could not cheer,
he could not be glad; true, his yacht had
won, but yet she had won for another man.
His occupation was gone. He was no longer

_MEDICAL.

Maine

book-worm.
a sailor. He
He cast an alien’s glance once more upon his
He gave a violent start.
unrivaled boat.
Then, with a single bound, he threw himself
headlong into his yawl, and shipping the oars
like lightning, was off for the yacht.
He
saw Tom and bawled:
“Thai’s not Fonder’s sister; it’s Nannie!”
Townsend laughed and called Polly to see
the flying hero.
Nannie was waiting for him, blushing like
a rose.
IIo leaped on board, and, speechlessly seizing her hands, he drew her to the other
side of the main sail, aud there embraced her
was a

privately.

No.

Or, SEEF-FBESERVATION.

Cold (Medal Awarded to the Author by
the
‘‘National medical A*sorIatiou.” march tflst, 1870.
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled '•The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.* Price $1 Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood
regained.
Also
another valuable medical work
treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—

“Oh, George, that I should ever thought
you were doing wrong 1” she faltered; “that
I should ever have been your critic.
Ah,
Polly made me so ashamed, so sorry— so
I was very much crushed,
very sorry.
George; I—I longed to find you; I hoped
you would come, so that I might say that we
must be to each other as we were before.
I didn’t know how much you were to me. I
thought for a little whde that we could separate as strangers separate; but ah, that dreadful loneliness that came over me! All was so
black—so wretched I But’’(here she put a
little more silver into her tone) “just at the
worst of it, the sailing master came with his
doleful story. Ah, who could have been
gladder than I was this morning when we
forged past the Petrel just afler we rounded
the red buoy, and started down through the
Old channel? I was a little ill, I think at
first; the captain said I looked white just
when she struck the swells in the open—and
—I guess being sick made meja little clearer
headed. George. Perhaps we can yacht for
three months and be great in the other nine,
can’t we? Speak—can’t we? And you’ll forgive my being, for just once, a little, a very
little harum-scarum, won’t you?
George bloomed.—Appleton’s Journal..

London Lancet•

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” also contains mORE THAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the
price of the
book.

...

...

Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison tbe
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be
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Pail.
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1
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Gentlemen,—My wife has been troubled with Ca-

tarrh for years, and has tried three other
remedies
without any benefit. She has also bsen partially deaf
in one ear for over twelve years.
Since she has
been using Sanford’s Radical Cure her troubles
have been growing rapidly better. At times she can
hear as well as ever, and I am confident that a persistent use of this remedy will result in a permanent
restoration of her hearing. There are several others
here who are using the Radical Cure successfully,
aud I anticipate lor it a large sale as a consequence
of the never-failiDg relief and cure afforded by its
use.
A. W. DAVIDSON.
Respectfully yours.
Hardwick, Vt., March 2.

00
00
12

3*
3*

li

none
8 @

Round hogs..
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef.. .10 00 @10 50
Ex Mess. .11 00 @12 00
Plate.13 00 @14 00
Ex Plate. .14 25 @15 00
Pork,
Backs ....21 00 @21 50
Clear.19 50 @20 50
Mess.18 00 @19 00
Hams. ll*@ 12
Rice.

Rice, P’Jb...

6*@

Naleratus.
6 @

Salerat’s^ ib

Salt*
Turks Is.
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2
Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2
Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 *@ 1

!

!

P. S.—Mr. Luther Bullard of this town reports
that he has taken many remedies, and has employed physicians without relief, but has derived
the greatest benefit from the use ot Sanford’s
Radical Cure.
A. w D.
Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use in all cases.

Price $1.00 per package. For sale by all wholesale
and retail druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

COLLINS'

7J

PLASTERS

Liverpool.
Duty paid.

Local Pains, Lameness, Soreness,
Weakness, Numbness and inflammation

Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Spleen,
Bowels, Bladder, fftearl aud iTKuscles. are
equal lo an army of doctors, and acres of

In

...

_

SORE

CLAIRVOYANT.

A

IV.

a, MADDOX,ti,e celebrated
MADAJIE
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market
ran

Square, rear of tbe Dollar
Horse Car Depot, where she can
bo consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching cut lost, hidden or stolen
and was never known to lie at fault.
treasures,
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per us entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will tind it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that desh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels siuceshe was
seven vears old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies50cents. Office hours
rout 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
uo9dtt

now

THROAT.
MERE CERE

Put ip and prepared by

J.

R.

GROWS,

444 Oxford Street.
For sale by all Druggists.

dec29dtf

Consumption, Constipation, Rheumatism,
Tapeworm, Paralysis,

IlEMORM, RHINE V COMPLAINTS,
and
all CHRONIC
DIFFICELTIEM
made a specialty. Many diseases cured withont the
use of medicine.
Cttice open at all hours.
Consultation free.
DK. It KEF,

3(14w

5181-4 Congress 81., Portland, Me

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

HEATED

STEAM.

JBY

Best of attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market afiords.

deodtf
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Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THUKSDAY, at
P. M. anil leave Pier 38 East ltiver. Now York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 1 P. m.
These steamers are fitted up with tiue ai-coino
ilations lor passengers, making this a very con vonient and comfortable route tor travellers between
Now York anil Maine. Passage, including state
Good destined beyond
Room, $5.
Meals extra.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
.1. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
TicketH and State Rooms can be obtained at '££
declStf
Exchange street.

Norfolk, Baltimore

Four (luie.

s

TINE

week.

Firm Clans Mlcam.bir
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLP.
From Bunion direct every TIIE8UAV
mn<! SATURDAY.
AS°~

KENNEDY?

WM.

BLACKSTONF

and moclellan.
Providence every WEDYESDA'i
and NATPRDAY.
.eight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
A lexamlria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Mosely.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. K. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 2-lU Washington St„
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point* in the West
by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R-, M. W. Davison, Agent,
213'Wasnington street.
Boston.

Throngh hills of lading given by the above

Agents.

named

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or otherinformation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent.
**o2dtf

ML

THE

& Washington

8TEAM8Hir

Providence. K. 1.

—

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,

9.45 A. M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
2.45 P. M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.

For

11.50 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. HI. from Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Jan. 8, 1877.
jaSdtf

fall information apniy to
JAMES UDIiEBWOOD

d3m

Lcuisfosi, Me.
Proprietors, formerly of the FrankHouse, Bangor, having leased this comHotel for a term of years, are
now prepared to entertain their old friends,
The

Ilin

modious

_

187 7.

Office,
overlooking the Park, and forming one of the most
beautiful locations in the State.
It is also convenient to the principal places ot business in the
City. It has all the modern conveniences of Steam,
Bath Rooms, Sample Rooms and Billiard Hall; also
a first-class Livery Stable.
Carriages always in waiting to take guests to and
from the trains.

Portland fur
Boston at 9.00 a. in., and 3.00 p. in., urriving
at Gloston at 1.40, 7,30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m„
3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10, 8.10
p. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 9.00 a. m., 3 00 p. m.
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 3.00 p. m. (via
Lawrence.) at 9.00 a. m.
For Rochester and Farmington, N. H., at
9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebnnk at 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kcnnebaab
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

ROYAL QITIIBY,
EBEN Ml'Hi'II,
nov25

STATE

to warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

PURSUANT

to New

KAIL

Monday, tlie fifth day of March next, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon,

year.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such clay of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.

York.

ROUTE.

after

Monday, Dec. 11, 1876, a
Car will be attached at Nashua, at
6.30 p. m., to New Yoik Express, leaving Portland
at 2.30 p. in., and run directly through to New York
without change, via Worcester, Putnam, Middletown and New Haven, arriving at Grand Central
Depot at 5.45 a. m.
Leave New York at 11.30 p. m
arriving at
Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. m.
Sleeping Car on this train runs directly through
from New York to Nashua without change.

ON Sleeping

way make
Central

Maine
Grand Trunk Railroads*
with

NORWICH

Per order,

promptly attended

close
and

in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being

opposite the Patent Oifice, we can make timer
searches, and secure Patbroader claims than
and
wirh
promptly
—

Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p.
m., making close connection with Norwich Line
Steamers for New York, arriving at Pier 10 North
River, New York, at 6.00 a. m.
Luw

Fares, Fine Fqnipineut,

tents

more

those who

I

are

remote from

Washington.

T IT TT n IT m A TY H

No Trans-

fers.

For Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on
N orwicli Line Steamers, apply at 28 Exchange St.,
or at Depot, foot ot Myrtle St.
J. M.LUNT, Suit.
J. W. PETERS, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
dec22dtf

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION OT TRAINS.
WINTER

On and after MONDAY. Oct. 16,1876,
-‘W^KStrains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewision at 7.00 a. m.
Express tram at 12,25 p. oi tor Auburn and Lew-

iston.
Mail

(stopping

all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. in.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal aud West at 12.25 p.in.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
train 2.00 p.

m.

at

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
a HD

dus a model or
siceicn or
your uevice; we make exam-

inations free of charge
and advise as to patentability, All cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO OIIAKBK UNJLESS PATENT
SECURED.
We reler to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
O. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C,
no21

Any

one

and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. Smoking looms. Ladies* Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms. Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.
Southerly course during the ice season.
Rates of passage §80 and §100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—§145 anti §175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. HALE. Agent,
15 Broadwav, New York.
Or T. P. NcGOWAiV, 422 loagreM

ML,

Portland.

d4m

^feblO

bo sto n
AND

—

Philadelphia
Steamship Line.
Lea?c each port c-Yery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From

A©

From

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

10

insurance

a. m.
one half

sailing vessels.
the West by the Penn.

Freight

for
hv eorniectmtr linen forwarded

R.

tree ikf

the rate of

R.,and South

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

For Freight

Passage apply

or

to

E. B. SAUPMON, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Boston.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England

STEAMSHIP LINES.

FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Good*

Daily.

Through

Received at Depots

Bills Lading given irom Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEANI LINES’* to Baltimore,

Norfolk.

Richmond, Uharlewton,
iihhiugton.

berne and W

New*

D. D. C. TIINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
_196 Washington Street.

janlldtf

OTER3ATIOMAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

Calais

and

Nt.

John, Digby,

Windsor and Halifax.

WINTER

OSE

ARRANGEMENT

TRIP PER

see that the manufacturers ot Benson’s
Porous Plaster received the highest and only
awarded to plasters.

Capcine

WEEK.

medal

WHAT CANNOT RE SEEN
this list is the name of any of their numerous
competitors. So greatly superior to ordinary porous
plasters and liniments is Benson’s Cai>eine Porous
Plaster, that it has gained the approval of the highest medical authority in the world.
Dr. J. N. H.
Thompson, of Washington,-!). C.. Judge in the Drug
Department of the Centennial Exposition, says of
them:—‘T use them constantly in my practice, and
esteem them one of the most useful inventions of the
age.” Benson’s Capcine Plaster strengthens, soothes,
stimulates a healthful circulation of the blood, relieves at once, and cures quicker than any known
plaster, liuiment or compound. It is now considered
to he the unrivalled remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, spinal and kidney affections, sciatica, lumbago,
stubborn colds, and all local pains and aches.
Sold
everywhere. Price 25 cents. W. F. Phillips &
fe2eod&wlui
Co., Portland, Agents.
in

after Monday, Jan. 1st
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
every Monday at 6.00 P. M., lor
Eastport juid St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
On and

Thursday.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediuo. Amherst, Pictou, Frederlcktown, and all stations on
the Intercolonial Kailway.
IS’-Freight received oh day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
de23dtfA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

BOSTON STEAMERS,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I

Balance of Slock, couMinlins of a full
lino of floods of our own importation
will be sold low to clone.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Tonif*, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Nall Cake CiiyvJ
and

..

Awards will

To Close.

San

..

who will examine the list of Centennial

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Denver,

..

..

dtf

WJBAT ANY ONE MAY SEE.

ARRANGEMENT

QUEENSTOWN

Jn23-ly

to.

STEAMERS

..

Clerk.
feb20dtd

obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompouuds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assign*
ments, Interferences, etc.
nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

LINE

AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York us follows:
City of Richmond
Saturday, Mar. 3 8.C0 a. m
City of Brussels
Saturday, Mar. 17 G 30 a. m
City of Berlin
Saturday, Mar. 24 1.00 p. m
City of Chester
Saturday, Mar. 31 G.30 a m
City oF Montreal
Saturday, April 7 12.30 p.m
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilated. Tho saloons are the entire width of the vessel,

City

still,

LINE.

dtf

MAIL
FOR

11.1. ROBINSON,

February 20, 1877.

73

INMAN

then and there to give in their votes for Mayor,
Alderman, three Common Councilmen. a Warden,
Clerk and two City Constables, and in Wards two
five, six and seven, one Snpertending School Committee, resident in of said Wards, for the ensuing

35 Miles Saved to New Vork.

Expre»» Trains each

OF MAINE.

To the Electors of the City of Portland.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macl.i .s, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland <2fe Ogdenshurg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. TOURER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEYENS, Gen. Agent, Portland, ocldti

connection

d3m

South

steamers

NEW

l’„
Proprietor*.

J

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

and

Sleeping Cars

change
ocl

COR. OF 11NE AND PARK STS.j
Nearly opposite City Building ond Post

Passenger Trains will leave

Pciuts

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
Rlways in advance of all other linen. Rag.
gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins &
Adams’, 22 ExSt.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49* Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,

The Hotel is pleasantly situated on the

WIKTEIt ARRANGEMENT.

Through Tickets to all
West at lowest rates.

travelling public generally.

and the

OllIEBS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

CO.,

&

DEWITT HOUSE,

RAILROAD.

OF ALL

This is

73S Broadway, Jiew York.

<1 c8

Boston & Maine

Commencing Wednesday, Feb. 14,

FOR NEW YORK,
AHSAI)

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLANDS.

Arrive m I’ortiauci:

Francisco,

ALSO
Two DeNkM,oue Tilton & McFarland Safe,
one Fairbanks’
Scale, large size, oue

Furnace,

all points in the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
fc^PULLMAN PA I ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

condition,

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16. 1876.

Ac.

RUE US STANLEY & SON,
193 FORE STREET.

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

fel) 19

On and after MONDAY, JAN. 1st, the sup rior
Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY OK JOHN KROOKS
will, until further notice, run as follows: Le ive

d&\v3iv

GOOD AS GOLD.
Bents’ Jewelry Cases, coutains Watch Chain,

Sleeve Buttons. 3 Shirt Studs, Collar Stud, Bosom
Pin and Ring. Also Ladies’ Jewelry Cases. Double
fire gilt, and will keep appearance of gold for years.
Price, $1 and 2 letter stamps.
Agents wanted for the above, and for many other
lines of goods, by which from $5 to $10 per day can
be made. For terms, &c., address, with stamp
DOWNES & CO.,
feb22eodlw*
Portland, Me.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every Nlonday. Wedue«day, and Friday
at 7 o'clock P. M., and I IN IMA WIIAKF.
BOSTON, every IikmIuj, Thursday, and
Nalurday at 3 «*, M.

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they so
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid I he ex.
pense and Inconvenience of arriving in Huston late
at night.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
mjy-iwni

n, uum m.r.

,»r., ueu

agi.

_ap29tltf

Eastern
OCT.

Railroad,
9, 1876.

a

w m.
304

Montreal Ocean

Sliarp,

Portsmouth, Hamptons^ Newburyport,
Salem, Lyno. Chelsea and Boston at

•1.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. m., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
$.40 p. na. Biddeford accomodating trnin.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.1$ a, m., every day (except

Mondays.^
RETURNIMG,

5S8 Congress Jstreof

Wc waul 500 more lir*t-cla** Mewing
Machine Agent*, au«l 500 men of energy
and ability to learn ihe bunine** ol Melting
Mewing Vlacliiucw. €'ompeu*aliou Liberal,
but varjiug according to Ability, Character
and Qualification* of the Agcut.
For particular*, Addrc**

Wilson Sewing Machine
827

& 823 Broadway, New York,

or

Co,, Chicago,

New Orleans, La.

Jan30_iHwt
trifling
WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
TTSE

Leave Boston at 7.30, f 14.30 and at S.00
p. m., connecting with iUniue Central
and E. & N, A. Railway ler Ml. John
and Halifax, Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rales. Pa 11 man Car Tickets for Scats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers bv this line avoid all change.
(1E0. BATCH ELDER. Supt.
0c9dtf

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
remedy lor COCGII*. and all diseases ot
1 lie THROAT.
LUNGS, (UfcKT and
MUCOUS MEMBRANE.
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
C. N. CKITTENTON, 7 Sixth Avekce, New York

a sure

ja30ddwt

WONDERFUL SUCCESS! 43,000 ol the

$25. $50. $100. $200. $500.
The reliable house ot ALEX. FROTHINGHAM & CIO., No. It \\ nil Ml.. New Aorli,
a handsome eight page weekly paper, called
which they send free
the Weekly Financial
to any address. In addition to a large number ot editorials on tinancial and other topics, it contains very
full and accurate reports of the sales and standing
of every stock, bond and security dealt in at the
Stock Exchange. MV»»r». I4'BOTH INGHAM
A CO. are extensive brokers, of large experience
In addition to their stock brokand tried integrity.
erage business, they sell what are termed “Privileges, or ‘’Puts and Calls.” now one of the favorite
methods of legitimate speculation. Their advice is
valuable, and by following it many have made ior-

publish

Report,

tuues.—Neu> york Metropolis,
oct9

ds&wtr

DESCRIBED
Sold

in

AND

on It

Send for proof,

i!4wt

Co.

and

Liverpool.

Kemrn Tit kein granted at
reduced rates. The Steamship

PERUVIAN, Capt. Smith,

will sail from this port for Liverpool on
.Saturday, February ‘24 (h,
immediately after the arrival ot the train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according to accommodations,) 870 uud 8so.
intermediate passage 840.
Payable in gold or Its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
II. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India 8t.
For steerage passage inward and outward, and for
iglit drafts on England in sums to suit, annlv to
JAMES L. FARMER, No. 3 India St.
Portland, Nov. 21, 1876.
nov22Utf
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken
upon him sell
the trust of Administrator of the estate ot

NOTICE

DAVID D. THORN, late of
Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
the law directs. All persons
having dem
estate ot said deceased, are required
to ex molt the
same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
JOHN H. FOGG, Adm’r.
T,
A1
Portland, Feb. 6th, 1877.
fe!0dlaw3wS*
iii fhe

PJ‘^j851u.P®5the

TVOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
XI been duly appointed Executrix of the w ill of
EMELINE A. COYELL, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has tak-

upon herself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of
said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to

en

ALBERTINA M. MEANS, Executrix.
Feb. 6, 1877.
dlaw3wF*

Portland,

complete

low price
*4.30), treating
of the entiir history, grand buildings, wondcrful ck!iioiI*, fin losiiies. great dnys, etc.;
illusiraied. and SI cheaper than any ottier; ever > bod
iraula it. One new agent cleared *330
in 4 weeks. 3,000 agent* wanted. Send quickty
tor proa, ot chore, opinions of officials, clergy,
and press, sample pages, full description, and our
exirn terms. HunnAKD BROTHERS, Publishers,
Springfield, Mass.
n* IpIlIflM Beware of falsely claimed official and

OA UI lUil worthless books,
l'e2

derry

^

ILLUSTRATED.

It being the
work {170 panes ouly

GO days.

Steamship

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to London-

Commercial Street, I’ortlnuil, Me.
dtl

lanldtt

PAMMENQER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Krnncbunk, Wells, North Berwick, South
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth,
Kittery,
Newbury port,
Galena, Lyuu, i'lieUen and Boston at
11.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,

ALLAN LINE.

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Baddies,
picnic parties, and

very nice article for family use,
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

Vaults Cleaned anil Aslics Removed.
4 LL ORDERS nromptly attended to by calling r.t
iSL or addressing
R. GIJISON,

Grows’ Llnim ont

Store, owposite obe

the very Center of the City.

auglO

C. 0. Chamberlain’s‘Greenwood’ Asthma Cure.

..

31E,

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-room

the

2 25 @ 2 50
bond... 1 37*@ 1 75
2 @
2* Gr’nd butter 20
box
Campeachy..
Even in Paralysis,
planls and shrubs.
St. Domingo.
1J@
2} LIv.fine sack 1 75 @ 2 00 Epilepsy, or Fils, aud Ncivoim and InPeach Wood
Seeds.
@
5£
Red Wood..
Clover, lb.... 16* @ 17
@
voluntary Aiuscular Action, this Plaster,
Fish.
Red 'lop bag 3 00 @ 3 25
by Rallying the Nervous Eorces, lias
H. Grass,bu. 2 37|@ 2 50
Cod, per qtl..
L’ge Shore 4 75 @ 5 00
Soap.
effected Cures when every other knnivn
8
L’ge Bank 4 87 (§) 5 25 ExSt’mRTd
@
remedy has failed.
Small.... 3 87 @ 4 25 Family.
7
@
Pollock. 2 25 @ 2 75 No. 1.
@
6*
Haddock... 1 75 @ 2 25
Hpices.
SOLO BY ALL DRIJGGlijUS.
Hake.... 1 75 @ 2 25 Cassia, pure
38 @
42
Cloves.
45 @ 50
Herring,
Price 25 cents.
Shore, -p
@ 20
Ginger.......
bbl. 4 50 @ 5 00 Mace........
@125
Scal’dpbx. 19 @ 23 Nutmegs.... 110 @ 1 20
Went on receipt of Price, ‘25 cents for
No. 1.14 00 @18 00 Pepper.
@ 25
One, SI.for Mix, or $J.!25 for Twelve
Starch.
Mackerel,^ bbl.
9 @ 10*
Bay No. 1.15 00 @16 00 Pearl.
to any pait of the United
States and
Bay Ny. 2. 7 50 @ 9 00
Sugar.
Canada, by WEEKS Ac POTTER, ProLarge 3... 8 00 @ 9 00 Granulated,.
@ 12*
Shore No.l 16 00 @18 00 Extra C.
@ Hi
prietors, Boston.
No. 2.... 9 00 @10 50
C..,,.
10*@ 105
No. 3....
S&W2w
Syrups. 60 @ 7u : ftb!7
Medium.6 50 @ 7 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00
C.
9|
the celebrated
Flour.
CC..
@10
5 75 @ 6 25
Ex C.
Superfine
@ lOf
00
7
7
50
@
Teas
Ex-Spring.,.
xx Spring... 7 75 @ 8 25 Souchong...,
@ 45 !
Pat’t Spring
@ 60
Oolong.
wheats.... 10 00 @1100 |
do choice
@ 80
Mich’n WinJapan. SO @ 40
TRADE MARK NAME.
do choice
ter best.... 8 25 @ 8 50
50 @ 75
Lo w grade
Tin.
Falcnled Nor. 13, 1873,
Michigan.. 7 25 @ 7 50 Straits. 21 @ 23
St.Louis winEnglish. 22 @ 23
For the relief of Asthma, Phthisic, Hiccoughs, anil
ter fair....
@ 8 75 Char. I.C... 7 75 @8 00
all spasmodic adeetions of the throat. Prepared
Win’r good 9 50 @10 00 Char. I. X... 9 50 @ 9 75
and
for sale by Mrs. E. E. Chamberlain at 25 Cedar
best. 9 75 @10 00 Terne. 7 50 @ 8 50
Strrpt. Pnrflnnd (nri<1rv«r cf
n
r\
/-.iFruit.
Coke. 7 50 @ 7 75
lain,) being sole owner of Formula. None genuine
Almonds,
@ 20
Antimony...
without
trade
name
mark,
upon
Soft Shell.
19 @
9
20 Zinc.
wrapper.
8*@
For sale by druggists generally.
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
jan25d3m
Tobacco.
Peanuts.1 75 @ 2 25 Fives and Tens,
C*Cron....... 25 @ 30
DiNvaseM Cured.
Bestbr’nds' 65 @ 75
Currants..,,
9
New paths marked out
8$@
Medium... 55 @ 60
7 @
Dates.
8
52
48 @
Common
by that plainest of all
Home
books—“Plain
Figs. 14 @ 17 Half ibs. 50 @ 55
8 @
14 Nat’l Leaf...
Prunes-....
Talk and Medical Com90 @ 110
mon
aisins
Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by
Sense,'’—nearly
Dr. E. B. Foote, of 120 Lexington Ave,, N. Y. PurVarnish.
Layer,new 2 10 @ 2 20
chasers ot this book are at liberty to cousult Its au
L. M. new. 2 40 @ 2 50 Damar.
25 @ 1 75
tbor in person or mail free. Price
New Val.
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
by mail, postage
0@ 11 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
prepaid, $3.25 for the Standard edition, or $150
& lb....
for the Popular edition, which contains all the
0 @ 4 00
Lemons $>bx
Wool.
same matter and illustrations.
8 00 Fl’ce wash’d.
Contents tables free.
34
Oranges Val.
30 @
Jamaica $>o. .9 00 @ 9 50 do nnwash’d 22 @ 24
Agent* Warned. MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING
43
fel2d3m*
CO., 129 East 28th Street, N. Y.
40 @
I Pull’d,Super
Lamb Skins. 65 @ 75

2$@

THE

Line to Sew York.

F,-oot

$3 00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

For

of

Hotel,

PORTLAND,
Situated in

Change of Time Jan. S, 1877.

—

VOLTAIC

7

50
50
50
75

rh

And Deafness Cured.

@ 3 00

Bermuda..

LETTER

catTr

@10 00

Blue.
@ 2 75
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
Beef Side....
9@ 12
YTeal
8 @
io
Mutton. 12 @ 13
Chickens....
12*@ 14
15 @
18
Turkeys.
Fggs,^doz. 25 @ 27
Potatoes
80 @ 1 00
ODions, bbl.. 4 00 @ 4 50

r^rant

and some times all yield to its destructive iuffuence.
The poison it distributes throughout the system attacks every vital force, and breaks up the most robust of constitutions.
Ignored because little understood by most nhysicans, impotent ly assailed by
quacks and charlatans, those suffering from it have
little hope to be relieved of it this side of the grave.
It is time, then, that the popular treatment of tlii*
terrible disease by remedies witbin the reach of all
passed into hands at once competent and trustworthy. The new and hitherto untried method adopted
by Dr. Santord in the preparation of his Radical
Cure has won my bcai ty approval. I believe it likely
to succeed when all the usual remedies fail, because
it strikes at the root of the diseased, viz. the acidified
blood, while it heals the ulcerated membrane by direct application to the nasal passages. Its action is
based on certain fixed rules, and unless the vital forces are too far exhausted, must, in the great majorGEO. BEaKD, m. d.
ity of cases, eflect a cure.
Nobscott Block, So. Framingham, Oct. 1, 1871.

Painti*.

White,ton

United States

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

1

HOTELS.

PORTLAND & QODENSBURG RR.

luiiiiiiimmuuiii/BHMi iiiiuii

artiplp of

NO

@ 3 50

Pure Drydo.10 00
Am. Zinc....
10
3
Rochelle Yel.
3
Eng.Ven.red
10
Red Lead....
Plaster.

Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t
$Mixed.
au31dif
Portland, Oct. 0,1876.

a. m.

and

65
48
43
70
52
45

@10
@10
@
@
@
@

Trains leave PoMlnml for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at 112 35 a. m.f 12.40 p. m.
Skowliegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. in.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Brunswick
112.35 a. m., $7.00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick $7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. in.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. in., 5.05 p. in.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes dose connection with E. & N, A. Railway for St. John and

$Mixed.
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorbam, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
dcldtf

and worthy to be classed among the standard medical specifics of the day.

an

single disease has entailed more suffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution
than Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, ot sight,
of hearing, the human voice, the mind, one or more

Stores.

Port. Lead..
PureGr’ddo

cures

From a Distinguished Physician.

50
50
75
75
25

2 10

3
4
3
6

Lowell and
at Nashua tor
Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Iloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Pntnnin with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line** for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New Loudon with Norwich
Line Steamer.-*, due at Pier No, 40, North
Rarer New York, at C.00 a. ra.
5.!i0 P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
H.'in P. M. Local for tiorhniu.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.33 a. in., *1,20 and
$5.10 p. ra.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 0.40

nnnm mi c, lrnmimnrn nvis

feel assnrpfl that it. is

IMPORTANT

Nails.

bb)..
Tar,
@
Pitch(C.TaO
@
Wil. Pitch..
@
Rosin. 4 00 @
Turp’tine,gl. 48 @
Oil.
Kerosene....
@
Port.Ref.P’tr
@
Devoe Brill’t
@
Sperm.1 85 @
Whale.
85 @
Bank. 50 @
Shore... 45 @
Porgie. 45 @
I Linseed.
@
Boiled do....
@
95 @
Lard.
Castor. 1 40 @
112 @
Neatstoot..
60 @
Elaine.

West.
2.30 P. ill. Steamboat Express through to
New Loudon without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Rreat
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and

vnlup

niav

do No.l 12 00 @14 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

Cedar ex... 3 00
Cedar No.?
00
Spruee.... 1 50
Latns,spr ce 1 50

d

possesses the soothing and liealiDg properties of
plants, herbs and barks in their essential forms, free
from every fibrous contamination, and in this respect
differs from every other known remedy. In one short
year it has found its way from the Atlantic to the
Pacific coast, and wherever known has become the
standard remedy for the treatment of Catarrh. The
proprietors have beeu waited upon by gentlemen of
national reputation who have been cured by this
remedy, and who have, at considerable expense and
personal trouble, spread the good news throughout
the circles in which they move. When you hear a
wealthy gentleman of intelligence and refinement
say "I owe my life to Sanford’s Radical Cure,” you

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00

Shingles.

ak

It

14*
15*

@

Cask.

65 @ 75
mide
Chlorate... 28 @ 33
Iodide.... 2 75 @ 3 00
@ 75
Quicksilver
@ 3 10
Quinine.
Rt rhubarb..' 75 @ 1 50
40
Rt snake....
@ 50
Saltpetre.... 10 @ 17
Senna. 15 @ 25
Seed canary. 3 50 @ 4 00
Cardamons 1 65 @ 2 50
5 @
8
Soda bi-carb.
3
Sal.2 m
Sulphur.
4J@
5$
19 @
25
Sugar lead
60 @
65
White wax
Vamillabeanlo 00 @20 00
Vitrol blue.. 10 @ 12
Duck*
No. 1.
@ 32
No. 3.
@ 29
No. 10.
@ 20
8oz.
@ 16
10 ozs.
@ 20
Dyewood*.

Brazilwood.
Camwood...
Fustic.
Logwood,

permanently
this loathsome disease in all its varying stages.
INSTANTLY

Slaughter...
Gd Dam’g’d
Calf....
@
Lime.
Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 00
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 &2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
No 4.20 00 @30 00
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
Spruee.11 50 @14 00
Hemlock... .10 00 @12 00
Am.

16

3
42
18
65
25
40
45
7 50
45
1 50
4 00
130
20
40
4 85
5 25
1 50
4 25
1 75
4 50
3 75

RADICAL CURE

12
12

@
@
Leather.
New York,

Light.
Mid. Weight.
Heavy.

SANFORD’S

ll|@

illolassei.
Po
Rico..
50 @
Cieniuegos... 47 @
41 @
Muscovado..
New Orleans
55 @
13$ Barbadoes... 50 @
13$ Sagua. 44 @

19
19
28
34

@ 16$
Rope.
Drugs and Dyes.
J5 @
20
Acid Oxalic,.
60
tart.
55 @
Alcohol ^ gl 2 25 @ 2 35
4 @
Alum.
5
Ammonia
20 @
carb.
25
6 @
7
Ashes pot...
Balscopabla. 60 @ 70
38 @
42
Beeswax...*
Bleaching
3 @
5
powders...
13 @
16
Borax.
4 @
Brimstone..
4$
Cochineal....
@ 90

Copperas....

stowed.”— Massachusetts rieughman, June 3d, 1876.
Gg^Catalogue sent ou receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
N. B. The author can he consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
p. m.
auglTTh&Sly&w31

For CATARRH.

Il*@

7.30 A. 71. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m.f Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

able medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily be-

12

14
15
Lena.
Sheet & Pipe
9
8
Pig.

32

@
@
@

68

9*@

..

Cbp. Bolts..

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most notice-

@ 70
@ 67
@ 1 20
75 @
85
60
55 @
@30 00

Lard.

Kegs^Ib...

Cheese.
Verm*t,$> ft 13 @
Maine.
13$@
N. Y. Factory 15$@
Cumberland 7
Pictou. 6
Chestnut.... 5
Franklin.... 7

@ 4 00
@ 6 50

69

Galy.

@

read by the young, the middle-aged

Tlie first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

Fine Feed.
Shorts.
@25 00
Hay.
00
@19 00
Pres’d,^ton.l8
Loose.17 00 @18 00
Straw. 9 00 @10 00
Iron*
Common....
2
Refined.
2§£
Norway.
5*@
Cast Steel... 17 c
German St’l.
Shoe Steel...
Spring Steel.
Sheet Iron..
41
Common....
4@
H. C.
6 @
6*
15 Russia.
13 @
14

@

Oak.
Birch, Ma-

Rye.
Barley..

Oats.

MONDAY, OCT. 9, IS*6.

m.,

“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of tb
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfincli

Corrected for the Pbess to Feb. 21,1876.
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;

tailed the default of Fonder, and her search
for the drunken sailors, and her usurpation
in “your” absence of the command ot the
T Innlino
T t WHS therefore clear to the vnehtsman that the boat was still his, anil that the
Yon Schoonlioveu cup was still his, and that
the loveliest of all women was still his.
lie was overcome by this cloying flood, and
He could only sigh and look
was helpless.
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